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Abstract

This thesis presents the tools and findings in our investigation of galaxy structure.

A first crucial endeavour consisted of assembling a uniform compendium of “Pho-

tometry and Rotation curve Observations from Extragalactic Surveys” (PROBES) of

over 1500 late-type galaxies, the largest sample of its kind, for such investigations.

Using PROBES, we were able to characterize the intrinsic properties of the Radial

Acceleration Relation (RAR) in spiral galaxies, and verify their consistency with the

Λ Cold Dark Matter (CDM) cosmology and incompatibility with the previously pro-

posed Modified Newtonian Dynamics (MOND) explanation. Further investigations

in galaxy structure would require more extensive multi-band surface photometry pro-

cessing capabilities; this was achieved by developing the AutoProf software. AutoProf

can automatically and efficiently process galaxy images into non-parametric light pro-

files. It is typically more robust and achieves greater photometric depth than similar

codes. Through this thesis work, the PROBES sample and AutoProf code were both

released publicly and have already garnered significant attention. With the PROBES

sample, an extensive investigation of the scatter of late-type galaxy scaling relations

was also conducted. Our novel Bayesian technique enabled the determination of the

intrinsic scatter of 36 scaling relations coupled with a most comprehensive comparison
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with the literature. The novel Bayesian intrinsic scatter technique revealed inadequa-

cies in previous intrinsic scatter measurements, ultimately finding more diversity in

galaxy populations than was previously appreciated. These findings, many of them

novel, are instrumental for the development and fine-tuning of galaxy formation mod-

els.
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Glossary

AutoProf A software for automated non-parametric isophotal solutions for galaxy

images.

Axis Ratio In an ellipse the axis ratio is the ratio b/a of the semi-minor (b) to the

semi-major (a) axis.

BTFR Baryonic Tully-Fisher Relation.

Cirri Diffuse gas and dust clouds in the Milky Way which can obscure observations.

CMB Cosmic Microwave Background.

Cosmological Dimming Change in brightness due to space-time changes with red-

shift. Radiation is stretched due to redshift and so decreases in energy by a

factor of (1 + z). Similarly, volume is affected by the stretching of space-time

by a factor of (1+ z)3. For bolometric values this factor totals to (1+ z)4 while

for particular band passes (e.g. magnitudes in the AB-magnitude system used

throughout this thesis) the factor is (1 + z)3.

Curve of Growth The integrated total enclosed magnitude as a function of pro-

jected radius in an extended astrophysical object. See magnitude.
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DEC Declination.

de Vaucouleurs Profile An empirical light distribution function typically for early

type galaxies which corresponds to a Sérsic Profile with n = 4.

Dex A unit in log10 space, for example 1 dex indicates a factor of 10.

Early Type Galaxy Early type galaxies are characterized by smooth ellipsoidal

light distributions and often older stellar populations. Definitions vary, though

they are typically equivalent to elliptical galaxies. (see also late type).

Effective Radius The projected major axis radius for an isophote enclosing half of

the total light in a galaxy.

Ellipticity An alternative measure of the axis ratio, the ellipticity is 1− b/a.

FFT Fast Fourier Transform.

Flux Generalization for intensity of a quantity passing through a surface. Used

loosely in many imaging contexts, here flux is proportional to Wm−2. Flux is

distance dependent.

FUV Far Ultra-Violet.

FWHM Full Width at Half Maximum.

Galactic Extinction The dimming of extragalactic sources due to viewing them

through dust in the Milky Way. Sources appear slightly dimmer due to atten-

uation through this dust. This should not be confused with internal extinction

which causes galaxies to appear dimmer due to their own dust content.
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Galaxy Morphology Qualitative assessment of the structure in a galaxy (see also

early type and late type). Typically the morphology is represented as a classi-

fication (e.g. “Sa” is a kind of spiral galaxy), numerical progression from early

type to late type, or both (e.g. “Sa” is often given the value 1).

Hα The first Balmer emission line in hydrogen with a wavelength of approximately

656 nm. It is a useful probe for rotation curves in spiral galaxies as it is mostly

emitted in star forming regions which occur at or near the plane of the disk.

Heteroscedastic Errors or uncertainties which change per measurement. The point

to point variation may follow some trend, for example surface brightness mea-

surements are heteroscedastic because fainter values also have higher uncer-

tainty. The point to point variation may also be entirely random, for example

many Position Angle (PA) and ellipticity measurements have different errors

due to the presence of interloper objects which obscure the best fitting ellipse.

HI A neutral hydrogen emission line associated with a spin flip of the electron (from

aligned to anti-aligned with the proton). With a wavelength of approximately

21 cm it is a useful probe in galactic astronomy as it mostly samples the plane

of the disk (in spiral galaxies).

HII Indicates ionized hydrogen, which generally occurs in star forming regions of

galaxies.

Initial Mass Function Probability distribution function of masses for stars formed

in a typical collapsing cloud. Often assumed to be universal, and thus all stars

are drawn from the same distribution.
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Integral Field Unit Observatory optical arrangement for extracting spatially re-

solved spectral measurements. Used to measure detailed spatial properties of

galaxies such as the line of sight velocity field, or distribution of different ele-

ments.

Intensity Power passing through a surface in units of Wm−2. Used loosely in many

imaging contexts, here it is synonymous with flux (up to a proportionality

constant). Intensity is dependent on the distance to the source.

Isophotal R23.5 The projected major axis radius for the isophote with a surface

brightness of 23.5mag arcsec−2.

Isophote A contour of constant brightness in a galaxy image, typically fit (or ap-

proximated) as an ellipse.

K-Correction Brightness correction due to the shifting of wavelengths with redshift.

The SED of a galaxy is not flat and so a wavelength shift due to redshift will

move new parts of an SED into the observed bandpass filter. In principle this

is not needed for a bolometric measurement (integrating all wavelengths).

Lambda Cold Dark Matter (ΛCDM) Standard dark matter paradigm in which

there exists a non-collisional particle of dark matter that is kinematically cold.

Late Type Galaxy Late type galaxies are characterized by disks and spiral arms

and often younger stellar populations. Definitions vary, though they are typi-

cally equivalent to spiral galaxies. (see also early type).

Low Surface Brightness Regime of very faint surface brightness values. Due to
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the definition of surface brightness the LSB regime actually has large surface

brightness values numerically (in mag arcsec−2 units).

Luminosity Total power emitted by an object. Typically represented in Watts,

or in units of solar luminosity. This is an absolute quantity and is distance

independent.

Magnitude A measure of brightness in logarithmic units, from a specified wave-

length range. For a source with intensity Is (Wm−2) it will have a magnitude

of ms = mref − 2.5 log10(Is/Iref ) compared to a well measured reference source

mref . An apparent magnitude is the light intensity as observed, this quantity is

distance dependent. An absolute magnitude is corrected to a reference distance

of 10 pc using Mabs = mapp − 5 log10(d/10).

Malmquist Bias The bias causing a flux limited sample to include more intrinsically

bright objects than dim ones. This is due to the fact that intrinsically bright

objects can be seen out to a greater distance, and that it is more likely for them

to randomly scatter into the sample than out of it.

Mass-to-Light Ratio Conversion factor between the integrated light in a specified

photometric band and total, baryonic, or stellar mass generally represented as

Υ.

Modified Newtonian Dynamics (MOND) Alternative theory to ΛCDM which

posits that there is no dark matter, instead a modification to Newton’s laws is

applied. Here the equation F = ma is modified to F = maµ(a) where µ(a) is a

function which equals 1 for large acceleration and equals a for low acceleration.
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Thus in the limit of low acceleration, Newton’s law becomes F = ma2 which

for circular motion, gives a flat rotation curve for a galaxy.

NED NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database.

NMSU New Mexico State University.

NUV Near Ultra-Violet.

PDF Probability Density Function.

Point Spread Function The distribution of light on a detector from the measure-

ment of a point source. Under perfect conditions an infinitely small point of

light will project into a single pixel, however due to diffraction, atmosphereic

blurring, optical inefficiencies, thermal noise, and more effects the light will be

distributed over a larger area in the sensor.

Position Angle The angular position of the semi-major axis of an ellipse/isophote.

Typically measured counter-clockwise relative to the North axis on the sky.

RA Right Ascension.

Radial Acceleration Relation (RAR) A scaling law which pairs the observed ra-

dial acceleration in a galaxy (V 2/R), with that which would be expected from

baryonic matter alone (GM∗/R
2).

Rotation Curve The circular velocity as a function of radius from the center of a

galaxy.
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Scaling Relation A relationship (generally linear) between two parameters that

describe a galaxy. Often represented in log space as they span several orders of

magnitude, scaling relations are common tools for understanding the structure

and behaviour of galaxies.

SDSS Sloan Digital Sky Survey.

Sérsic Profile An empirical light distribution function for galaxies of the form I(R) =

Ie exp
[
−bn

(
(R/Re)

1/n − 1
)]
. The function smoothly translates between an ex-

ponential (n=1), a Gaussian (n=0.5), and a de Vaucouleurs Profile (n=4).

Simple Stellar Population A model for a single population of stars generated si-

multaneously and evolved over time.

Spectral Energy Distribution (SED) A function giving the intensity as a func-

tion of wavelength (or frequency) for the light emitted by an object.

SPS Stellar Population Synthesis.

Star Formation History A description of the rate at which stars were formed as

a function of time in the history of a galaxy.

Surface Brightness The flux per unit of angular area in arcseconds2, represented

in logarithmic units. For a given magnitude m measured within an angular area

A the surface brightness is µ = m + 2.5 log10(A) and is indicated by the units

mag·arcsec−2 (µ) or in units L⊙pc
−2. Surface brightness is distance independent

under normal conditions.

Surface Brightness Profile The surface brightness measured as a function of pro-

jected radius in an extended astrophysical object (see surface brightness).
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Zero-point The reference intensity or magnitude for transformations between pho-

tometric systems. If measured in magnitude units, this is the logarithmic equiv-

alent of Iref in the magnitude glossary entry.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Galaxies are some of the most complex structures in the Universe. They are controlled

by non-linear processes which occur over many orders of magnitude of space and time.

They represent a formidable modeling challenge, and are deeply connected to many

other fields of astronomy which themselves span many orders of magnitude. As

some of the brightest objects in the universe, galaxies are critical tracers of large-

scale structure, making them invaluable for cosmological analysis (Mo et al., 2010).

Galaxies are also the context in which star and planet formation occur, processes

which are highly dependent on the environment and thus the history of the host

galaxy (Kroupa, 2001; Hopkins, 2018). Galaxies also host and grow supermassive

black holes, which are used to study fundamental theories of physics (Event Horizon

Telescope Collaboration et al., 2019). Galaxies truly sit at a nexus of astronomical

insight.

As stated above, the theoretical framework for galaxy formation and evolution

is especially complex (Naab and Ostriker, 2017). In the context of ΛCDM, galaxies

evolve through hierarchical merging (Naab et al., 2014). In the initial conditions of

galaxy formation, the Universe would have contained many small overdensities from
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Figure 1.1: Example simulated merger tree showing how many smaller galaxies build
to form larger galaxies via hierarchical merging. Adapted from Naab et al.
(2014).

slight perturbations left over from the big bang (Planck Collaboration et al., 2016).

As dark matter and eventually regular matter (baryons) condensed into overdense

regions, they would also eventually collide with each other. The collisions or mergers

would grow larger galaxies with time which continue to accrete smaller galaxies; an

example of which can be seen in Figure 1.1. Merging is still an ongoing process,

though at a slower pace, with prominent examples such as the Whirlpool Galaxy,

Stephan’s Quintet, and the eventual coalescence of our own Milky Way Galaxy and

the Andromeda Galaxy in ∼4.5 billion years (Sohn et al., 2012).

Most galaxies are thought to be dominated by an invisible dark matter halo, the
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center of which being populated mostly by visible Baryonic matter (Martin et al.,

2013). Dark matter (in a ΛCDM framework) is non-collisional and therefore non-

dissipative and remains diffusely spread over a large area in each galaxy. Baryonic

matter, most especially in gaseous form, can collide and dissipate kinetic energy and

transfer angular momentum (Lin and Pringle, 1987). This is why visible matter is

primarily found at the core of a galaxy’s dark matter halo. The ability of gas to

dissipate energy allows it to condense enough to form stars; it is these stars which

primarily light up galaxies in the night sky. The evolution of these stars also plays a

crucial role in the appearance of a galaxy, with young populations of stars containing

exceptionally bright blue stars, and older populations retaining only cooler redder

stars (Conroy, 2013). While stars, like dark matter, do not typically collide with each

other, their orbits can evolve over time due to a number of processes such as dynamical

friction, scattering by close encounters, and more dramatic coherent structures such

as bars/buckling.

While ΛCDM is the most widely accepted standard model of cosmology, a few

alternate hypotheses have also been proposed. A prominent example is the frame-

work of Modified Newtonian Dynamics (MOND). In MOND, the laws of physics are

modified in the low acceleration regime in order to alleviate any assumptions about

a new form of matter. Specifically, for accelerations below a scale value a0 (typically

of order 10−10ms−2), Newton’s second law becomes F = ma2

a0
. If one considers the

gravitational force of matter in a galaxy (F ≈ GMm
r2

) and centripetal acceleration

(a = v2

r
), then the radial dependence cancels out and one finds a constant velocity in

the outskirts of a galaxy, which roughly corresponds with observations. The MOND

framework requires the a0 scale to be universal amongst galaxies while ΛCDM allows
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for more variation in rotation curve shapes.

Thus, the appearance of a galaxy is the result of numerous physical processes

including merging, star formation, and secular (internal) evolution. The great variety

of galaxy shapes and sizes comes naturally from such detailed processes. Remarkably,

despite the seemingly chaotic processes which form and evolve galaxies, a number of

stable trends still emerge (Courteau et al., 2007). Quantifying and understanding

this complexity is an ongoing challenge for which this thesis provides several valuable

tools.

1.1 Galaxy Observations

The path from photons traversing the Universe, to physical insight into the forma-

tion or nature of galaxies involves many steps. A photon emitted from a star in a

distant galaxy will travel through diffuse dust and gas before arriving to Earth and

interacting with its atmosphere. Turbulence, humidity, density, and other properties

of the atmosphere can also alter the path of a photon before arriving at a telescope.

A series of optical devices (mirrors, lenses, prisms, gratings, dichroics) will deflect

and focus photons until they pass through a filter and land on a CCD. The charge in

the CCD must then be transmitted and measured before it can be stored as scientific

data. Each of these processes carries with it different noise and effects which must

be corrected (or modeled) before a meaningful image can be produced. The resulting

image is, however, merely the beginning of the analysis process.

The image of a galaxy contains a large amount of undesirable information in the

form of noise and other interlopers. The noise in an image can come from statistical

fluctuations on the number of photons which land on the detector, and the electronic
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Figure 1.2: Diagram of observations available for individual galaxies, including pho-
tometry and velocity measurements. Reproduced from Taranu et al.
(2017)

noise from reading a charge in a CCD. Images may be blurred by the Earth’s atmo-

sphere and all optical devices through which light passes, obscuring information of

an astronomical object. Foreground stars from the Milky Way may also align with

or near a desired galaxy, adding spurious signal to the image. Gas or dust from the

Milky Way could also overlap the galaxy, causing tendrils of light that obscure struc-

ture in the object. Short of developing a technology to place our observatories outside

the Milky Way, we must contend with the available data. Similarly, other galaxies

may land in the foreground or background of the image and will contribute light that

does not pertain to the primary galaxy. All of these examples represent information

about the universe, though not necessarily the information we seek about a particular

galaxy.
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Before landing on a detector (e.g., a CCD), a photon may interact with a diffrac-

tion grating, producing spectroscopic information that is then recorded electronically.

While spectroscopic information finds many uses, in this thesis the primary use case

is for velocity measurements. Due to relativistic Doppler shifting, the frequency of

an incoming photon is affected by the relative velocity of the source and the receiver

(and the expansion history of the Universe). By determining the relative velocity

at different locations on the disk of a galaxy, one may then construct a map of the

velocity field of that galaxy. These measurements are less susceptible to interlopers

as they greatly restrict the spatial and frequency range of the analysis. However, a

significant drawback is the lower signal-to-noise that results from such selective ve-

locity scanning. Even with more extensive integration times, velocity measurements

are typically noisier than photometry measurements.

Once processed, a great deal of insight can be gleaned from galaxy data. The final

data products can take many forms, as exemplified in Figure 1.2. These are the data

products from which various structural parameters can be derived.

1.2 Structural Parameters

Even a perfect image of a galaxy requires effort to extract valuable information.

For the sake of scientific insight, it is useful to condense a two (sometimes three)-

dimensional image which may have many thousands of pixels into a smaller number

of more meaningful measurements. For instance, one may wish to know the total

amount of light emitted by a galaxy (in the wavelength band of the image). While

this concept has a straightforward solution for an idealised image (simply sum the

pixels), the interlopers described above thwart a simplistic evaluation in practice.
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Determining the size of a galaxy poses a similar challenge. Galaxies famously have

no edge and so a fiducial proxy must be assumed; typically based on a region which

encloses a fraction of the total light or relative to some specific marker (e.g., where a

certain brightness limit is achieved). Another notable challenge is that galaxies are

randomly oriented on the sky and hence inclined at some angle relative to our line-

of-sight. Disk galaxy images are especially affected (afflicted!) by projection effects,

given that the appearance of their flattened disks is more dramatically altered when

inclined (Byun et al., 1994; Arora, 2018).

With the added complexity of projection, the measurement of galaxy brightness,

size, and other parameters becomes even more challenging. One must therefore fit

a model of the galaxy to the image before parameters can be extracted. A typical

model for the luminous distribution of a spiral galaxy is that of a thin exponen-

tial disk, characterized as an infinitely thin plane with a brightness that decreases

exponentially. The fitting of such a model to a galaxy image yields various parame-

ters such as the inclination, total light, size, and so on. Such an approach is called

“model dependent” or “parametric”. However, this discards a great deal of the com-

plex information available in the image. In general there is a trade off between the

interpretability of a model and the degree to which it represents the true nature of

a galaxy. The complementary model-independent, or “non-parametric,” approaches

may reveal additional information by relaxing certain constraints of the parametric

model.
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Figure 1.3: Example scaling relations including the Tully-Fisher relation (upper left
window). Slope and scatter for each relation are indicated in the top-left
corner of each window. All points are demarcated by morphological type.
Reproduced from Courteau et al. (2007)
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1.3 Scaling Relations

Once structural parameters, from photometric or spectroscopic records of galaxies,

become available a number of trends emerge for large samples of galaxies. These

trends, called Scaling Relations, often span many orders of magnitude and their pa-

rameters (slope, scatter, and zero-point) can often set tight constraints for models

of galaxy formation and evolution (D’Onofrio et al., 2021). A classic example is the

Tully-Fisher relation (Tully and Fisher, 1977) which is a correlation over > 5 orders of

magnitude (in luminosity) between rotation velocity, V , and total luminosity, L (see

Figure 1.3). The slope of the Tully-Fisher relation is easily derived from first princi-

ples (Courteau et al., 2007). If we assume that a galaxy is a rotationally supported

(V 2 = GM/R), constant density sphere (M = 4
3
πR3ρ), with constant mass-to-light

ratio (Υ = M/L), then the rotation velocity and total luminosity are linked through:

L ∝ V 3,

which in a logarithmic scaling relation gives a slope of 3. However, an alternative set

of assumptions, including that the light falls off exponentially (L = 2πI0R
2), yields:

L ∝ V 4,

which in a logarithmic scaling relation gives a slope of 4 (Courteau et al., 2007).

These two simplistic models lead to the conclusion that the Tully-Fisher slope should

be bounded between 3 and 4, which is precisely the case in observations (Stone

et al., 2021a). The proportionality constants that control the above equations include

the mass-to-light ratio and the surface density of the galaxy. These extra terms
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can thus control the scatter in the Tully-Fisher relation, variations in mass-to-light

ratio or surface density will perturb the main relation, though the dominant 3-4

slope trends should remain. Thus, while the slope of many scaling relations can be

well bounded by simplistic models, the scatter (and zero-point) about these relations

encodes a great deal of physical processes. Most excitingly, the relevant processes

such as star formation (which controls the mass-to-light ratio) are precisely those

which differentiate many modern cosmological models (Naab and Ostriker, 2017).

1.4 Outline

This thesis presents a detailed investigation of the scatter in observed galaxy scaling

relations, based on our PROBES compilation. Chapter 2 offers a detailed analysis

of the intrinsic scatter of the “Radial Acceleration Relation”, initiated as part of my

Master’s thesis (Stone, 2018). Among others, a critical aspect for the success of that

analysis was access to deep multi-band photometry. From this pilot investigation, the

need for homogenized multi-band photometry became apparent. Chapter 3 presents

a new automated non-parametric isophotal solver, AutoProf, for galaxy images. The

AutoProf code is then applied in Chapter 4 to a large collection of galaxies with

extensive rotation curves, called PROBES, in order to extract multi-band photome-

try for the structural analysis of galaxies. Chapter 5 uses structural parameters for

the PROBES galaxies to examine the intrinsic scatter of a number of scaling rela-

tions. The true intrinsic scatter is found to be larger than determined in previous

studies, indicating more diversity and more efficient scattering mechanisms than had

been previously envisioned. Chapter 6 summarizes the findings in each chapter and

presents an outlook for future analysis. Appendix A presents some ongoing work in
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order to achieve the next steps.
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Chapter 2

The Intrinsic Scatter of The Radial Acceleration

Relation

Preamble

This chapter contains a version of the paper titled “The Intrinsic Scatter of The Radial

Acceleration Relation” published in The Astrophysical Journal (Stone and Courteau,

2019). Section numbers were altered to match the thesis format; small modifications

to the text were also made in response to comments from the PhD examination

committee. This project was initiated during the second half of the author’s Master’s

thesis: Stone (2018). However, substantial changes were made between the original

version and what appears here. While the data sources remain the same, all text

and analysis were performed during the PhD tenure and the analysis technique was

significantly refined. This chapter demonstrates the critical importance that scatter

can play in understanding how galaxies constrain models of galaxy formation, by

giving insight on the nature of dark matter.
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2.1 Abstract

We present a detailed Monte Carlo model of observational errors in observed galaxy

scaling relations to recover the intrinsic (cosmic) scatter driven by galaxy forma-

tion and evolution processes. We apply our method to the stellar radial acceleration

relation (RAR) which compares the local observed radial acceleration to the local

Newtonian radial acceleration computed from the stellar mass distribution. The stel-

lar and baryonic RAR are known to exhibit similar scatter. Lelli+2017 (L17) studied

the baryonic RAR using a sample of 153 spiral galaxies and inferred a negligible in-

trinsic scatter. If true, a small scatter might challenge the ΛCDM galaxy formation

paradigm, possibly favoring a modified Newtonian dynamics interpretation. The in-

trinsic scatter of the baryonic RAR is predicted by modern ΛCDM simulations to be

∼0.06—0.08 dex, contrasting with the null value (negative scatter) reported by L17.

We have assembled a catalog of structural properties with over 2500 spiral galaxies

from six deep imaging and spectroscopic surveys (called PROBES for the “Photom-

etry and Rotation curve OBservations from Extragalactic Surveys”) to quantify the

intrinsic scatter of the stellar RAR and other scaling relations. The stellar RAR for

our full sample has a median observed scatter of 0.17 dex. We use our Monte Carlo

method, which accounts for all major sources of measurement uncertainty, to infer a

contribution of 0.12 dex from the observational errors. The intrinsic scatter of the

stellar RAR is thus estimated to be 0.11±0.02 dex, in agreement with, though slightly

greater than, current ΛCDM predictions.
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2.2 Introduction

The correlation between two observables resulting from a physical origin is often

referred to as a scaling relation. In the context of galaxies, these relations may

be driven by formation and evolution processes, often revealing a subtle interplay

between the baryonic and dark matter components. The slope, normalization, and

scatter of these scaling relations are sensitive to galaxy formation parameters and

mechanisms such as star formation efficiencies, merger histories, and the coupling

between baryons and dark matter. For instance, the velocity-luminosity relation and

fundamental planes of late- and early-type galaxies can be reproduced through a fine

balance between gravitational forces and radiative processes (Courteau et al., 2007;

Dutton et al., 2007, 2011a; Trujillo-Gomez et al., 2011).

The scatter of an observed relation is the sum of observational and intrinsic (cos-

mic) components. Observational uncertainties arise from a variety of measurement

limitations, including low signals, foreground/background interlopers, imprecise dis-

tance indicators, fuzzy parameter definitions, ill-defined data quality control, selection

biases, and more. Conversely, the intrinsic scatter results from physical processes that

have shaped galaxies since formation (Dutton et al., 2007; Somerville and Davé, 2015).

Intrinsic scatter can be readily compared with predictions from numerical simulations

of galaxies in order to discriminate viable formation models. The accurate assessment

of the intrinsic scatter of scaling relations is thus of utmost value for galaxy formation

studies.

In this paper, we present a technique to extract the intrinsic scatter of a scaling

relation by constructing a detailed model of the observational uncertainties. Doing

so requires following a few operational steps. Firstly, a scaling relation is constructed
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with observational data. Two ideally uncorrelated variables are paired, and a global

relation is inferred via an unbiased fitting method (see Section 2.4.3). Second, all

observed data points are projected onto the fitted scaling relation. This provides

new values for the core measurements under an assumption of zero intrinsic scatter.

Third, the measurements are then resampled from their observational uncertainty

distributions, centered on the new zero-scatter values. Fourth, the scaling relation

including only observational errors is constructed using the resampled data points.

It is now possible to directly compare the observed scaling relation with the one

containing only observational errors, allowing one to infer the intrinsic variations.

We demonstrate the efficacy of our method by applying it to the radial acceleration

relation (RAR) (McGaugh et al., 2016, hereafter M16). The latter consists of recast-

ing the velocity–mass relation, often referred to as the baryonic Tully–Fisher relation

(BTFR), of galaxies into a form that involves centripetal accelerations. While the

BTFR uses global quantities, the RAR is constructed from spatially resolved param-

eters. Specifically, the observed centripetal acceleration from spectroscopic measure-

ments is compared with that inferred from the baryonic matter distribution inferred

via photometry. As our database does not include gas masses, we focus on the stellar

RAR which exhibits the same scatter as the baryonic RAR. The scatter of the stellar

and baryonic RARs has been shown to be comparable for both Spitzer Photometry

and Accurate Rotation Curves (SPARC) observations (Lelli et al., 2017, hereafter

L17) and NIHAO simulations (A. Dutton 2019, private communication). Discrepan-

cies between the observed and expected radial accelerations of galaxies have typically

been ascribed to a dark matter particle component (Bertone et al., 2005; Courteau

et al., 2014; Bertone and Hooper, 2018).
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L17 examined the scatter of the residuals in the baryonic RAR (σRAR) for a

heterogeneous compilation of 153 spiral galaxies, labeled “SPARC,” and found it to be

σRAR = 0.13 dex. They also found that a Gaussian fit to the residuals returns σRAR =

0.11 dex. This indicates that the data are not normally distributed, otherwise the two

scatter measurements would be equal. A first-order analysis, assuming Gaussianity,

of the observational uncertainties yields σobs ≈ 0.12 dex. As this estimate is close to

their total observed scatter value, L17 claimed that the baryonic RAR is consistent

with zero intrinsic scatter. Moreover, since ΛCDM theory predicts a nonzero intrinsic

scatter about the relation (Ludlow et al., 2017; Keller and Wadsley, 2017; Dutton

et al., 2019); L17 suggested that their inferred null scatter result favors Modified

Newtonian Dynamics (MOND; Milgrom, 1983).

Given the widespread success of ΛCDM, the claim by L17 remains controversial

and calls for further scrutiny. Navarro et al. (2017) showed that the baryonic RAR

arises naturally from ΛCDM using a standard galaxy formation model. The EA-

GLE, MUGS2, and NIHAO ΛCDM simulations also yield estimates for the intrinsic

baryonic RAR scatter of σint,ΛCDM ≈ 0.06− 0.08 dex (Ludlow et al., 2017; Keller and

Wadsley, 2017; Dutton et al., 2019).

It was pointed out by L17 and Wheeler et al. (2018) that a galaxy that obeys the

BTFR (Walker, 1999; McGaugh et al., 2000; Brook et al., 2016) typically obeys the

baryonic RAR, except at the extremes of large and small radii not easily accessible

with observations. When comparing the BTFR and RAR, the choice of axes for each

relation is also relevant. The BTFR is normally depicted as the stellar mass (larger

relative error) on the Y-axis and the circular velocity (smaller relative error) on the

X-axis (McGaugh et al., 2000; McGaugh, 2012; Ponomareva et al., 2018; Lelli et al.,
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2019). The corresponding representation for the RAR therefore calls for the inferred

acceleration, gbar (larger relative error), on the Y-axis and the measured acceleration,

gobs (small relative error), on the X-axis. The opposite approach was adopted by

L17. Their choice of axes for the RAR thus naturally favors a small forward scatter,

∆Y (X). Indeed, the inverse scatter of the baryonic RAR, ∆X(Y ), for the SPARC

sample is nearly twice as large, on average, as the forward scatter (see Appendix 2.9).

The ratio ∆Y (X)/∆X(Y ) grows with radius for the SPARC sample, as the relation

flattens to a slope of 0.5 for small gbar. As we also show in Section 2.6.2, the largest

contribution to the errors is the uncertainty of the stellar mass-to-light ratio, M∗/L.

A forward scatter measurement thus calls for the variables M∗ and gbar on the Y-axis

for the BTFR and RAR, respectively; this is discussed further in Appendix 2.9.

On a related note, Rodrigues et al. (2018) found that the individual galaxies in the

SPARC sample each favor slightly different acceleration scales (g†) indicating that its

value is not universal, which MOND requires. Clearly, this is a case where the intrinsic

scatter of a scaling relation bears immediate consequences for the interpretation of

its physical underpinnings.

In this paper, we examine the scatter of the stellar RAR in detail, using a statis-

tically compelling collection of resolved photometric and kinematic profiles for spiral

galaxies coupled with a comprehensive error analysis. Whereas simulations seem to

converge on σint,ΛCDM ≈ 0.06− 0.08 dex, our approach consists of inferring σint,universe

through careful elimination of all observational errors from the observed scatter.

In Section 2.3, we briefly review the stellar RAR and discuss the various sources

of error that contribute to its overall scatter. This is followed in Section 2.4 by a

description of six large galaxy surveys, collectively referred to as the Photometry
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and Rotation curve OBservations from Extragalactic Surveys (PROBES) catalog,

providing structural parameters for 2500 galaxies to be used for our extensive RAR

analysis. Our description of each galaxy survey includes salient features that are

relevant for the stellar RAR. Section 2.5 addresses the dominant sources of uncertainty

in the stellar RAR and how these are modeled for our analysis, whereas Section 2.6

describes the technique used to determine the observational error contribution to the

stellar RAR scatter. In Section 2.7, the stellar RAR scatter is computed for each

survey using a full Monte Carlo uncertainty model. Here the intrinsic scatter, σint, is

assessed by comparing the observed total scatter and the observational uncertainties

in quadrature. The value of σint is then compared with estimates from numerical

galaxy formation models, as well as values obtained by L17. We find our σint to be

consistent with ΛCDM. For simplicity, unless otherwise stated, “RAR” means “stellar

RAR” throughout. The “baryonic RAR” will be explicitly stated when needed.

2.3 The RAR

First reported in M16, the RAR is a tight relationship between the observed spatially

resolved radial acceleration profile of a galaxy and that expected from baryonic matter

alone. The RAR is essentially a translation of the mass discrepancy acceleration

relation (MDAR; McGaugh, 2004). The RAR is also closely related to the BTFR,

as the two can be shown to match if V (r) is constant and Mbar(r) ≈ Mbar,total,

which is typically where the BTFR is constructed (Lelli et al., 2017; Wheeler et al.,

2018). As stated in Section 2.2, the BTFR is typically represented with baryonic mass

on the Y-axis, while L17’s RAR has the baryon-dependent quantity on the X-axis,

hence contributing to the remarkably tight forward scatter, Y (X), observed by L17
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as discussed in Section 2.2.

The baryonic mass distribution (and resulting acceleration) of a galaxy is primarily

composed of two parts, stellar and gaseous, such that gbar = g∗ + ggas, where gbar is

the observed baryonic radial acceleration, and g∗ and ggas are the contributions to

gbar from the stars and gas. Save for the SPARC data set, the other PROBES surveys

(Section 2.4) all lack neutral gas measurements. For those, a stellar RAR (gobs versus

g∗) can be readily constructed. The scatters in the stellar and baryonic RAR are

comparable, as seen in L17 observations and NIHAO simulations (A. Dutton 2019,

private communication). The stellar RAR is thus also a strong constraint on galaxy

formation and dark matter models, but with the benefit of being more easily accessible

observationally than the baryonic RAR.

The baryonic RAR was parametrized by M16 with a MOND-inspired single-

parameter function. We present the equation from M16 in Equation 2.1, now using

g∗ instead of gbar, as we will be examining the stellar RAR,

gobs =
g∗

1− e−
√

g∗/g†
, (2.1)

where g∗ is the stellar radial acceleration, gobs is the observed radial acceleration,

and g† is the expected universal MONDian acceleration scale equal to approximately

10−10ms−2. This MOND-motivated fitting function has a slope of unity (1:1) for

large g∗ commonly found in the central regions of a galaxy. In the limit that g∗ is

small, where standard galaxy formation models typically ascribe high dark matter

fractions, that function becomes gobs =
√
g†g∗ . Thus, the representation of the RAR

in Equation 2.1 is an alternative representation of MOND (Milgrom, 1983).

The scatter of the RAR, or any other scaling relation, can be decomposed as the
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sum in quadrature of its intrinsic and observed components: σ2
RAR = σ2

int + σ2
obs,

where σRAR is the scatter of the scaling relation residuals, σint is the intrinsic scatter

of the relation, and σobs is the scatter due to observational uncertainties/errors. The

observational uncertainties of the RAR can be approximated to first order as: σ2
obs ≈

σ2
1stOrder = σ2

gobs
+
(

∂F
∂g∗

σg∗

)2
, where σgobs is the observational uncertainty in gobs, and(

∂F
∂g∗

σg∗

)2
is the observational uncertainty in g∗ modulated by the functional form

of the RAR relation (Equation 2.1). The values σgobs and σg∗ can be further broken

down based on the variables used in the calculation of g∗ and gobs. As shown below,

numerous variables enter this calculation. A first-order uncertainty propagation is

also presented.

2.3.1 Observed Radial Acceleration

The local observed radial acceleration gobs is computed from a galaxy rotation curve

(RC) with the formula

gobs =
(Vobs/ sin(i))

2

θD
, (2.2)

where Vobs is the measured line-of-sight velocity, θ is the angular radius of the velocity

measurement, D is the distance to the galaxy, and the inclination i is inferred from

the axial ratios of the galaxy. The latter, which represents the galaxy’s photometric

tilt relative to the line of sight, is computed according to

cos2(i) =
q2 − q20
1− q20

, (2.3)

where q = b/a is the measured axis ratio of the semi-major, a, and semi-minor, b, axes

of the isophote, and q0 = hZ/hR is a parameter representing the intrinsic flattening
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of a galaxy (the ratio of disk scale height, hZ , to scale length, hR). If q < q0, an

inclination of 90◦ is used. Typical values for q0 are in the range 0.1 to 0.25 (Kregel

et al., 2002; Dutton et al., 2005; Hall et al., 2012). While the value of q0 for a given

galaxy cannot be measured directly, some correlations with other galaxy parameters

do exist. For instance, hz scales with Vmax in edge-on galaxies (Kregel et al., 2005);

however Vmax is an inclination- (and thus q0-) dependent quantity and ill-suited for

this analysis. Here q0 also correlates with morphological type (T), and we use three

flattening formulations based on T-Type, q
[1−3]
0 = 0.20 ± 0.03, q

[4]
0 = 0.17 ± 0.03,

and q
[5−10]
0 = 0.12 ± 0.02 where the superscript represents the T-Type (Haynes and

Giovanelli, 1984; de Grijs, 1998). T-Types from 1-10 represent spiral galaxies of all

types, ranging from Sa to Im.

The uncertainty for each introduced variable plays a significant role in determining

σgobs , except σθ which is assumed to be negligibly small. Distance uncertainties enter

into the calculation of gobs only via D, as the velocity and inclination measurements

are distance-independent. Using Equations 2.2 and 2.3, one may compute the first-

order uncertainty on gobs,

[
σgobs

gobs

]2
=

[
2σVobs

Vobs

]2
+

[
2qσq

1− q2

]2
+

[
2q0σq0

1− q20

]2
+
[σD

D

]2
, (2.4)

where σx is the observational uncertainty on variable x. While this is formally the

uncertainty on a single gobs measurement, it includes D and i which are shared vari-

ables between all gobs values for a given galaxy. As the first order calculation does

not account for shared variables, it cannot yield accurate predictions. However, this

simplified calculation is still useful for comparison with a full Monte Carlo model

(Section 2.6), and the analysis performed in L17. Depending on the relative values of
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σVobs
versus σD and σi, σgobs could be dominated by the local velocity measurement or

shared galaxy variables (D and i). Once again, the RAR data are highly correlated,

and a first-order error analysis will incorrectly predict σobs.

2.3.2 Stellar Radial Acceleration

The stellar radial acceleration, g∗, requires the specification of a three-dimensional

spatial model for the stars, as the observed photometric values only yield a projected

mass distribution. In the simplest case, the stellar mass can be assumed to lie in

spherical shells, and, for a given curve of growth, g∗ can be represented as

g∗ =
GΥxLx

(θD)2
=

GΥx10
−(mx−M⊙,x)/2.5

θ2
, (2.5)

where G is the gravitational constant, Υx is the stellar mass-to-light ratio in a pho-

tometric band x in solar units, and Lx and mx are the luminosity and apparent

magnitude in band x respectively, enclosed by an isophote at angular radius θ. Here,

M⊙,x is the absolute magnitude of the Sun in band x. The quantity g∗ is fortunately

independent of distance errors, as the distance dependence of the luminosity Lx is

canceled by the acceleration formula. The mass-to-light ratio, Υx, is either constant

(for the 3.6µm band) or determined by a colour mass-to-light ratio formula and thus

independent of distance. The gravitational constant G and photometric normaliza-

tion M⊙,x are considered to have negligible error. However, Υx can have considerable

uncertainty (Conroy, 2013; Courteau et al., 2014; Roediger and Courteau, 2015),

and the uncertainty on mx can be significant, especially for fainter galaxies. Using

Equation 2.5, the first-order uncertainty on g∗ is computed to be
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[
σg∗

g∗

]2
=

[
ln(10)

2.5
σmx

]2
+

[
ln(10)

2.5
σm0

]2
+
[σΥ

Υ

]2
. (2.6)

As in the gobs equation (Equation 2.2), some variables have shared uncertainty at all

points in a single galaxy. For instance, all isophotal magnitudes share the same pho-

tometric zero-point m0 and its uncertainty. Also, mx is correlated with all magnitude

estimates interior to it, and assuming a constant Υx means that its uncertainty is

shared across all points in the galaxy. This means, like gobs, that the photometric

data points g∗ are not independent, and a first-order analysis will incorrectly predict

σg∗ .

Equation 2.6 is generated under the assumption that a galaxy’s mass distribution

is spherical. In reality, disk galaxies are flattened structures whose potential is calcu-

lated by solving Poisson’s equation, ∇2ϕ = 4πGρ, where ρ is the three-dimensional

mass density. The acceleration at each location on the disk is then computed as

g∗ = −∇ϕ. The value of g∗ at a given radius depends strongly on the full mass

distribution. Therefore, individual g∗ values for disk galaxies will be even more corre-

lated than in the spherical case. In our analysis, we use the three-dimensional density

distribution from van der Kruit and Searle (1981),

ρdisk(R,Z) = Σ(R)
sech2(Z/Z0)

2Z0

, (2.7)

where Σ(R) is the radial projected surface mass density, Z is the height above the

disk, and Z0 is the sech scale height of the disk. Here hZ can be determined from

q0 and hR by definition (hZ = q0hR; see Section 2.3.1) and we use Z0 = 2hZ to
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find the sech scale height (Kregel et al., 2002). With a density distribution speci-

fied, Poisson’s equation is solved by galpy (Bovy, 2015) using a self-consistent field

method (Hernquist and Ostriker, 1992). This treatment is only applied to observed

galaxies and thus the observed RAR. For the Monte Carlo model described in Sec-

tion 2.6, the mock galaxies are treated as spherically symmetric, given the difficulty

in inverting Poisson’s equation. In the next section, we discuss the galaxy samples

used to construct and analyze the RAR.

2.4 Data sets

Our study relies on the compilation of six distinct surveys of 2634 disk galaxies,

including the SPARC dataset of 163 galaxies assembled by Lelli et al. (2016) from

various heterogeneous small datasets (see Section 2.4.1 below). The full sample,

collectively referred to as PROBES will be presented elsewhere (Stone et al., 2022).

The six surveys presented below were collated in order to overcome small sample

limitations, such as SPARC used on its own, and to mitigate selection biases. For

instance, with only 163 galaxies (albeit with extended HI RCs), SPARC suffers from

small number statistics. Numerous SPARC galaxies were also handpicked, leaving

open the potential for unintentional bias. Our description of the six samples below

highlights various features, such as selection criteria, data quality cuts, and distance

estimates, that may either benefit or hinder the determination of an unbiased RAR.

The maximal extent of available surface brightness (SB) profiles and RCs are reported

below in terms of R23.5, or the isophotal radius corresponding to 23.5mag arcsec−2,

in the relevant photometric band.
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Each selected survey includes spatially resolved light profiles, in at least one pho-

tometric band, as well as spatially resolved RCs usually extracted from Hα long-slit

spectra or HI synthesis maps. If only one photometric band is available for the spa-

tially resolved light profiles, stellar mass-to-light ratios are recovered via global colors

estimated by the authors or retrieved from the NASA Extragalactic Database (NED).

Spatially resolved HI fluxes to compute gas masses at all galactocentric radii and, ul-

timately, baryonic masses are only available for the SPARC data set. Therefore, mass

computations include only stellar masses inferred via suitably chosen M∗/L transfor-

mations (Roediger and Courteau, 2015; Zhang et al., 2017). Missing gas masses in

the RAR analysis affect the relation normalization but not its scatter, which is central

to this paper, as discussed briefly in Section 2.3.2.

2.4.1 Our Survey Collection

M92

Mathewson et al. (1992, hereafter M92) acquired Hα RCs and I-band photometry for

744 galaxies, mostly in the southern hemisphere. Each galaxy has a measured global

B—I color, except for 51 galaxies where color information was retrieved from NED.

Uncertainties for spatially resolved quantities are not reported for the SB profiles or

RCs. Instead, we use simple models, described in Section 2.5, to estimate reason-

able uncertainties. Repeat measurements by M92 yielded typical SB errors less than

∼ 0.05mag arcsec−2 and velocity errors less than 10 km s−1. The median SB profile

extends to 1.2R23.5, and the median RC profile extends to 0.9R23.5. Galaxies were se-

lected for this survey primarily from the ESO-Uppsala catalog (Lauberts, 1982, 1998)

with morphological types of Sb to Sd, diameters greater than 1.7′, radial velocities
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typically below 7000 km s−1, inclination above 40◦, latitude |b| greater than 11◦, and

a small number of galaxies from other surveys (M92).

M96

Mathewson and Ford (1996, hereafter M96) extended the M92 sample with 1216

additional galaxies with Hα RCs and I-band photometry, primarily in the southern

hemisphere. Many of these galaxies do not have B-I global colors and so global

colors were once again retrieved from NED for a total of 399 galaxies. Similar to

M92, uncertainties for spatially resolved quantities are not provided, and the models

described in Section 2.5 are used. The sampling criteria were similar to those of

M92, except with radial velocities in the range 4000 to 14, 000 km s−1, and apparent

diameters between 1.0′ and 1.6′, again with a small number taken from other surveys,

such as the Uppsala General Catalog. The median SB profile extends to 1.2R23.5, and

the median RC profile extends to 0.8R23.5.

C97

The Courteau (1997, hereafter C97) sample is a collection of 296 Sb- and Sc- type

galaxies with Hα RCs and r-band photometry. These were collected largely for cos-

mic flow studies for which systematic and random uncertainties were of great interest

(Courteau et al., 1993, hereafter C93). Thus, many galaxies have repeat measure-

ments, with some having as many as four remeasured RCs. More than half of the

galaxies have multiple SB profiles. For this analysis, wherever multiple integrations

exist, the deepest RC or SB profile is used. Repeat measurements are still valu-

able for the purpose of assessing uncertainties. The median SB profile uncertainty
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is 0.03mag arcsec−2, and the median RC profile uncertainty is 6 km s−1. The median

SB profile extends to 1.3R23.5, and the median RC profile extends to 1.0R23.5. The

sample was selected from the Uppsala Catalog of Galaxies (Nilson, 1973; Lauberts,

1998), and the catalog of cluster galaxies from Bothun et al. (1985). The galaxies were

selected to have Hubble types Sb-Sc, Zwicky magnitude mB ≤ 15.5, blue galactic ex-

tinction less than 0.5mag (based on Burstein and Heiles 1984), inclinations between

55◦ and 75◦, blue major axes less than 4′, and to be noninteracting/merging and have

no overlapping bright stars (Courteau, 1996).

Courteau et al. (2000)

Shellflow, from Courteau et al. (2000), is a sample of 171 galaxies with Hα RCs and

both V - and I-band photometry. The survey was designed to study an all-sky shell

in redshift space to measure a cosmological bulk flow of galaxies with high preci-

sion. The Shellflow sample geometry meant that a large fraction of the galaxies could

be observed from both the northern and southern hemisphere observatories, namely,

KPNO and CTIO, thus mitigating calibration errors from using different instrumen-

tation. The multiband photometry enables radially resolved mass-to-light ratios. The

median SB profile uncertainty is 0.04mag arcsec−2 and the median RC profile uncer-

tainty is 6 km s−1. The full distributions can be found in Sections 2.5.4 and 2.5.3. The

median SB profile extends to 1.4R23.5, and the median RC profile extends to 0.9R23.5.

The Shellflow sample was selected from the Optical Redshift Survey by Santiago et al.

(1995). Galaxies were chosen to be noninteracting and of morphological types of Sb

and Sc, with radial velocities between 4500 and 7000 km s−1, inclinations between

45◦ and 78◦, AB extinctions less than 0.3mag (as determined by Burstein and Heiles
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1982), and having no bright overlapping foreground stars or tidal disturbances.

L16

The Spitzer Photometry and Accurate Rotation Curves (SPARC) sample compiled

by Lelli et al. (2016, hereafter L16) is an amalgamation of over 50 smaller samples

totaling 163 galaxies1 with Spitzer 3.6µm photometry and HI RCs. Approximately

one-third of the SPARC galaxies have hybrid HI and Hα RCs, to combine the higher

spatial resolution provided by Hα, with the extensive radial extent of synthesis HI

radio maps, where available. The distances to SPARC galaxies rely on a number of

methods, including Hubble flow, tip of the red giant branch, Cepheids, Ursa Major

cluster distance, and supernovae. All distances and their uncertainties are included in

the survey; we use them directly for our analysis. The median SB profile uncertainty

is 0.01mag arcsec−2 and the median RC profile uncertainty is 4.0 km s−1. The full

velocity uncertainty distribution can be found in Section 2.5.3; resolved magnitude

uncertainties are not reported for SPARC and are therefore lacking in Section 2.5.4.

The median SB profile extends to 0.7R23.5, and the median RC profile extends to

1.2R23.5. The sample was carefully chosen to have a wide range of morphology, lu-

minosity, and SB from the limited selection of available galaxies with HI measure-

ments (L16). The photometry is homogeneously collected in the Spitzer 3.6µm band,

RCs are compiled from 56 separate studies (L16) excluding THINGS (de Blok et al.,

2008) and LITTLE-THINGS (Oh et al., 2015). Each RC in SPARC is assigned a

quality flag, with Q = 1 and 2 considered acceptable and Q = 3 (12 objects) having

strong non-circular motions and/or asymmetric features, making them unsuitable for

the analysis in L17.

1an additional 12 “low quality” galaxies are not used in this paper
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Ouellette et al. (2017)

The Spectroscopy and H-band Imaging of Virgo Cluster Galaxies (SHIVir) survey

presented in Ouellette et al. (2017) is a dedicated survey of galaxies in the Virgo

Cluster with dynamical and multiband information. The sample was selected to

examine the impact of the cluster environment on galaxy properties using the nearest

cluster in the sky. For our RAR analysis, we focus on the subset of 44 SHIVir

spiral galaxies with Hα RCs from long-slit spectra and ugriz-H photometry. While

SHIVir is the smallest survey in our RAR analysis, its spatially resolved multiband

imaging makes it valuable for studying the importance of resolved versus global mass-

to-light ratios, as mass-to-light ratios are a substantial source of uncertainty in the

RAR. Distances to the SHIVir galaxies are measured using SB fluctuations where

available (Jerjen et al., 2004; Blakeslee et al., 2009); otherwise a standard value of

16.5Mpc is assumed (Mei et al., 2007). Uncertainties are reported where distance

measurements are available; for the rest, a median value of 3Mpc is used. The median

SB profile uncertainty is 0.03mag arcsec−2 and the median RC profile uncertainty is

4 km s−1, the full distributions can be seen in Sections 2.5.4 and 2.5.3. The median

SB profile extends to 1.4R23.5, and the median RC profile extends to 0.6R23.5. The

SHIVir galaxies are a subset of 286 galaxies drawn from the Virgo Cluster Catalog

(VCC), based on the intersection of the VCC catalog and SDSS 6th Data Release,

which is volume complete in a spatial subset of the Virgo Cluster to an absolute

magnitude of MB ≤ −15.15, along with several fainter galaxies, to ensure a broad

morphology coverage (McDonald et al., 2011).
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2.4.2 Data Quality Selections

A number of data quality criteria were implemented in our compilation. Only galaxies

with inclinations greater than 30◦ were considered; rotational velocities are corrected

by sin(i)−1 and would therefore diverge at lower inclination. This study focuses solely

on late-type galaxies, and only galaxies with morphological T-Type of 1 — 10. Only a

few other types were available in each survey and were not beneficial to this analysis.

Individual RC data points were discarded if σV /V > 0.1, as in L17. Individual SB

data points were discarded if σµ > 0.1mag arcsec−2 or µ > 25. Data points within 5′′

of the center of a galaxy were also discarded to avoid seeing effects.

2.4.3 The RAR for Each Survey

We now present the RAR for each survey in Figure 2.1. Each panel shows a fit to the

data using Equation 2.1; the fit uses an orthogonal distance regression (Jones et al.,

2001). The axes are calculated using the analysis described in Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2

plus an extra 0.33 dex added to the g∗ axis to account for the missing gas mass to the

measured stellar mass values. This is done largely for aesthetic and fitting reasons

(properly positioned and reasonable fitted g† values) and plays no role in our study of

the RAR scatter. The RAR scatter, σRAR, is measured relative to a running median

in a window chosen to include ∼ 100 datapoints. A parametric assessment of the

scatter would be biased by the arbitrariness of the RAR functional form and suffer

from an artificial increase to the scatter due to any misalignment with the data. It is

thus avoided here.

The values for g† in Table 2.1 differ by many standard deviations. It is, however,

important to note that that table only includes bootstrap random errors. The large
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Table 2.1:
Parametrization of the RAR Fit to Each PROBES Data set

1 2 3 4
Survey g† σRAR N

(10−10 ms−1) (dex) #
SV 0.813± 0.044 0.166± 0.007 1380
SP 0.839± 0.020 0.131± 0.003 2561
SF 0.558± 0.008 0.139± 0.001 16648
C97 5.224± 0.042 0.182± 0.001 17626
M92 1.790± 0.016 0.173± 0.001 18355
M96 1.345± 0.012 0.170± 0.001 21460

Note. Column (1) indicates the survey (as in Figure 2.1). In column (2), g† and its bootstrap
uncertainty emerge from Equation 2.1. Column (3) gives the 16 − 84% interval scatter of the
forward residuals, σRAR, and its bootstrap uncertainty. Column (4) gives the number of data points
in the RAR.

systematic uncertainties that affect variables such as the mass-to-light ratios, which

could exceed a factor of 2, are not included in this treatment. Accounting for them

would easily reconcile all of the values of g† with each other (Courteau et al., 2014;

Roediger and Courteau, 2015). Therefore, strong statements regarding the universal-

ity of g† based on our six surveys cannot be made. As in Figure 2.1 and Table 2.1, each

survey is analyzed separately throughout the paper. Systematic differences between

the surveys that could artificially inflate the observed scatter are thus minimized.

2.5 Uncertainty Model

Many parameters enter the computation of the stellar and observed radial accelera-

tions, and they must each be characterized when adopting an appropriate uncertainty

model. Once an error function is determined for each parameter, it can be sampled

randomly to form the basis of the Monte Carlo model described in Section 2.6. We

examine each major parameter and its related uncertainty below.
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Figure 2.1: The RAR for all surveys presented as 2D contour plots with levels evenly spaced in log
density. The black and red dashed lines represent the one-to-one line and the fit to the
data from Equation 2.1, respectively. Each panel shows a different survey indicated
in the upper left corner. The surveys are abbreviated as SHIVir (SV), SPARC (SP),
Shellflow (SF), Courteau 1997 (C97), Mathewson et al. 1992 (M92), and Mathewson
and Ford 1996 (M96).
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2.5.1 Distances

Depending on the method, distances may carry significant uncertainties and represent

an important source of scatter in the RAR. Most galaxies in the SHIVir and SPARC

surveys are close enough to get distance measurements with variable stars, SB fluc-

tuations, cluster distance, tip of the red giant branch, or supernovae. Their different

uncertainties are reported in each survey. For the more distant galaxies in M92, M96,

C97, and Shellflow, Hubble flow distances are used (Riess et al., 2016). A primary

source of distance uncertainty when using this method is due to peculiar motions.

Here we assume the peculiar motion to be of order σpec = 300 km s−1 , where σpec is

the peculiar velocity dispersion. Many galaxies in the surveys are far enough that

this σpec value is relatively small, so a lower relative uncertainty bound of σD = 0.15D

is applied. Thus, for distance uncertainties, we have σD = max(0.15D, 300/H0) for

Hubble flow distances. All galaxies are within 250Mpc and therefore do not require

z corrections.

2.5.2 Inclinations

Inclination uncertainties are modeled in multiple steps. First, a per-galaxy axis ratio

uncertainty is computed using the scatter in isophotal ellipticity of the outer regions of

the SB profile (ellipticities beyond Re). These cover a large range of isophotal fitting

uncertainties, as shown in Figure 2.2. Second, the intrinsic flattening parameter q0 is

selected with a Gaussian uncertainty, truncated to the range [0.05−0.25], representing

typical acceptable values for the intrinsic flattening of a disk (Kregel et al., 2002).

These are combined through Equation 2.3 to determine the adopted inclinations.

Figure 2.3 demonstrates the results of this model. For a given axis ratio q, a vertical
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slice in Figure 2.3 gives the corresponding uncertainty distribution in inclination i.

2.5.3 Rotational Velocities

Rotational velocity uncertainties are reported for each survey except M92 and M96.

For these, a uniform velocity uncertainty of σV = 6km s−1 is used, representing the

median uncertainty for the other surveys. Figure 2.4 demonstrates the distribution

of relative rotational velocity uncertainties for each survey. The black dashed line

indicates the adopted cutoff threshold of 10% (L17), where velocity measurements

are not considered in the analysis. Velocity uncertainties account for measurement

errors but ignore noncircular motions (see Section 2.7.2).

2.5.4 Curves of Growth

As with rotational velocities, magnitude uncertainties are reported for each survey

except M92 and M96. The reported uncertainties are depicted in Figure 2.5 as a

function of the SB values. We find that magnitude uncertainties correlate more

tightly with SB than magnitude measurements, hence this choice of variable. The

dashed red line in the Shellflow panel represents the SB uncertainties used for M92

and M96. This is done by fitting σSB = a + eb(µ−c) to the values that meet the data

quality threshold (black dashed lines). The Shellflow distribution is adopted, as it

relies on the same photometric band as M92 and M96; the resulting parameterization

for (a, b, c) is (0.00075, 0.52, 31.97). Magnitude uncertainties are small compared to

other sources of uncertainty; however, they are retained for consistency.
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Figure 2.2: Axis ratio uncertainties for all surveys (as in Figure 2.1) computed from the variation
in the isophotal fitting results. The uncertainties fill a similar parameter space for
all surveys, with slight differences likely due to instrumentation, wavelength band
(shown in the upper right corner), and isophotal fitting technique used. The dashed
line represents the minimum allowed uncertainty; any points below that value are
truncated at the dashed line. The dotted line represents the quality cutoff threshold
for the axis ratio uncertainty.
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Figure 2.3: Inclination uncertainty model. The q and q0 distributions shown on the x-axis are
folded through Equation 2.3 (red dashed line) in a Monte Carlo simulation to determine
the resulting inclination and its uncertainty distribution. The i distribution is taken
from the q distribution shown on the x-axis. All i uncertainty distributions can be
determined with vertical slices in the contour plot, which has levels chosen evenly in
log probability.
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Figure 2.4: Rotational velocity uncertainties for the 4 surveys (as in Figure 2.1) which report per-
point errors. Shown are contour plots with levels evenly spaced in log density. The
dashed black line represents the cutoff uncertainty of σV /V = 0.1 (L17) above which
data points are rejected. SPARC velocities are a mix of HI and Hα measurements,
while all other surveys use Hα.
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Figure 2.5: Magnitude uncertainties for the 3 surveys (as in Figure 2.1) reporting per-point errors.
The contour plots have levels spaced evenly in log density. The dashed black lines
represents the cutoff thresholds for the associated values. Each survey is taken in a
different photometric band. The red dashed line in the Shellflow panel represents the
adopted magnitude uncertainties in M92 and M96.

2.5.5 Stellar Mass-to-light Ratios

Stellar mass-to-light ratios also carry a significant model uncertainty. The exact

normalization of the mass-to-light ratio is inconsequential to our analysis; only the

intrinsic variability about the relation matters. Roediger and Courteau (2015) found

the random uncertainty of the stellar mass-to-light ratio to be of order 0.09−0.13 dex

for optical mass-to-light ratios. A representative conservative uncertainty of 0.13 dex

is therefore used. Systematic uncertainties (e.g. model-to-model differences) for the

stellar mass-to-light ratio of the order of 0.3 dex (Conroy, 2013; Courteau et al., 2014;

Roediger and Courteau, 2015) are of course larger; however, this uncertainty is not

used for our analysis, as a systematic shift (constant factor in log space) does not

impact scatter measurements. For the uncertainty in the 3.6µm stellar mass-to-light

ratio, an uncertainty of 0.11 dex is used, as suggested by Meidt et al. (2014). The effect

of choosing even larger stellar mass-to-light ratio uncertainties is partially explored

in Section 2.7.2.
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2.6 Monte Carlo Scatter Model

2.6.1 Projecting onto the Stellar RAR

To assess the scatter induced by observational uncertainties, one must eliminate the

effects of intrinsic scatter (if any) in the RAR. As the observational and intrinsic

scatter are mixed, let us first eliminate all scatter. To this end, all data points in the

g∗ gobs space are projected onto the fitted RAR to impose a zero-scatter assumption.

To project a data point onto the RAR, its final scatter-free location must first be

identified. This is equivalent to asking what new values of g∗,zs and gobs,zs, where “zs”

means zero scatter (constrained to the RAR), should be chosen. One option is to

project along the g∗ or gobs axis; however, this means artificially selecting an axis.

A second option is to adopt an orthogonal projection, where each g∗,zs and gobs,zs

is the minimum distance (in g∗, gobs space) from the measured g∗, gobs. However,

this assumes that the uncertainties in each axis are identical, which may not be

true either. Instead, a third and favored option is to consider the full uncertainty

distributions from Section 2.5 for each parameter, construct a likelihood function by

multiplying the probabilities, and choose the location that maximizes the likelihood

whilst imposing a scatter-free RAR (see Equation 2.1).

As every parameter is given a probability distribution in Section 2.5, it is possible

to construct a likelihood that is a function of each variable but constrained to lay

on the RAR. This removes one degree of freedom for each point on the RAR. The

equations from Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 can be used to connect gobs and g∗ to their

respective measurements,
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V = sin(i)
√
gobsθD (2.8)

Lx =
g∗(θD)

2

GΥx

, (2.9)

where gobs is determined using Equation 2.1, thus constraining it to lay on the RAR.

Some of the variables are shared between multiple observations in the same galaxy

(distance, axis ratio, intrinsic thickness, and mass-to-light ratio), and so the opti-

mization must be performed for all observations simultaneously. For a galaxy with

N observations on the RAR, the likelihood function can be represented as

L(g′∗,1, g′∗,2, ..., g′∗,N, q′, q′0,Υ′
x, D

′) = (2.10)

P (q′|q, σq) · P (q′0|q0, σq0) · P (Υ′
x|Υx, σΥx) ·

P (D′|D, σD) · ΠN
i=1P (V ′

i |V, σV ) · P (L′
i|Li, σLi

),

where the primed quantities are the new zero-scatter values and the unprimed

quantities are the measurements and their uncertainties. Here V ′
i and L′

i are computed

from Equations 2.8 and 2.9 respectively, using the primed quantities; gobs is computed

from Equation 2.1. Ultimately, this process finds the values for all quantities that are

most consistent with the original measurements while remaining constrained on the

RAR. The values for each variable are now taken as the “true” values, upon which

the observational uncertainties can scatter measurements off the RAR. This process

is described in the next section.
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Figure 2.6: Representation of the variations introduced by each observed variable in the RAR
calculation. For each parameter, ±1σ variations are shown as colored bars radiating
from a central point laying exactly on the RAR. For reference, the grey distribution
in the background is from the M96 survey.

2.6.2 Reintroducing Observational Uncertainties

Using the uncertainty models from Section 2.5, new “observations” can be sampled

about the zero-scatter values as described in Section 2.6.1. To visualize the effect

of this Monte Carlo model, Figure 2.6 shows how the different uncertainties affect

the final location of a single point off of the RAR. New data points are sampled for

each galaxy and compiled into the same data structure as the original measurements.

As the RAR is a local scaling relation, each galaxy places multiple data points on
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the relation; however, some variables are global for the whole galaxy. For example, a

single distance value is resampled for each galaxy. Thus, it is clear that the data points

in the RAR are not independent, as multiple measured values with large uncertainties

are shared.

To match the statistics of the original observations, each point is resampled only

once. Thus, the simulated data have exactly the same number of initial entries as the

measured data. To include the effects of data quality cuts, all measured values are

resampled before the data quality cuts are applied. This means that some points in

the RAR that were initially cut may be newly introduced, for example, if a galaxy

had an inclination below 30◦ but was resampled above that value.

The mock data are then processed with the same code as the original data, thus

duplicating any data quality cuts, interpolations, and conditional statements. This

critical element is missing from a first-order analysis (e.g. L17) and can potentially

impact the final result, as will be seen in Section 2.7.2. An element of L17’s analysis

that is not reproduced here is the flat-disk model for the baryonic acceleration. In-

verting Poisson’s equation adds unnecessary complexity without impacting the scatter

measurements that are the primary focus of this paper. In Section 2.6.1, the projec-

tion onto the RAR is made under the assumption that the galaxies are spherical;

thus, the calculations remain internally consistent. In both the flat-disk analysis and

spherical assumption, the baryonic acceleration depends linearly on luminosity and

mass-to-light ratio, which are the two dominant sources of uncertainty in gbar. The

uncertainty model for these quantities should behave identically for the two baryon

distributions.
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2.7 Results

The PROBES catalog provides a consistent set of data quality cuts and a detailed

uncertainty model, enabling a robust characterization of the intrinsic scatter in the

RAR. In order to do so, we perform a first-order analysis of all uncertainties using a

simplified error model as in L17. This model incorporates the same uncertainties as

our Monte Carlo model (Section 2.6), but only treated to first order. Next, we consider

the full uncertainty model with Monte Carlo sampling to get an accurate measure

of the observational uncertainties. The first-order analysis and the full uncertainty

model can then be used to extract the intrinsic scatter from the data; the results are

finally compared for each method.

2.7.1 First-Order Scatter Prediction

A first-order calculation of the average observational uncertainty for the SPARC data

set was presented by L17. Here we reproduce this calculation for the full PROBES

sample. Equations 2.4 and 2.6 present the propagation of uncertainties through the

calculation of g∗ and gobs. In L17 the assumed luminosity uncertainty is σL = 0.04 dex,

and the assumed mass-to-light ratio uncertainty is σΥ = 0.1 dex, meaning that the

baryonic acceleration uncertainty is always σgbar/gbar = 0.11 dex. In this paper, we

consider the same luminosity uncertainty and more conservative values for the mass-

to-light ratio uncertainty of σ
[3.6µm]
Υ = 0.11 dex (Meidt et al., 2014). For optical

wavelengths, we use σoptical
Υ = 0.13 dex (Roediger and Courteau, 2015; Zhang et al.,

2017). While both g∗ and gobs contribute to the scatter in the forward direction, the

stellar acceleration uncertainty is modified by the RAR as the slope changes across

the relation. The average scatter in the forward residuals takes the form
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σ1stOrder =
1

N

N∑ 1

gobs

√
σ2
gobs

+

(
∂F
∂g∗

σg∗

)2

, (2.11)

where σ1stOrder ≈ σobs is an estimate of the scatter in the residuals due to observa-

tional uncertainties, N is the number of observations, and F is the functional form

of the RAR (Equation 2.1). Table 2.2 presents the results of this calculation for

each survey, where the first column represents the survey, the second column reports

the observed scatter of the RAR, the third column gives the first-order scatter re-

sult from Equation 2.11, and the fourth column reports the intrinsic scatter resulting

from the difference in quadrature (σ2
int = σ2

RAR − σ2
1stOrder). Each survey does indeed

have different observational uncertainties, as expected for surveys with such a range

of properties. The median value for the intrinsic scatter is then 0.13 dex; this can

be compared to the results found in ΛCDM simulations, which range from 0.06 to

0.08 dex (Keller and Wadsley, 2017; Ludlow et al., 2017). The value determined from

first-order calculations is substantially larger than expected from ΛCDM simulations

and certainly not consistent with zero.

The values in Table 2.2 are close to those from L17. Our respective values of σRAR

are essentially identical. For σ1stOrder, we find 0.1 dex, while L17 quoted 0.12 dex.

This discrepancy originates in slightly different choices in uncertainty values for some

parameters. We used larger uncertainty values than L17 for the stellar mass-to-light

ratios; for the inclination, we typically found smaller uncertainties with our model

from Section 2.5.2. These differences account for most of the 0.02 dex discrepancy.
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First-order Scatter Predictions for all PROBES Surveys, with Corresponding Intrinsic
Scatters

1 2 3 4
Survey σRAR σ1stOrder σint

dex dex dex
SV 0.166 0.114 0.121
SP 0.130 0.097 0.087
SF 0.139 0.089 0.107
C97 0.182 0.087 0.160
M92 0.173 0.092 0.146
M96 0.170 0.090 0.145

Table 2.2: Note. Column (1) indicates the survey (as in Figure 2.1). Column (2)
shows the scatter measured from the observed data. Column (3) shows
the scatter predictions from a first order analysis. Column (4) shows the
intrinsic scatter from the difference of Column (2) and (3) in quadrature.

2.7.2 Monte Carlo Simulation Results

Here we present the Monte Carlo simulation of each survey with only observational

uncertainties about the RAR. With the full dataset resampled, any scatter metric

(such as the orthogonal scatter) could be chosen to compare with the original data.

For consistency with other studies and with the first-order analysis in Section 2.7.1,

the forward residuals will be used as the scatter metric. Figure 2.7 presents the

simulated data with the same analysis as in Section 2.4.3. Many qualitative elements

from Figure 2.1 are retained; however, the distributions in Figure 2.7 are clearly

smoother and tighter. This visual impression is confirmed in Table 2.3 which lists the

same parameters as Table 2.1, where the scatter measured for each simulated survey

is below that of the observed one. Table 2.4 presents the scatter measurements for

the mock data in the same format as Table 2.2.

As with our first-order scatter calculations in Section 2.7.1, one may compute
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Figure 2.7: RAR for the mock data (i.e. following the procedure defined in Section 2.6), presented
as 2D contours evenly spaced in log density. The dashed lines represent the one-to-
one line and Equation 2.1 fit to the data. Each panel shows a different survey as in
Figure 2.1.
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Parameterization for the RAR Fit to Each Mock Data Set.

1 2 3 4
Survey g† σsim N

10−10 ms−1 dex #
SV 0.768± 0.020 0.134± 0.004 1685
SP 1.051± 0.021 0.125± 0.003 2416
SF 0.611± 0.004 0.117± 0.001 17173
C97 5.626± 0.024 0.100± 0.001 18065
M92 1.810± 0.009 0.130± 0.001 18401
M96 1.340± 0.007 0.121± 0.001 21137

Table 2.3: Note. Column (1) indicates the survey (as in Figure 2.1). Column (2)
is the parameterization for Equation 2.1 and its bootstrap uncertainty.
Column (3) is the 16 − 84% interval scatter reported with its bootstrap
uncertainty. Column (4) gives the number of data points in the RAR.

the intrinsic scatter by taking the difference in quadrature with the observed scatter.

Using the mock data (Table 2.4), the median intrinsic scatter is 0.11 ± 0.02, where

the uncertainty is the weighted (by points in the RAR) standard deviation of the in-

trinsic scatter values. These results are in closer agreement with ΛCDM expectations

(Ludlow et al., 2017; Keller and Wadsley, 2017; Dutton et al., 2019) than the first-

order analysis. Dutton et al. (2019) noted that the baryonic RAR scatter depends on

galaxy mass. We observe the same effect with PROBES galaxies but not our mock

data. Appendix 2.10 explores the RAR as a function of mass bins. This sheds light

on the range of scatter measurements amongst surveys that sample different mass

regimes.

Several factors may potentially cause the Monte Carlo simulated scatter to un-

derrepresent the full observational uncertainties. For instance, noncircular motions,

which might increase the observed scatter, especially in the inner disk, are not mod-

eled here. We find that the median intrinsic scatter for RAR points beyond one Re,
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Scatter measurements for the RAR.

1 2 3 4
Survey σRAR σsim σint

(dex) (dex) (dex)
SV 0.166± 0.007 0.134± 0.004 0.098± 0.013
SP 0.131± 0.003 0.125± 0.003 0.040± 0.013
SF 0.139± 0.001 0.117± 0.001 0.076± 0.002
C97 0.182± 0.001 0.100± 0.001 0.153± 0.002
M92 0.173± 0.001 0.130± 0.001 0.114± 0.002
M96 0.170± 0.001 0.121± 0.001 0.120± 0.002

Table 2.4: Note. Column (1) indicates the survey (as in Figure 2.1). Column (2)
reports the scatter in the observed data about the fits presented in Ta-
ble 2.1, Column (3) reports the scatter in the Monte Carlo data about
the fits in Table 2.3. Column (4) shows the intrinsic scatter calculated by
subtracting σRAR from σsim in quadrature.

i.e. for regions relatively free of noncircular motions, is 0.10 ± 0.01 dex, still in ex-

cellent agreement with ΛCDM simulations (Ludlow et al., 2017; Keller and Wadsley,

2017; Dutton et al., 2019).

It is also possible that some of the observational uncertainties have been underes-

timated. To assess that possibility, we consider a scaling factor that is applied to all

uncertainty values for a given parameter. We consider one parameter x at a time, with

its uncertainty being scaled as σ′
x = ϵσx and ϵ as the scale factor, whilst all the other

uncertainties are kept at their fiducial value. The scaling factor is tuned until the

Monte Carlo simulated scatter is in agreement with the observed scatter (indicating

zero intrinsic scatter). The final scaling factor value is reported in Table 2.5.

This exercise suggests that, in order to explain away all intrinsic scatter in the

RAR, the parameter errors would need to be inflated by factors of 2 (stellar mass-to-

light ratio) to 10 (total luminosity and disk flattening ratio). Considering the already

conservative values adopted for the uncertainty in each variable, it seems unlikely that
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Scaling factors for the uncertainty in each observed parameter.

Parameter V Υ L q q0 D m0

ϵ 3.0 1.7 > 10 7 > 10 2.1 5

Table 2.5: Note. When scaled by one of these factors, the uncertainties reported
here would be large enough to produce a median intrinsic scatter equal to
zero. The parameters (L to R) are rotational velocity, stellar mass-to-light
ratio, total luminosity, disk axial ratio, intrinsic disk flattening, distance,
and magnitude zero-point.

the scaled uncertainties represent a reasonable path to explain the nonzero scatter.

We reiterate that the nonzero scatter is most likely a true feature of the data, in

agreement with ΛCDM simulations.

2.8 Conclusions

We have presented a method for determining the intrinsic scatter about any scaling

relation using the stellar RAR as a test case. The database used in this paper represent

the largest collection of extended spatially resolved RCs and SB profiles to date.

With over 2500 galaxies sampled over a representative range of galaxy properties,

the detailed study of numerous scaling relations such as the stellar RAR becomes

possible.

As demonstrated in M16, the baryonic RAR presents an interesting local scaling

relation with the capacity to test alternative dark matter models. We have examined

the intrinsic scatter in the stellar RAR with great care in order to accurately model

observational uncertainties. All six PROBES galaxy surveys, each with different selec-

tion criteria, wavelength coverage, and instrumental setups, were analyzed simultane-

ously to minimize systematic biases. Our Monte Carlo modeling of the observational
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uncertainties enables a simultaneous treatment of all nonlinear effects. Ultimately,

we find that the intrinsic scatter in the stellar RAR is of order 0.11± 0.02 dex, which

broadly agrees with ΛCDM simulations that predict 0.06−0.08 dex (Keller and Wad-

sley, 2017; Ludlow et al., 2017). In order to explain away any intrinsic scatter that

we ascribe to ΛCDM effects, the observational uncertainties would have to be con-

siderably inflated from their already conservative estimates (Table 2.5). Ultimately,

our conservative assessment of errors in the stellar RAR yields full consistency with

ΛCDM expectations.

2.9 Appendix: Inverse RAR Scatter

We have presented the RAR with g∗ (the stellar mass-dependent quantity) on the

x-axis and gobs (the velocity-dependent quantity) on the y-axis. This choice im-

pacts scatter measurements, which have so far been measured from forward (vertical)

residuals. Inverse scatter is measured horizontally in the RAR diagram. Rather than

measuring the scatter of g∗ for a given gobs (forward method), we now compute the

inverse scatter of gobs for a given g∗ (inverse method). At high acceleration, the slope

of gobs versus g∗ is roughly 1, meaning the forward and inverse scatters are the same.

However, at low acceleration, the slope of gobs versus g∗ is ∼0.5; thus, the forward

scatter is about half that of the inverse relation.

Table 2.6 shows the inverse scatter calculated using the same techniques as in

Table 2.4. In some cases (e.g. Shellflow), the simulated scatter can be slightly larger

than the observed scatter; this unphysical result simply results from the statistical

nature of our analysis, and the intrinsic scatter is consistent with zero.

The median of all of the intrinsic scatter measurements is σi
int = 0.16± 0.04 dex,
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Inverse RAR scatter measurements.

1 2 3 4
Survey σi

RAR σi
sim σi

int

(dex) (dex) (dex)
SV 0.276± 0.011 0.188± 0.006 0.202± 0.016
SP 0.229± 0.005 0.184± 0.004 0.137± 0.010
SF 0.175± 0.002 0.177± 0.001 -0.027± 0.014
C97 0.251± 0.002 0.176± 0.001 0.180± 0.003
M92 0.277± 0.002 0.207± 0.002 0.184± 0.004
M96 0.237± 0.002 0.192± 0.001 0.140± 0.003

Table 2.6: Note. Column (1) shows the survey acronym (as in Figure 2.1). Column
(2) shows the scatter in the observed data about the fits presented in
Table 2.1, while column (3) shows the scatter in the mock data about
the fits in Table 2.3. Column (4) gives the intrinsic scatter calculated by
taking the difference of σi

RAR and σi
sim in quadrature. The superscript i

indicates that these are inverse scatter measurements.

where the uncertainty ±0.04 is the weighted standard deviation of the σi
int values.

Thus, we find that the intrinsic scatter value is statistically equal to the forward

scatter, albeit with a much larger variance indicating that the scatter is poorly con-

strained.

Overall, we adopt a median observed forward and inverse scatter of σRAR = 0.17

and σi
RAR = 0.24 dex, respectively. The choice of forward or inverse residuals greatly

impacts the resulting scatter. Needless to say, this consideration affects all galaxy

scaling relations.

A comparison between RAR and BTFR scatters is warranted once the different

units are accounted for. Hall et al. (2012) examined the BTFR scatter in both axes,

finding σVMbar
= 0.078 dex and σMbarV = 0.274 dex. The forward and inverse scatters

are again quite different, with the forward scatter being numerically smaller than the

baryonic RAR scatter from L17. However, in order to properly compare with the
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RAR, the forward scatter of the BTFR must be multiplied by ∼ 1.5, since on one

axis, the BTFR scales with V and the RAR with V 2. The scatter of the pseudo-

BTFR is thus 0.078 ∗ 1.5 = 0.12 dex, in very close agreement with the baryonic RAR

scatter found by L17 (0.11 dex).

2.10 Appendix: Mass-dependent Stellar RAR Scatter

This appendix presents a study of the RAR scatter as a function of mass bins. Dut-

ton et al. (2019) found that the baryonic RAR scatter decreases with increasing

mass, finding a scatter of σRAR,ΛCDM = 0.11 dex in the M∗ range [107, 109.3] M⊙, and

σRAR,ΛCDM = 0.04 dex in the range [109.3, 1011] M⊙. A number of factors may explain

this trend. Firstly, as noted in Dutton et al. (2019), the low- and high-mass galaxies

exhibit different RC shapes, and the extra scatter at low mass is likely a reflection

of the diversity of dwarf galaxy RCs (Oman et al., 2015, 2019). Secondly, covariant

errors between the RAR axes (such as with q0 seen in Figure 2.6) can result in data

points moving along the relation in the high-acceleration regime; however, in the low-

acceleration regime, where the RAR flattens, these errors boost the scatter. Thirdly,

the higher observed scatter at lower masses also reflects the higher relative velocity

errors on the corresponding galaxy RCs. Most velocity measurements have errors of

order 3− 10 km s−1 (Figure 2.4).

Since high- and low-mass galaxies have peak velocities around 200 and 50 km s−1,

respectively, the relative velocity (and thus acceleration) errors are higher for low-

mass galaxies. We can quantify the mass dependence of the RAR scatter and use the

mock data to determine if the dependence is intrinsic. Table 2.7 addresses this issue

by examining three dynamical mass bins, where the total mass is computed within the
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Scatter measurements for the RAR as a function of mass bin, column (1).

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Mass Bin Survey σRAR σsim σint Nobs Nsim

log10

(
Mdyn

M⊙

)
dex dex dex # #

8-10

SV 0.178 0.093 0.152 879 822
SP 0.144 0.091 0.112 376 402
SF - - - 0 0
C97 0.179 0.107 0.144 357 594
M92 0.160 0.153 0.047 788 1056
M96 0.210 0.124 0.170 512 829

10-11

SV 0.144 0.145 -0.018 501 862
SP 0.116 0.125 -0.047 796 768
SF 0.130 0.094 0.090 2222 1329
C97 0.193 0.100 0.164 9036 8281
M92 0.173 0.130 0.115 10963 11708
M96 0.172 0.125 0.119 13170 13449

11-13

SV - - - 0 0
SP 0.134 0.142 -0.048 1387 1246
SF 0.138 0.119 0.070 14426 15844
C97 0.172 0.095 0.143 8233 9190
M92 0.161 0.124 0.102 6604 5637
M96 0.147 0.113 0.095 7778 6859

Table 2.7: Note. Column (2) shows the PROBES survey (as in Figure 2.1), Column
(3) shows the scatter in the observed data about the fits presented in
Table 2.1, and Column (4) shows the scatter in the mock data about the
fits in Table 2.3. Column (5) gives the intrinsic scatter calculated by taking
the difference in quadrature of columns 3 and 4. Columns (6) and (7) give
the number of data points used in the calculation.

maximal extent of each RC (typically near R23.5). Some of the measurements produce

negative intrinsic scatter values (e.g. for SHIVir and SPARC). These are cases where

our conservatively large uncertainty estimates break down, and the negative intrinsic

scatter can be viewed as statistical fluctuations.

A clear trend of decreasing scatter with increasing mass is detected for the observed

data; for these, the median values of the RAR scatter for each bin are 0.178, 0.158,

and 0.147, respectively. No clear trend is detected for the simulated data where, the
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median scatter values per mass bin are 0.107, 0.125, and 0.119, respectively. Thus, the

intrinsic scatter, calculated by subtracting the observed scatter from the simulated

scatter in quadrature, shows a distinct dependence on mass with median values of

0.144, 0.103, and 0.095, respectively. We conclude that there is a clear trend of

decreasing intrinsic scatter for the observed RAR as a function of mass, independent

of signal-to-noise variations, likely bolstering the case for enhanced RC diversity at

low masses.
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Chapter 3

AutoProf-I

Preamble

This chapter contains a version of the paper titled “AutoProf – I. An automated non-

parametric light profile pipeline for modern galaxy surveys” published in The Monthly

Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society (Stone et al., 2021b). Section numbers

were altered to match the thesis format; some modifications to the text were also

made in response to comments from the PhD examination committee. While this

manuscript was written and published after the material in Chapter 5, the software

package, AutoProf, described within was actually written first. For the purpose of

clarity, we opt to present this chapter here as it represents a critical underpinning for

Chapters 4 and 5.
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3.1 Abstract

We present an automated non-parametric light profile extraction pipeline called AU-

TOPROF. All steps for extracting surface brightness (SB) profiles are included in AUTO-

PROF, allowing streamlined analyses of galaxy images. AUTOPROF improves upon pre-

vious non-parametric ellipse fitting implementations with fit-stabilization procedures

adapted from machine learning techniques. Additional advanced analysis methods are

included in the flexible pipeline for the extraction of alternative brightness profiles

(along radial or axial slices), smooth axisymmetric models, and the implementation

of decision trees for arbitrarily complex pipelines. Detailed comparisons with widely

used photometry algorithms (PHOTUTILS, XVISTA, and GALFIT) are also presented. These

comparisons rely on a large collection of late-type galaxy images from the PROBES

catalogue. The direct comparison of SB profiles shows that AUTOPROF can reliably

extract fainter isophotes than other methods on the same images, typically by > 2

mag arcsec−2. Contrasting non-parametric elliptical isophote fitting with simple para-

metric models also shows that two-component fits (e.g., Sérsic plus exponential) are

insufficient to describe late-type galaxies with high fidelity. It is established that ellip-

tical isophote fitting, and in particular AUTOPROF, is ideally suited for a broad range of

automated isophotal analysis tasks. AUTOPROF is freely available to the community at:

https://github.com/ConnorStoneAstro/AutoProf.

3.2 Introduction

Images of galaxies contain a wealth of valuable information about their structure,

stellar populations, dust content, dynamics, and evolutionary history. A common ap-

proach to extract this information from galaxy images involves modelling structural

https://github.com/ConnorStoneAstro/AutoProf
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components, such as a bulge, disc, bar, and spiral arms, with pre-determined fitting

functions (Hubble, 1930; de Vaucouleurs, 1948; Einasto, 1965; Sérsic, 1968; Free-

man, 1970). While these model decompositions can be arbitrarily complex (Kent,

1985; Peng et al., 2002, 2010a; Erwin, 2015), their execution may be time consuming

and require individual attention. Parametric models typically struggle with complex

galaxy morphologies and manual intervention is necessary to return realistic solu-

tions. In practice, large galaxy surveys typically employ simplified models that can

be automated (e.g., Kelvin et al., 2010; Simard et al., 2011).

A complementary approach to analysing galaxy images involves their non-parametric1

representation into elliptical isophotes [contours of constant surface brightness (SB)]

yielding average brightness profiles for each galaxy. Much like the parametric meth-

ods above, the non-parametric modelling of elliptical isophotes from galaxy images

has a rich history (e.g., Carter, 1978; Kent, 1983; Lauer, 1985; Davis et al., 1985;

Tody, 1986; Jedrzejewski, 1987).

The extraction of representative azimuthally averaged profiles of SB, position angle

(PA), and ellipticity as a function of (galactocentric) radius takes advantage of the

near axisymmetry of a 2D image of a galaxy, which is a projection on the sky of a

complex 3D object. Non-parametric reductions of galaxy images into 1D SB profiles

can then be further decomposed into structural parameters (MacArthur et al., 2003;

Ciambur, 2016; Bottrell et al., 2017; Gilhuly and Courteau, 2018).

Non-parametric models and complete pipeline automation in the era of large

galaxy surveys (e.g., Amiaux et al., 2012; Ivezić et al., 2019; Mosby et al., 2020)

will allow extensive representations of the data complexity available in such surveys.

1A “non-parametric” isophotal fit can use many parameters to describe the PA, ellipticity, and
semimajor axis of each elliptical isophote, however these parameters have a non-trivial mapping to
a structural model such as a bulge, disc, bar, etc.
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However, current techniques of extracting robust non-parametric light profiles can

still be time consuming and require human intervention. For instance, Smith et al.

(2021) estimated a time period of 2 yr to extract light profiles interactively for 105

objects. A fast, flexible, automated tool to extract such galaxy light profiles will be

required to take full advantage of the influx of photometric survey data in the next

decade and beyond.

In this paper, we present a package called AUTOPROF, for the fast, automated,

non-parametric extraction of SB profiles using elliptical isophotes. AUTOPROF borrows

from Jedrzejewski (1987, hereafter J87), though with the addition of regularization

techniques from machine learning, and yields robust SB profiles that match light

distributions, even in complex systems. It requires no human intervention and can

process a galaxy image in ∼15 s (on a single 4GHz Intel i7-4790K processor core),

though processing time varies quadratically with the galaxy size (in this case, ∼700

pixels). AUTOPROF is a pipeline building code designed to take full advantage of

modern galaxy surveys which allows arbitrarily complex analysis for advanced users,

yet offers a robust default setup for rapid startup. We compare AUTOPROF to a number

of established photometry codes using DESI Legacy Imaging Survey images (Dey

et al., 2019) to demonstrate the context in which AUTOPROF is ideally suited.

The format of the paper is as follows. Section 3.3 reviews the default AUTO-

PROF pipeline, with steps such as background, point-spread-function (PSF) estima-

tions, centroid algorithm, isophotal fitting, light profile extraction, fit checks, and

forced photometry. AUTOPROF offers a suite of advanced pipeline tools presented

in Section 3.4, such as star masking, wedge-sector radial sampling, lateral slicing,

smooth model image reconstruction, as well as instructions to integrate and execute
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new functions. Section 3.5 offers comparisons of AUTOPROF output products with

those from similar isophotal fitting codes, such as (i) the ‘PHOTUTILS’ implementa-

tion of the non-parametric isophotal fitting algorithm by J87, (ii) the PROFILE

algorithm (Lauer, 1985; Courteau, 1996) within the XVISTA software package for as-

tronomical image processing2, and (iii) the parametric galaxy image modeller GALFIT

(Peng et al., 2010a) which decomposes galaxy images using pre-defined paramet-

ric models. These comparisons highlight the pros and cons of model-independent

and parametric light profile extractions, and our ability to scale these operations

to very large multiwavelength photometric investigations. Main results and typical

applications for AUTOPROF are summarised in Section 3.6. AUTOPROF is provided to

the community in a flexible and modular software package. Step-by-step instruc-

tions to run AUTOPROF can be found in the documentation of the code repository:

https://github.com/ConnorStoneAstro/AutoProf.

3.3 The Default AUTOPROF Pipeline

AUTOPROF is an automated, fully featured, light profile extraction pipeline with mod-

ular steps. The core AUTOPROF algorithm fits elliptical isophotes automatically to

galaxy images and extracts accurate flux measurements along those ellipses. The

user constructs a configuration file which specifies the images for AUTOPROF to anal-

yse and the steps involved in that analysis. Provided a galaxy image, pixel scale, and

flux zero point, AUTOPROF can automatically determine the sky level, galaxy centre, fit

elliptical isophotes, and extract an SB profile. After extraction, AUTOPROF reports on

2We shall refer to the PROFILE isophotal fitting software as ‘XVISTA’. The XVISTA soft-
ware package is maintained by Jon Holtzman at NMSU (New Mexico State University);
http://ganymede.nmsu.edu/holtz/xvista/

https://github.com/ConnorStoneAstro/AutoProf
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the quality of the extraction and flags potentially problematic fits (see Section 3.3.7);

this is important in the fully automated domain it is intended for. AUTOPROF is de-

signed to condense these and other tasks into an automated pipeline. This section

presents AUTOPROF’s default pipeline to analyse galaxy images.

3.3.1 Background Estimation

All galaxy images contain a background signal level resulting from a combination of

sky brightness, read noise, zodiacal light, diffraction, and a host of other effects. To

ensure that a light profile contains only signal from the galaxy, this background signal

must be removed. This is especially important for AUTOPROF which is designed to push

faint SB limits for a given observing campaign (often more than 4mag arcsec−2 deeper

than the background noise level). The default background calculation uses the mode

of the pixel flux values, which is less affected by outliers relative to mean or median

estimates. This method uses all pixels that are within 1/5th of the image width from

the edge. Large images with sufficient sky background areas will be beneficial for

such calculations. The peak of a Gaussian smoothed density profile in flux space is

then identified and used as the background sky level (see Figure 3.1). The smoothing

function is given by Equation 3.1:

B = argmaxx
∑
i

e−
(fi−x)2

σ2 (3.1)

where B is the mode background level, fi is the flux of the ith pixel, and σ is the

smoothing length. The smoothing length is σ = ∆75
25/ log10(

√
N), where ∆75

25 is the

interquartile range, and N is the number of pixels (the precise choice of smoothing
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Figure 3.1: Background estimation procedure from the default AUTOPROF pipeline for
ESO479-G1. Top figure: pixel flux values from the outer 1/5th border of
the image (see Figure 3.2). In black, a histogram of flux values, the red
dashed line is a Gaussian smoothed profile, the blue vertical lines show
the mode flux value and the 1σ scatter (as measured based on flux values
below the mode flux). Bottom figure: zoom-in on the peak of the flux
distribution. Also shown are mean and median values, both of which are
biased high due to unmasked objects (stars, background galaxies, etc.).
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length is not very important for most tasks). The use of mode averaging and in-

terquartile ranges means that bright unwanted sources (stars, cosmic rays, and hot

pixels) have minimal effect on the estimated background. Large faint sources such

as Galactic cirri, nearby galaxies, and intra-cluster light can bias the mode estima-

tor. If these sources affect an appreciable fraction of the total number of pixels

(approximately one quarter of the field of view) then the background estimator will

likely be biased high. Such areas should be avoided, masked, or a more sophisticated

background estimation algorithm could be applied. The sky noise is taken as the 68.3

percentile of flux values below the sky level (∆100
31.7). For properly processed astronom-

ical images, free of systematic effects (poor detrending, faulty large scale background

removal), flux values below the sky level should mostly be contributed by Poisson

noise while flux values above the sky level can be contaminated by faint sources.

The default mode background estimation is accurate enough for most purposes,

and is reliable in an automated framework. However, more precise background levels

can be determined with specialized clipping procedures (Ratnatunga and Newell,

1984; Akhlaghi, 2019). The user may take advantage of such external techniques

and provide AUTOPROF with a specified background level. AUTOPROF also includes a

wrapper of the PHOTUTILS dilated source mask method, which identifies bright sources

and masks sky annuli around them to remove faint tails from the image. While

effective, this method is slower than the AUTOPROF default.
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Figure 3.2: PSF estimation procedure from the default AUTOPROF pipeline for
ESO479-G1. Highlighted with circles is a selection of randomly chosen
star candidates from the image. In red, star candidates that have been
rejected based on the roundness criteria of power in low order FFT co-
efficients. In blue, star candidates that have been accepted. The PSF
is taken as the FWHM, determined by a Lanczos interpolation between
pixels determining the diameter at which the flux reaches half the central
value. The shaded area is masked from the PSF analysis; this is the same
region as the background estimation (see Section 3.3.1).
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3.3.2 PSF Estimation

The default PSF estimation method searches for star candidates using a peak finding

convolution filter. Once selected, stellar fluxes are measured within circular aper-

tures using a Lanczos interpolation between pixels until the flux value reaches half

of the central peak value. The full width at half-maximum (FWHM) is taken as

the PSF. While measuring the flux, AUTOPROF also tracks the low order fast-Fourier

transform (FFT) coefficients of flux values around each star candidate. Specifically,

the ‘deformity’ metric for perturbations from a circle are measured as:

d =
5∑

i=1

∣∣∣∣ Fi

µ̃+ σb

∣∣∣∣ (3.2)

where d is the deformity, Fi is the i
th Fourier coefficient, µ̃ is the median flux, and σb

is the background noise per pixel (Section 3.3.1). Note that µ̃+σb is nearly equivalent

to F0, though it is more stable at low S/N in the presence of outliers. Once 50 star

candidates have been measured around the galaxy, a median of the “roundest” half of

the star candidates is used as the image PSF value; where roundness is determined by

the power in low order FFT coefficients previously measured. Figure 3.2 represents

the PSF estimation procedure graphically.

Since AUTOPROF samples flux values along isophotes, a PSF estimate is not required

for its calculations. AUTOPROF operates on galaxies of all apparent sizes from only a

few dozen to many thousand of pixels across. Primarily, the PSF estimate is used to

set a meaningful scale on the image, determining the lower bound for geometrically

growing radii when fitting/sampling from the image. Thus AUTOPROF is robust to

imprecise PSF estimates. However, the approximate PSF of inner isophotes at or
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Figure 3.3: centre finding procedure from the default AUTOPROF pipeline for ESO479-
G1. Left: a single iteration of the centre finding procedure, 10 rings of
flux are extracted (red rings) and the phase of F1 is used to provide a
direction of increasing flux (red dots on the rings). The 10 directions are
then averaged to choose a robust direction of increasing flux (blue dashed
line direction) and a parabola is fit along that direction to determine the
location of the maximum (blue dashed line length). Middle: the path
taken by the iterative centre finding method. The first few steps are as
large as is allowed (to the edge of the 10th ring), then smaller steps refine
the centre. Right: a zoom-in at the centre of the galaxy showing the final
few steps. The large last step shows the result of the centre refining with
only three flux rings instead of the 10 used for the global fit; this smaller
window can only be used near the global maximum as it can easily be
caught in local maxima.

below the PSF scale will be biased round due to resolution effects.

3.3.3 Centre Finding

The AUTOPROF default centre finding algorithm iteratively updates a candidate centre

until it reaches a global flux peak. The candidate centre may be the image centre, or

one supplied by the user; this allows AUTOPROF to examine any galaxy in the image.

Generally, the algorithm starts searching from the centre of the image or the user

may provide an initial centre to AUTOPROF in fractional pixel coordinates. From the

initialization point, 10 circular apertures are created out to 10 times the PSF size,
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flux values are sampled around each aperture. An FFT is taken for the flux values

around each circular aperture and the phase of F1 is used to determine the direction

of increasing brightness. Taking the average direction, flux values are sampled along

a line from the centre out to 10 times the PSF. A parabola is fit to the flux values

and the centre is then updated to the maximum of the parabola. This is repeated

until the updated steps move by less than half a PSF. To refine the centre estimate at

a level below 1 pixel, a Nelder-Mead simplex optimizer is used to minimize |F1/(µ̃+

σb)| evaluated on three circular apertures (out to three PSF). Figure 3.3 illustrates

the iterative centre finding procedure. In the figure, we intentionally initialize the

algorithm away from the galaxy centre; the path demonstrates how the centre finding

method can ignore local features to fit the global centre of the galaxy. This method

of centre finding is accurate when initialized in the main part of a galaxy, and works

well for objects that are roughly centered on the image plane. At its core, this

center finding method optimizes for a point where there is no direction of increasing

flux, as measured by the first FFT coefficient around a circular ring. Failed centre

identification is discussed in Section 3.3.7.

3.3.4 Initialization

The Fourier analysis that determines the initial isophotal parameters fits the global

PA and ellipticity of each ellipse in a two-step process. First, a series of circular aper-

tures are sampled geometrically in radius starting at the centre until they approach

the background level of the image. An FFT is taken for the flux values around each

circular aperture (sampled from the image) and the phase of F2 is used to determine a

direction. The average direction for the outer five isophotes is taken as the PA of the
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Figure 3.4: Isophote initialization procedure from the default AUTOPROF pipeline for
ESO479-G1. Top: a global PA is determined by taking rings of flux
(shown as red rings) and computing the phase of the F1 coefficient (red
dots on the rings). The global PA is determined as the average direction
for the outer five rings. Bottom: the global ellipticity is determined by
testing a range of ellipticity values and computing |F2/F0|, where brighter
colours represent lower values. The best candidate ellipticity (shown as a
dashed line) is then further optimized using a Nelder-Mead minimization
routine on |F2/F0|.
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galaxy. Secondly, with fixed PA, the ellipticity is optimized to minimize |F2/(µ̃+σb)|.

Figure 3.4 illustrates the two-step process of fitting the global PA and ellipticity.

The errors on PA and ellipticity are assessed by fitting ten isophotes with semi-

major axes that are within 1 PSF length of each other (±1 FWHM) in the outer

part of the galaxy. These isophotes should have near identical fits, but noise in the

data and non-axisymmetric features can cause deviations. It is those deviations that

contribute to the uncertainty in PA and ellipticity as reported for the global fit.

3.3.5 Isophotal Fitting

With background, PSF, centroid, and an ellipse (PA and ellipticity) initialization in

place, AUTOPROF can fit elliptical isophotes to the galaxy image. For this isophotal

fitting step, the default AUTOPROF function uses a method similar to J87 except with

a modification taken from the field of machine learning. The latter improves upon

speed and accuracy of the fitted results (see below). Machine learning is also used

in other galaxy image analysis software, such as DEEPLEGATO (Tuccillo et al., 2018)

and PIX2PROF (Smith et al., 2021). These methods incorporate more comprehensive

machine learning-based pipelines, making them fast and accurate within their trained

domain. AUTOPROF, on the other hand, provides a rich toolkit with additional user

customizability and alternative output products such as those presented in Section 3.4.

Thus AUTOPROF is ideally suited for a broad range of galaxy photometry tasks.

A series of elliptical isophotes with the global PA and ellipticity determined in

Section 3.3.4 are constructed by growing geometrically in semimajor axis length from

the centre (calculated in Section 3.3.3) until they approach the background level. The

algorithm iteratively updates the PA and ellipticity of each isophote individually (in a
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random order) for many rounds. Each round cycles between three options: optimizing

PA, ellipticity, and PA/ellipticity simultaneously. To optimize the parameters, a

Monte Carlo method is used. New values for the current parameter (PA, ellipticity,

or both) are randomly sampled with a small scatter around their current value. The

“loss” is now computed for the new parameters (PA, ellipticity, or both) and compared

to the loss before scattering. The loss is a combination of the relative amplitude of

F2
3 and a regularization term. The regularization term is borrowed from machine

learning and penalizes adjacent isophotes for having a significantly different PA or

ellipticity (using the l1 norm). For the ith isophote the loss is:

l =
|F2|

N(µ̃+ σb)

(
1 +

|ei − ei−1|
1− ei−1

+
|ei − ei+1|
1− ei+1

+
|pi − pi−1|

0.2
+

|pi − pi+1|
0.2

) (3.3)

where l is the loss to be minimized, N is the number of flux values sampled along

the isophote, ei and pi are the ellipticity (e = b/a) and PA (in radians) of the ith

isophote respectively. The first factor in the loss function
(

|F2|
µ̃+σb

)
is nearly equivalent

to the J87 optimization value, except that the denominator is adapted for robustness

of the fit. The coupling between isophotes in the second factor takes the form of the

l1 norm (Shai Shalev-Shwartz, 2014); the denominators (1− ei±1 for ei and 0.2 for pi)

are chosen to normalize the scale for the impact of parameter deviations. Thus, all

the isophotes are coupled and tend to fit smoothly varying profiles. The ellipticity

penalization term implicitly makes e → 1 impossible, this is desirable as an infinitely

thin isophote is non-physical.

3For comparison with the J87 method discussed in Section 3.5.1, we note that Im(F2) = A2 and
Re(F2) = B2.
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For an intuitive understanding of the regularization term, consider an example

where all the isophotes have been initialized to the same PA and ellipticity. If the ith

isophote was to change PA by 0.2 radians (11.5◦), then the regularization term would

equal 3; meaning that the |F2|
µ̃+σb

term would have to drop by more than a factor of 3

for the update to be accepted. While it is rare for two adjacent isophotes to differ

by so much, this example demonstrates how the regularization term prevents the

optimization routine from making extreme updates for minimal improvements in the

fit. The exact choice of 0.2 as the regularization scale for PAs is not critical and near

identical solutions will result from different choices of that scale. The user can also

adjust the impact of the regularization term with a simple scale parameter; increasing

the parameter for smoother fits, and decreasing it to allow for wider variability.

If the optimization completes three rounds without any isophotes updating, the

profile is assumed to have converged. Figure 3.5 shows an example isophotal solution

(red solid lines) on a complex galaxy image. An uncertainty for each PA and ellipticity

is determined by re-fitting 10 more isophotes at ±5% of the semimajor axis length

and taking the scatter in the fitted values.

Some codes enable “deformed” elliptical isophote fitting through higher order

Fourier modes. This is especially useful for early-type galaxies which display discy or

boxy structures, though its implementation can be taxing in an automated context.

AUTOPROF does not currently include this capability, though the power in Fourier

modes around the elliptical isophotes can be computed to arbitrary order.

Overlapping galaxies (merging or projected) will break the assumptions in this

fitting scheme and may cause undefined behaviour in the resulting outputs. As AU-

TOPROF is not designed for the treatment of overlapping systems, such configurations
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Figure 3.5: Example isophotal fitting solution for ESO479-G1. AUTOPROF tracks
complex axisymmetric features even in the presence of many non-
axisymmetric components such as spiral arms, HII clouds, and foreground
stars.
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are better suited for other methods (e.g. Section 3.5.3). AUTOPROF includes diagnostic

checks (see Section 3.3.7) that aim at detecting such systems.

3.3.6 SB Profile Extraction

Extracting reliable flux measurements from an image and maximizing S/N can be a

challenging process. AUTOPROF approaches these goals in three steps. For galacto-

centric radii less than five times the PSF (FWHM), the flux values change rapidly

from pixel to pixel as central regions of galaxies are bright and centrally peaked.

For this reason, AUTOPROF uses a Lanczos interpolation (default Lanczos-5 but this

is user adjustable) between pixels to sample flux values exactly along each specified

elliptical isophote (Shannon, 1949; Burger and Burge, 2010). This method samples

pixel fluxes accurately, albeit slowly, along an isophote. For intermediate radii, where

pixels have S/N > 2, the flux values are not assumed to change rapidly and a half

pixel offset should not significantly affect the SB measurement. In this regime, fluxes

are sampled from the nearest neighbouring pixel at regular angular separations (ec-

centric anomaly). For larger radii, where the S/N drops considerably, AUTOPROF

samples a band of pixels around an isophote whose width is by default 5 per cent of

the isophote radius. This method enables AUTOPROF to maximize S/N and reach Low

Surface Brightness (LSB) regimes. In the default configuration, isophote semimajor

radii grow by 10 per cent so it is likely that no pixel is counted twice (which would

challenge the rigorous statistical interpretation of flux measurements and their un-

certainty). The user may adjust the band width and radii growth scales arbitrarily

and allow for overlapping isophotes; this produces artificially smoother profiles as the

flux measurements will be correlated. This may or may not be an issue depending
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on the application. Also of note, because brightness profiles typically follow power-

laws with semimajor axis, a large band relative to the power-law scale can bias flux

measurements due to the inclusion of pixels which are not precisely at the desired

radius. This is another reason why band averaging is only used in the outskirts by

default. Modelling the local power-law in brightness can allow users to mitigate the

band averaging bias (Lauer, 1986), though this feature is not included in AUTOPROF.

Once a band of pixels is selected, AUTOPROF computes the average flux using the

median by default (though mean and mode are available). Additionally, AUTOPROF

can perform sigma-clipping to remove bright sources along an isophote; users may

take advantage of this feature in especially crowded fields (foreground stars, cluster

environments, background galaxies on deep images, etc.). A segmentation map such

as from SEXTRACTOR (Bertin and Arnouts, 1996) or other masks can also be provided

to remove unwanted sources from the flux extraction procedure. A carefully masked

image should yield more reliable galaxy flux estimates (see Section 3.4.1), though

sigma-clipping may produce comparable results.

Tests of forced photometry on generic regions of sky data (including cirri, stars,

background galaxies, etc.) show that AUTOPROF can regularly achieve robust SB levels

of ∼28mag arcsec−2 in the DESI4 g- and r-bands, and can often go even deeper in a

clean environment (no large neighbour, no large contaminant such as a bright star).

To achieve this level requires the sigma clipping feature; masks are also more effective.

The limiting brightness is certainly a function of the sky environment and care must

be taken when interpreting the results.

In order to track the total light within an isophote, AUTOPROF automatically in-

cludes two estimates of the total light; (i) an integral of the SB profile and, (ii) a

4Data Release 9, a mix of north and south imaging.
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Figure 3.6: Diagnostic plots for the final SB profile of ESO479-G1. Top: sampling
ellipses used for extraction of isophotal flux values. The dashed ellipses
indicate extrapolation of the ellipticity and PA profile from the fitted
values (extrapolated values are kept constant). Bottom: extracted median
SB profile; cyan points (every fourth isophote) correspond to the cyan
ellipses in the top figure facilitating visual comparison. The error bars
have been scaled up to make them more visible; the scale factor is shown in
the figure legend. The purple horizontal dotted line shows the estimated
1σ noise per pixel from Section 3.3.1.
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direct pixel summation. The direct pixel summation includes all non-masked pixels

(masked pixels are flagged and never replaced by a numerical value). The SB profile

integration is performed as:

f = 2π

∫ R

0

rI(r)q(r)dr (3.4)

where f is the total flux, R is the final semimajor axis of the integral, r is the

semimajor axis over which the integral is performed, I(r) is the flux as a function

of semimajor axis, and q(r) is the axis ratio as a function of semimajor axis. The

integral is performed with the trapezoid method and has no treatment for overlapping

isophotes. In principle, direct pixel summation should produce the most accurate

total flux measurements. However, in practice, foreground objects and overlapping

galaxies may alter this outcome. If these external sources are not carefully masked,

the SB integral method is favoured for more reliable total flux measurements.

With the final isophotal solution in place, AUTOPROF in its default configuration

generates a number of output products. The primary product, an SB profile, is a text

file with a .prof extension. Such an SB profile can also be represented graphically,

as shown in Figure 3.6. Table 3.1 gives a full description of the columns in the .prof

output file; this information is also found in the GITHUB code repository. In addition

to the SB profile, AUTOPROF generates a number of useful parameters for data quality

checks and specific use cases. These extra checks and global image parameters are

written to an auxiliary .aux file of the same name as the profile.
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Table 3.1: Surface brightness profile output columns (.prof file)

Column Units Description
(1) (2) (3)
R arcsec Isophote semimajor axis length
SB mag arcsec−2 Median SB along isophote
SB e mag arcsec−2 Uncertainty on SB estimate

totmag mag Total magnitude enclosed in isophote, computed by integrating SB profile
totmag e mag Uncertainty in totmag estimate propagated through integral

ellip . . . Ellipticity of isophote (1− b/a)
ellip e . . . Uncertainty in ellipticity estimate determined by local variability
pa deg PA of isophote relative to positive y-axis (increasing counter-clockwise) on the image
pa e deg Uncertainty in PA estimate determined by local variability
pixels count Number of unmasked pixels sampled along isophote or within band

maskedpixels count Number of masked pixels rejected along isophote or within band
totmag direct mag Total magnitude enclosed in current isophote by direct pixel flux summation
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AUTOPROF can output a number of diagnostic plots for each operation. These

plots allow the user to identify pathological cases that may disrupt isophotal fitting.

Many of the figures in this paper are indeed examples of such diagnostic plots. A

detailed description of all diagnostic plots can be found in the GITHUB code repository.

In general, the plots favour diagnostic purposes over aesthetics and may magnify

spurious features of the data.

3.3.7 Checking The Fit

Various checks are applied to ensure that the isophotal fit has reached an acceptable

solution. This is necessary in an automated analysis domain as large samples cannot

be examined individually by a human, yet challenging or pathological cases may

require extra attention. The latter may take multiple forms. For small to mid-sized

samples, a human operator may triage the identified problematic cases. For larger

samples, one can take advantage of AUTOPROF’s decision tree pipeline construction to

modify settings and iterate until a suitable fit is achieved or it becomes clear that

no reliable fit is possible. The checks described here are designed to flag cases in

which the final fitted isophotes are not well described by a constant SB plus noise.

This can happen for a variety of reasons including a fit which failed to converge, a

misaligned centre, a bright foreground object, or a galaxy whose light distribution

is poorly modeled by elliptical isophotes (Ciambur, 2015). Here we describe checks

which AUTOPROF performs in its default configuration. Users may also implement their

own checks for a particular application.

First, AUTOPROF compares the interquartile range of flux values along an isophote

versus the median flux value. If over 20 per cent of the isophote have such variability,
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then the fit is flagged as having possibly failed. Secondly, AUTOPROF computes an FFT

along the isophote and examines the power in the first-order mode. If 80 per cent of

the isophotes have |F1/(µ̃ + σb)| > 0.05 or if 30 per cent have |F1/(µ̃ + σb)| > 0.1,

then the fit is flagged. Thirdly, the same checks are performed except with the second

Fourier coefficient (F2). The percentages and thresholds above were chosen by expert

assessment with the goal of successfully capturing all cases that would be visually

flagged for re-fitting. The flags may also capture a number of acceptable fits and may

thus not be suitable for all situations/surveys. These checks are included to assist the

user, however it may be necessary to create custom checks for a given application.

These checks can serve as a starting point for more specialized versions.

3.3.8 Forced Photometry

Forced photometry is the process of taking the isophotal solution (a profile of ellip-

ticity and PA as a function of galactocentric radius) from one image and applying

it to another image (generally taken at a different photometric bandpass). Forced

photometry is critical for properly comparing colour measurements, since it forces

consistent measurements at each pixel. It can also save on computation time as a

galaxy should have a similar structure in other bands, ignoring the effects of dust,

stellar populations, PSF, and sensitivity. Forced photometry can be used in cases

where low S/N precludes the possibility of finding a robust fit, but where one expects

a measurable signal.

In order to apply forced photometry, the user must provide a configuration file

with the image file to process and a previously fit AUTOPROF profile. The default

forced photometry pipeline is a modification of the default pipeline described above.
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The background level and PSF are re-calculated for each new image as in Sec-

tions 3.3.1 and 3.3.2, as these typically change from image to image. For centre

finding, AUTOPROF uses the centre from the forcing profile, though a new centre can

be fitted if needed. The global isophotal fitting in Section 3.3.4 is skipped and the

forcing profile values are used instead. The isophote fitting step is no longer needed

and skipped as well. The isophote extraction step proceeds as in Section 3.3.6 except

that it now reads the PA and ellipticity values from the forcing profile and uses those

as the set of isophotes to extract. The fitting checks in Section 3.3.7 are not run as

no fitting is performed. The default forced photometry pipeline can, of course, be

adapted and extended just as the regular photometry pipeline.

Forced photometry isophotes are defined in physical units (arcsec for radii and

degrees for PA), so it is possible to apply forced photometry onto images with differ-

ent pixel scales. The interpretation of the results is, however, more challenging and

measurements made on scales similar to the pixel scale may not be meaningful. Sim-

ilarly, one should proceed with caution when applying forced photometry on images

with substantially different PSFs.

3.4 Advanced Pipeline Tools

We now describe several analysis tools that complement the default AUTOPROF toolkit.

These optional pipeline steps can be included in the configuration file. Users may also

design their own pipeline by adding, removing, or reordering the steps in the default

AUTOPROF pipeline. This may benefit special cases, fine tuning the analysis or adapting

to the type of galaxy being analysed. The default functions, coupled with a flexible

pipeline, make AUTOPROF well suited for a wide range of small and large scale galaxy
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photometry applications.

3.4.1 Star Masking

In general, AUTOPROF can operate effectively without a mask as all procedures rely on

robust mode, median, and percentile estimates of flux. However, the total luminosity,

as reflected in the parameter ‘totmag direct’ in Table 3.1, is directly affected by a

lack of masking. Densely populated fields likely require that the galaxy image be

masked appropriately before AUTOPROF processing to achieve reliable flux estimates.

Built into AUTOPROF is a star finding algorithm (also used in Section 3.3.2) which

identifies peaks using an edge detecting convolutional filter. AUTOPROF can automat-

ically mask any identified star using the star finder (called ‘starmask’). An example

of such a mask is given in Figure 3.7, here all identified star candidates are masked

regardless of deformity score (see Section 3.3.2) and the size of the mask is adjusted

according to the individually fit FWHM. Note that the AUTOPROF star mask focuses

on objects brighter than 10 times the noise of the background level. For more detailed

masks on very faint stellar or extragalactic sources which dominate the background

in modern imaging surveys, the user may take advantage of more specialized masking

tools (e.g., Bertin and Arnouts, 1996; Akhlaghi, 2019).

A mask can be provided by specifying the path to a FITS file containing an image

with the same dimensions as the galaxy image being studied. Any non-zero value in

the provided file is considered a masked pixel. In the event that the user provides a

segmentation map, such as the output from SEXTRACTOR (Bertin and Arnouts, 1996),

AUTOPROF will first identify the segmentation ID of the main galaxy using the centre

from Section 3.3.3 and ensure that this ID is set to zero (i.e., not masked). The
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Figure 3.7: Example star mask method applied to ESO479-G1. The circular masks
are adjusted in size based on the fitted FWHM for each star candidate.
Typically two FWHM will be masked, though for bright objects this aper-
ture increases logarithmicaly with the peak flux.
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various mask options can be added sequentially via a logical-or operation.

3.4.2 Radial Profiles

This complementary tool in AUTOPROF (called ‘radialprofiles’) involves the extraction

of light profiles along any axes (PAs) radiating from the galaxy centre (Courteau

et al., 2011). Radial profiles (or wedges) typically trace the major or minor-axis

of the galaxy (e.g., Figure 3.8), though any orientation is possible. These radial

profiles can be used to resolve axisymmetries that would otherwise be lost in azimuthal

averaging5, examine dust distributions, disentangle thin and thick discs, and so on

(e.g., Comerón et al., 2018). The computation of wedge profiles proceeds similarly

to profile extraction in Section 3.3.6 except that flux measurements are a function of

radius and angle instead of radius alone. By default the radial wedges are sampled

in four directions relative to the global PA of the galaxy, where each wedge is 15 deg

wide as shown in Figure 3.8. The number of wedges, orientation, and the width of

the wedges can be defined by the user. Each profile will be sampled at the same radii

as the semimajor axis values in the primary SB profile. Wedges with exponentially

growing widths (Courteau et al., 2011) that maintain constant S/N ratios are also

available. Similarly, wedges with variable PAs that follow complex features near the

centre (bar or spiral arms) can also be modeled. Radial wedges are provided as an

advanced option and are not activated by default.
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Figure 3.8: Example radial profile wedges for ESO479-G1 demonstrating which parts
of the image are sampled for each wedge. Top: visualization of sample
extraction; the blue/orange wedges trace the semimajor axis, while the
pink/green wedges trace the semiminor axis. Bottom: resulting radial SB
profiles showing features along each wedge.
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Figure 3.9: Example of AUTOPROF axial profiles on ESO479-G1. Top: projection of
axial profile lines parallel to the minor-axis on the galaxy image. Colours
indicate what quadrant of the galaxy is being sampled. Bottom: resulting
set of axial profiles for one quadrant (orange lines of top panel) of the top
figure. The x-axis is the distance from (in this case) the major-axis of
the galaxy, and the colour scale now indicates the starting point for each
sampling line from the galaxy centre along the major-axis.
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3.4.3 Axial Profiles

Another tool provided by AUTOPROF, called ‘axialprofiles’, is the extraction of axial

SB profiles (Comerón et al., 2018) along lines parallel to a chosen axis (typically the

major or minor axes). These slices can be used to study the same features as radial

wedges but keeping their widths constant and allowing offsets from the galaxy centre.

Figure 3.9 displays every fifth sampling line and resulting profiles for one quadrant

on ESO479-G1. The spacing between axial profiles (and their width) grows geomet-

rically by default, allowing AUTOPROF to collect more signal in fainter regions of the

galaxy. Along each axial profile, the bin sizes grow geometrically to increase S/N as

the profile moves away from the primary axis (as can be seen by the spacing between

points in Figure 3.9).

3.4.4 Ellipse Model

Another AUTOPROF tool (called ‘ellipsemodel’) generates smooth 2D models of galax-

ies based on AUTOPROF’s 1D SB profile; this is saved to a FITS file with the same

dimensions as the original image. There are two possible ellipse model modes. In

the simplest mode, the image is stretched along the minor-axis until the global el-

lipse fit (Section 3.3.4) is circular in the transformed space. The ‘SB fix’ column of

the SB profile is interpolated at the radial location of each pixel and assigned the

corresponding interpolated flux value. The more general ellipse model shown in Fig-

ure 3.10 is constructed like the fixed ellipse model. The latter is repeated for each

isophote in the SB profile using its individual PA and ellipticity values. Each pixel

uses the corresponding values from the closest ellipse once all iterations have been

5Standard isophotal analysis, or surface photometry, is not valid for edge-on galaxies as the entire
disc is projected along the line-of-sight.
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Figure 3.10: Left: image of ESO479-G1. Middle: example smooth ellipse model
of flux values for ESO479-G1 demonstrating the constructed model.
Colours follow a log scale flux and show how the smoothed model handles
variable PA and ellipticity values along the profile. Right: residual plot
with ellipse model subtracted from original image. Blue colours indicate
negative values and red colours indicate log-scale positive values.

completed.

For both the fixed and the general ellipse models, no extrapolation of the SB

profile is performed. Instead all flux values beyond the outer isophote are set to zero.

This can be seen in the middle image of Figure 3.10 in the sharp transition to the

black background.

3.4.5 Fourier Mode Analysis

AUTOPROF includes two tools for examining higher order information on fitted isophotes.

The first and simplest available method measures the Fourier mode power spectrum

along an ellipse. During the isophote brightness extraction step (see Section 3.3.6) AU-

TOPROF can perform an FFT decomposition along each ellipse and measure the power

in each mode. These are reported relative to the zeroth coefficient, which roughly

corresponds to the mean flux along an isophote; the real and imaginary parts of the

coefficient are given as Bn

F0
and An

F0
respectively. The fourth mode, F4, is commonly
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used to measure the boxyness/disciness of an isophote, whilst the low odd modes, F1

and F3, are commonly used to measure asymmetry in a galaxy (Peng et al., 2010a).

In some cases, it is not sufficient to measure the Fourier modes along elliptical

isophotes; instead a fit is needed to include these perturbations in the isophote. This

can occur for boxy/discy galaxies, or very lopsided galaxies where the contours of

constant SB depart from an elliptical shape. AUTOPROF provides built in functionality

to fit isophotes as ellipses with user selected cosine perturbations. The perturbation

for each mode is described by two parameters, Am and ϕm, which control the ampli-

tude and phase respectively for each mode m. The exact form of these perturbations

is given in Equation 3.5.

R(θ) = R0(θ)e
∑

m Am cos(m(θ+ϕm)), (3.5)

where R0 is the radius for a traditional ellipse and R is the radius of the perturbed

isophote. Note that the sum is only performed over user selected modes, thus it

is possible to construct an isophote using only e.g. fourth order perturbations.

In other implementations the form of the perturbation in Equation 3.5 would be

R0(θ)(1 +
∑

m Am cos(m(θ + ϕm))) assuming Am is small (e.g. Peng et al., 2010a).

However this has the undesirable feature of becoming negative if an Am, or some

combination of them, is greater than 1. Whilst this is unlikely to occur in real cases,

an optimization algorithm may fail if part of the parameter space is invalid. Thus

we use e
∑

m Am cos(m(θm+ϕm)) which is always positive and for small amplitudes, it is

equivalent to other implementations (ex = 1 + x+O(x2)).

As more parameters are added to the fitting procedure, AUTOPROF can model more

complex systems. However the increased parameter space naturally also increases the
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likelihood of fitting spurious image features, causing worse performance overall. To

combat this, we extend the loss function described in Section 3.3.5 to now include

regularization terms for the cosine perturbations:

l =

∑
2,m[|Fm|]
µ̃+ σb

(
1 +

|ei − ei−1|
1− ei−1

+
|ei − ei+1|
1− ei+1

+
|pi − pi−1|

0.2
+

|pi − pi+1|
0.2

+
∑
m

[
|Am,i − Am,i−1|

0.2

+
|Am,i − Am,i+1|

0.2
+

|ϕm,i − ϕm,i−1|
0.1m

+
|ϕm,i − ϕm,i+1|

0.1m

])
.

(3.6)

Note that the first sum now includes the user selected modes, m, and the second

Fourier mode; the sum in the regularization term only goes over the user selected

modes. For the ϕm,i terms in the regularization scale, the factor m in the denominator

reflects the reduced angular range of the higher mode perturbations (a full cycle

completes every 2π
m

radians). All other standard AUTOPROF methods will automatically

adapt to the new higher order isophotes. The isophote flux sampling procedures

described in Section 3.3.6 will now accept the more complex isophote shapes, which

may result in better error performance as the brightness is more uniform along each

isophote. However, the interpretation of the measurements (and even the semi-major

axis) can be more challenging.

The resulting fitted isophotes are stable, even with high frequency modes. How-

ever, the runtime for fits with these perturbations is considerably longer, often taking

twice as long to converge. The resulting isophotes follow contours of constant SB

more closely than ellipses alone, as can be seen in Figure 3.11 which was fitted us-

ing modes 1, 3, and 4. There is a clear lopsidedness to the galaxy at larger radii; at

small radii, the perturbations allow AUTOPROF to follow the spiral arms contours. This
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added complexity may or may not provide added insight. In general, users should

use the cosine mode fitting with intention, only fitting when a signal is expected.

For example, with the fourth mode to early type galaxies, or with the first and third

modes for searches of lopsided features (i.e. tidal streams). The second mode is also

partly degenerate with the ellipticity and should thus be avoided in typical scenarios.

The two methods available in AUTOPROF for evaluating higher order information

should in principle yield identical results; in practice, this is not the case. The fit-

ted perturbations sample new parts of an image compared to simply measuring the

Fourier amplitudes along an ellipse, thus the two techniques are evaluated on differ-

ent information. Further, the fitted perturbations only model the selected modes,

and thus they may “wash out” some information which could be expressed in other

modes. Each method will also be impacted by noise and foreground objects differ-

ently. Finally, attempting to use both methods simultaneously will invalidate the

Fourier amplitude measurement method as it will no longer apply to an ellipse, but

rather to a more complex isophote. Thus it is best to select the method which best

suits a given application and solely apply it to the images.

3.4.6 Decision Tree Pipelines

In addition to AUTOPROF’s toolkit, users can implement decision trees in order to

run specific applications on separate galaxy images. For instance, one may wish to

extract different data from edge-on vs face-on galaxies, early- versus late-type galaxies,

crowded fields vs isolated galaxies, large vs small extent on the sky, and so on. Another

application is to re-analyse a galaxy which fails the fit checks (Section 3.3.7) using

alternate settings in an attempt to recover an accurate ellipse model. An example
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Figure 3.11: Example of fitted isophotes with higher mode perturbations, formatted
as in Figure 3.5. Isophotes follow contours of constant SB more closely,
at the cost of increased complexity. Here, AUTOPROF has fitted first,
third, and fourth order perturbations to a standard ellipse, with the
outer isophotes primarily using the first and third modes to model the
galaxy asymmetry, while the inner isophotes primarily use the fourth
mode to track spiral features.
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Figure 3.12: Example of an AUTOPROF decision tree flowchart. There are two instances
where the “branches” make a decision (indicated by rhombus blocks).
If an edge-on galaxy is encountered, a specialized analysis pipeline can
be applied. If the fitting procedure in the standard pipeline fails, the
branch can update parameters and perform the fit again. The decision
tree is fully adaptable and expandable.

flow chart, shown in Figure 3.12, demonstrates two types of decision tree choices. The

decision tree is provided through the configuration file and an example is included with

the code to support initial development. AUTOPROF decision trees can be arbitrarily

complex and integrate user-defined functions.

3.5 Comparisons With Other Methods

To demonstrate the accuracy of AUTOPROF data products, we compare our results

to similar surface photometry image analysis software. For these comparisons, we

compare with the non-parametric packages PHOTUTILS (Bradley et al., 2020) and

XVISTA (Lauer, 1985), as well as the parametric decomposition software GALFIT (Peng

et al., 2010a). This is not an exhaustive comparison of isophotal fitting codes, others

include ELLIPSE (Tody, 1986), GIM2D (Simard et al., 2002), PYMORPH (Vikram et al.,

2010), GALAPAGOS (Barden et al., 2012), IMFIT (Erwin, 2015), and ISOFIT (Ciambur,
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2015) to name a few. Clearly, modelling galaxy light profiles is an active field in

extra-galactic astronomy.

To establish the relative performance of AUTOPROF and other methods, we take

advantage of 1387 late-type galaxies from the ‘Photometry and Rotation Curve Ob-

servations from Extragalactic Surveys’ (PROBES) catalogue (Stone and Courteau,

2019; Stone et al., 2021a). The PROBES galaxy images were extracted from the

DESI-LIS Data Release 9 (Dey et al., 2019), which provided deep photometry in g, r,

and z photometric bands. All results are computed in the r-band unless otherwise

indicated. The comparisons below should serve to adequately present AUTOPROF in

the context of available codes.

Our comparisons have also included measures of the relative run times for each

method. Their interpretation is however thwarted by operational considerations

unique to each method (e.g. we initialize PHOTUTILS with AUTOPROF pipeline functions).

The runtime also varied considerably with user tunable parameters and the conditions

of each image. Still, the general trend shows that the automated approaches (PHO-

TUTILS, AUTOPROF, and GALFIT) have comparable runtimes, while interactive methods

(XVISTA) are slower by orders of magnitude (Smith et al., 2021)

3.5.1 PHOTUTILS

The PHOTUTILS package includes a variety of methods for analysis of astronomical

images (Bradley et al., 2020). Included in the package is an implementation of the

iterative isophotal fitting method by J87, which performs a weighted least squares fit

of the intensities along an isophote according to:
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I(ϕ) = I0 + A1 sin(ϕ) +B1 cos(ϕ) + A2 sin(2ϕ) +B2 cos(2ϕ) (3.7)

where I(ϕ) is the intensity at angle ϕ around the isophote, I0 is the average intensity

around the isophote, and the An, Bn are Fourier coefficients with n indicating the

order of the coefficient. The properties of the isophote are iteratively updated until

the Fourier coefficient amplitudes are below 4 per cent of the RMS scatter of the

intensities (or the maximum number of iterations is reached).

This technique reliably produces isophotes for smooth systems (e.g., typical ellip-

tical galaxies). However, the possible presence of strong non-axisymmetric features

violates the method’s assumptions and can produce chaotic isophotal solutions. In-

teractive corrections of such chaotic isophotal solutions are enabled in XVISTA, as

discussed in Section 3.5.2.

For the PHOTUTILS implementation of the isophotal solving technique in J87, an

initial ellipse with a reasonable first guess for the PA and ellipticity are required.

To perform a robust comparison, we make use of the AUTOPROF pipeline, replacing

the isophotal fitting scheme in Section 3.3.5 and the isophote extraction scheme in

Section 3.3.6 with their PHOTUTILS counterparts. The flexibility of the AUTOPROF

pipeline design allows us to easily interchange individual segments for the sake of

comparisons. This makes for a clean comparison between the two methods as all

pre-processing steps are identical.

Figure 3.13 shows a comparison of the SB profiles from PHOTUTILS and AUTOPROF

applied to all PROBES galaxies; including only cases where both methods success-

fully converged on a solution. The four difference panels show that the median fitted

value for SB, PA, and axis ratios are nearly identical for AUTOPROF and PHOTUTILS out
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Figure 3.13: Comparison of photometric profiles from AUTOPROF and PHOTUTILS. Sub-
plots show differences in the SB, curves of growth, PA, and axis ratio
measurements, respectively. The solid dark line represents the median
deviation as a function of radius, and the cyan dashed line gives zero as
a reference point. The contours enclose 50, 68.3, and 90 per cent of the
parameter comparisons at each radius, as indicated in the legend. The
number of compared galaxies, N , is shown in the upper left corner of
the upper panel.
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to 2R23.5. This is expected as both methods are based on the same J87 method. The

curve of growth comparison shows PHOTUTILS as dimmer near the centre and systemat-

ically brighter past ∼1.5R23.5. The extra light is due to the PHOTUTILS curve of growth

being based on pixel flux summation which will be biased high from unmasked sources.

Beyond 2R23.5, PHOTUTILS reports systematically narrower and brighter isophotes. Our

AUTOPROF analysis included sigma-clipping of the SB measurements, removing most

of the brightness bias due to foreground sources, yielding dimmer SB measurements.

Some deviations in the curve of growth and axis ratio also exist at very small radii.

Indeed, the inner few isophotes can be significantly impacted by small pixel fluctu-

ations causing swings in PA and ellipticity values. AUTOPROF combats these small

radii effects by using its regularization scale and only fitting down to one PSF radius

(1
2
FWHM), however the issues occur for both AUTOPROF and PHOTUTILS fits. The

choice of interpolation scheme also plays a role in profile differences for the central

regions; AUTOPROF uses Lanczos interpolation while PHOTUTILS uses a less accurate

Bilinear method. Comparison showed that the two methods can return differing flux

estimates by over 5 percent, although it varies considerably from case to case.

At large radii, beyond R23.5, the scatter for the axis ratio and SB comparison

increases markedly due largely to differences in low S/N behavior. The J87 method

can acquire deviations from non-axisymmetric features (e.g., unmasked stars may play

a role at these low SB levels), whereas AUTOPROF is stabilized by the regularization

term. Appendix 3.8 shows specific cases of disagreement between the methods.

AUTOPROF applies band averaging to determine the average flux for outer isophotes,

the degree to which this technique improves the S/N is dependent on the size of

the band and of the galaxy on the sky. The band averaging method can produce
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significant gains over direct sampling along an isophote. To quantify the improvement,

we can compare the photometric depth achieved by AUTOPROF and PHOTUTILS. in

Figure 3.14, we show deepest SB levels for AUTOPROF and PHOTUTILS before reaching

a nominal error limit of 0.2mag arcsec−2. Thanks largely to the band averaging

method, AUTOPROF can reliably achieve a 2mag arcsec−2 improvement over PHOTUTILS

and in many cases reach even deeper. Factors other than the band averaging also

contribute to achieving deep SB levels. AUTOPROF determines its errors with
∆84

16

2
√
N
,

whereas PHOTUTILS uses σ√
N
. For Gaussian noise these measures are identical, however

in the presence of outliers (foreground stars and background galaxies) the PHOTUTILS

errors are biased high relative to AUTOPROF. Some of the more extreme SB differences

(e.g., ∆mag arcsec−2 ≈ 8) stem from error-based stopping criteria in PHOTUTILS fits,

which can terminate a profile in the central regions if a foreground star or an irregular

galaxy feature (e.g., bright HII region, spiral arms, or dust lanes) is encountered.

3.5.2 XVISTA

The XVISTA photometry package6 offers a wide range of image processing tools. We

focus on the galaxy surface photometry analysis, which uses low-order Fourier coef-

ficients (much like J87) to iteratively fit elliptical contours of constant SB (Lauer,

1985; Courteau, 1996; McDonald et al., 2011; Hall et al., 2012; Gilhuly and Courteau,

2018). Included in XVISTA’s surface photometry package are extra steps for manual

adjustment of the isophotal solution after basic profile fitting. Here, the user examines

the radial profiles of SB, PA, and ellipticity to identify problematic regions, and in-

terpolates between robust regions to fill problematic areas. The resulting profiles rep-

resent the large-scale structure of the galaxy with high fidelity, without the influence

6http://astronomy.nmsu.edu/holtz/xvista/index.html
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Figure 3.14: Comparison of photometric depth achieved by AUTOPROF and PHOTUTILS.
The x-axis shows the deepest isophotes in the AUTOPROF photometry
before reaching an error limit of 0.2mag arcsec−2. The y-axis shows the
SB difference between the AUTOPROF and PHOTUTILS deepest isophotes
(before reaching an error of 0.2mag arcsec−2). The contours represent
the density (log scale) of galaxies. The cyan dashed line indicates zero
difference in photometric depth.
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from small non-axisymmetric features (and guards against the possibility of crossing

isophotes). Provided close attention, XVISTA allows for an accurate non-parametric

elliptical representation of the light distribution of a galaxy. Profile interpolations

may also remove some fine structure in the fit, but the global light distribution is

always preserved (Lauer et al., 2005). The primary drawback of this method is the

lack of scalability if human intervention is involved.

We have applied the XVISTA surface photometry analysis to a sample of 722

PROBES galaxies for comparison with AUTOPROF profiles. These were all extracted

uniformly7. The XVISTA surface photometry package includes its own methods for

background subtraction, star masking (also done manually), SB extraction, etc (Courteau,

1996). Thus our comparison with XVISTA will be influenced by differences in all of

these steps, as well as the actual isophotal fitting routine. XVISTA and AUTOPROF are

indeed fully independent of each other. Despite these caveats, Figure 3.15 shows

remarkable agreement between AUTOPROF and XVISTA. Our SB estimates are reliably

equivalent to within less than 0.3mag arcsec−2 out to the outskirts (∼ 3R23.5) of each

galaxy. There is a slight bias beyond R23.5 for AUTOPROF to have dimmer isophotes (by

0.03mag arcsec−2) which may be explained by both AUTOPROF and XVISTA applying

the technique of extrapolating the outer fitted isophote, each using a different point

to select the last isophote. The slight brightness difference could also arise from a

different masking procedures, where XVISTA uses manually created object masks and

AUTOPROF uses sigma clipping. The curve of growth and PA profiles are remarkably

tight over the entire range tested. Note that XVISTA nominally defines PAs relative to

the positive y-axis and increasing clockwise; we inverted this for the sake of compari-

son. The axis ratio comparison shows a slight systematic shift beyond R23.5 indicating

7All XVISTA profiles were extracted by Nikhil Arora.
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that AUTOPROF finds rounder isophotes by approximately 2 per cent (median deviation

past R23.5).

A comparison of LSB features is also most instructive. Figure 3.16 shows a com-

parison of photometric depths between XVISTA and AUTOPROF before encountering a

SB error of 0.2mag arcsec−2 limit. For the same data, AUTOPROF’s SB profiles reach

deeper SB levels since AUTOPROF uses band averaging in the outskirts (Section 3.3.6).

AUTOPROF typically achieves deeper photometry by ∼ 1mag arcsec−2 and can often

reach deeper levels by more than 2mag arcsec−2. Note that XVISTA computes errors

similarly to PHOTUTILS using σ/
√
N and is biased high by unmasked sources.

3.5.3 GALFIT

GALFIT performs structural decompositions of galaxy images with parametric 2D light

distributions (Peng et al., 2010a). Comparisons of structural parameters derived

with AUTOPROF and GALFIT have already been performed in Arora et al. (2021) using

PYMORPH, here we will compare profiles directly. GALFIT’s parametric approach to

modelling galaxy images is fundamentally different from AUTOPROF, PHOTUTILS, and

XVISTA. Through least squares optimization, GALFIT can extract an arbitrary number

of parametric models to fit a galaxy image. These models include the exponential

disc (de Vaucouleurs, 1958; Freeman, 1970; Kormendy and Bruzual A., 1978; Kent

et al., 1991; van der Kruit and Freeman, 2011), Sérsic (Sérsic, 1968), Moffat (Mof-

fat, 1969), Nuker (Lauer et al., 1995), and others. A PA and ellipticity are fit for

each component globally. GALFIT models are typically azimuthally represented as

an ellipse, though they can be transformed to fit boxy, pointed, twisted, and more

shapes. GALFIT can also create especially detailed models 8, more so than elliptical

8see https://users.obs.carnegiescience.edu/peng/work/galfit/README.pdf

https://users.obs.carnegiescience.edu/peng/work/galfit/README.pdf
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Figure 3.15: Same as Figure 3.13 for comparing radial profiles from AUTOPROF and
XVISTA.
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Figure 3.16: Comparison of photometric depths achieved by AUTOPROF and XVISTA;
formatted as in Figure 3.14.
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non-parametric fits. With manual fine-tuning and well chosen initial conditions, GAL-

FIT models can describe a galaxy’s light distribution with high fidelity, relative to

the other methods considered here (AUTOPROF, PHOTUTILS, and XVISTA). The user can

extract detailed information about individual features such a bulge, bar, spiral arm,

etc, by first modelling the whole galaxy then either focusing on a single component or

subtracting various components by choice. As such, one may investigate galaxy struc-

ture in a fundamentally different way than in elliptical non-parametric fits, making

the methods highly complementary. However, the process of constructing such a de-

tailed model is time consuming and its efficient and reliable implementation for large

surveys can be challenging. For large surveys, GALFIT has been used in an automated

fashion with one or two component models to fit galaxy images (e.g., Kelvin et al.,

2010; Simard et al., 2011). Such models are well suited for low resolution images,

and for overlapping systems where all sources in the image can be simultaneously

modelled.

Since AUTOPROF is intended for scalability without user input on a per galaxy

level, our comparison of the two methods uses simple two-component GALFIT models

consisting of combinations of Sérsic and exponential disc profiles. We have applied

those GALFIT parametric models to the our PROBES sample of galaxies. The GAL-

FIT fitted models are sensitive to parameter initialization, owing partly to the overly

simplistic choice of the two component models. To start the models with the closest

approximation to their final values, we used the results from the AUTOPROF pipeline to

construct GALFIT configuration files. The non-parametric AUTOPROF SB profiles were

decomposed into Sérsic and exponential components using a least squares optimiza-

tion to the 1D profiles. The resulting parameters were then given as initialization
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for GALFIT, along with the global PA and ellipticity fitted to the image. GALFIT

is also sensitive to un-modeled image components. We therefore applied SEXTRAC-

TOR (Bertin and Arnouts, 1996) to build a segmentation map and mask all non-galaxy

components of the image (mostly stars and background galaxies). The initialization

for the component centres were taken from the AUTOPROF pipeline. We constructed

a PSF for each image using a median of many flux-normalized stars (selected using

the AUTOPROF star finder from Section 3.3.2). Each galaxy was modeled with (i) an

exponential disc, (ii) a Sérsic function, (iii) an exponential disc and a Sérsic, and (iv)

a double Sérsic. The adopted model was the one with lowest χ2/dof as reported by

the GALFIT fitting routine (e.g., Simard et al., 2011; Gilhuly and Courteau, 2018).

GALFIT models must be converted into SB profiles for proper comparison with AU-

TOPROF’s output. This is accomplished by applying AUTOPROF to the final, idealized,

GALFIT model. Figure 3.17 shows a comparison of the resulting photometry profiles.

Within R23.5 the match between AUTOPROF and GALFIT is good. Larger systematic

deviations are seen beyond R23.5. At most radii, the scatter around the zero line

is larger than in the comparisons with PHOTUTILS and XVISTA; this is to be expected

given our choice of a two component model. Simple models fail to capture the full

complexity of the late-type galaxy population in PROBES; a multicomponent model

could yield better results at the expense of scalability. While the curve of growth

comparison is poor in the centre, it converges quickly and remains good out to 3R23.5.

A mismatch at the centre is expected and occurs on the PSF scale (roughly 0.2R23.5

on average) where isophotes are rounded. PA comparisons show no systematic differ-

ences throughout the profiles, however the random scatter is considerably larger than

with PHOTUTILS and XVISTA (see Sections 3.5.1 and 3.5.2). The PA scatter is most
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pronounced near the centre where non-axisymmetric structures such as bars can have

PAs offset from the global PA; GALFIT could only recover the global PA using simple

two component models. The axis ratio profiles show AUTOPROF finding systemati-

cally rounder values near the centre as expected due to the PSF scale (∼ 0.2R23.5)

which affects AUTOPROF results, but not GALFIT since it models the PSF. At large radii

where axis ratios are more stable, AUTOPROF and GALFIT agree with no bias, albeit

with a larger scatter than PHOTUTILS and XVISTA. Overall, both methods adequately

match the global light distribution of each galaxy. However, GALFIT is restricted to

two “rigid” model components and thus cannot account for variations in PA and el-

lipticity. Being unable to account for those, GALFIT must ‘split the difference’ which

ultimately leads to a larger scatter in all profile parameters. More detailed multicom-

ponent GALFIT models can match galaxy images with greater fidelity and likely better

agreement with AUTOPROF radial profiles of SB, PA, and ellipticity. An advantage of

the non-parametric ellipse fitting approach in AUTOPROF (and similar codes) is that

it is nearly equivalent to fitting many parametric models simultaneously allowing for

more complete representation of the light distribution.

3.6 Conclusion

We have presented the robust automated isophotal solving pipeline, AUTOPROF for

the extraction of valuable structural information from galaxy images. The pipeline

is easily implemented and offers a suite of robust default and optional tools for SB

profile extractions and related methods. The AUTOPROF pipeline is highly extensible

and can be adapted for a variety of applications. The AUTOPROF code is available

freely to the community at: https://github.com/ConnorStoneAstro/AutoProf.

https://github.com/ConnorStoneAstro/AutoProf
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Figure 3.17: Same as Figure 3.13 for the comparison of radial profiles from AUTOPROF

and GALFIT.
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We have compared AUTOPROF with similar widely used surface photometry codes

(PHOTUTILS, XVISTA, and GALFIT) and found generally superb agreement, especially

with other non-parametric solutions. However, the ease of implementation, automa-

tion, and ability to tease out faint signals in galaxy’s outskirts sets AUTOPROF apart

from other softwares. Indeed, it is shown that AUTOPROF, with its band averaging

technique and other numerical treatments, yields SB profiles that typically reach 2-3

mag arcsec−2 deeper than other similar software for a given SB error. AUTOPROF is

also the only method considered here which fully automates all analysis steps, making

it the fastest to implement for new users.

We find that overly simplistic parametric models with only one or two components

cannot adequately describe the light distribution of a galaxy, yielding larger scatter

in fitted parameters than can be achieved with non-parametric approaches. Overall,

AUTOPROF balances the need for complex (spatially resolved) information available in

each galaxy image with the desire for fast, automated, and efficient representations

of a galaxy. For large-scale applications, AUTOPROF produces reliable and extended

brightness profiles. AUTOPROF is thus ideally suited for modern large-scale investiga-

tions of the detailed statistical nature of galaxy formation and evolution.

3.7 Appendix: Other Photometry Method Comparisons

This appendix provides profile comparisons between the other photometry methods

for completeness. The comparisons in Figure 3.18 between PHOTUTILS, XVISTA, and

GALFIT display near identical behavior as reported for AUTOPROF. The consistency

of these results demonstrates the reliability of AUTOPROF as a SB profile extracting

algorithm. The scatter about zero can be considered as a systematic error inherent
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Figure 3.18: Comparison of radial profiles between PHOTUTILS, XVISTA, and GALFIT.
Each panel formatted as in Figure 3.13.

in SB profile fitting. The SB errors reported in AUTOPROF and other codes are only

statistical, and can often be quite small; users should consider systematic errors of

similar scale to those presented in Figure 3.18 and earlier sections before establishing

final SB errors.

Figure 3.18(left) illustrates that SB and q for PHOTUTILS and XVISTA agree within

∼2R23.5 before showing a small bias (similar to findings in Section 3.5.1). The inner

0.1R23.5 shows again a strong discrepancy in mag, PA, and q likely due to unstable

central ellipses in PHOTUTILS and simplistic bi-linear interpolation between pixels. The

middle and right hand panels in Figure 3.18 show comparisons with PHOTUTILS and

XVISTA against GALFIT demonstrating the same behaviour seen in Section 3.5.3 where

there is overall agreement, though with slightly larger scatter. These figures are

consistent with the description in Section 3.5.3 that the overly simplistic parametric

models given to GALFIT cannot fully describe the complexity of late-type systems.

The central axis ratio values are also larger for non-parametric analyses compared
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to GALFIT; this is consistent with elliptical isophotes becoming rounder towards the

centre as expected in the presence of bulges and a circularizing PSF. For low resolution

features on scales of the PSF, the forward modelled GALFIT solution is superior.

3.8 Appendix: Example Fit Comparisons

This appendix presents specific cases of profile disagreements. Figure 3.19 focuses

on cases of most significant disagreement in galaxy inclination (evaluated at R23.5)

between AUTOPROF and PHOTUTILS, XVISTA, or GALFIT. The first three columns show

disagreement between AUTOPROF and PHOTUTILS, the middle set of three columns show

disagreement between AUTOPROF and XVISTA, and the last three show disagreement

between AUTOPROF and GALFIT. The galaxies in this figure represent some of the most

challenging in the PROBES data set, with nearly all of them including a bar, wide

spiral arms, or both. For each of the nine challenging galaxies we show the fitted

isophotes from all four methods, in several cases there are multiple methods which

fail to adequately represent the galaxy.

The first column shows VCC2070, which has a large bar and several dust lanes

through the disc. In this case, the discrepancy comes from two un-masked stars on

opposite sides of the galaxy which cause PHOTUTILS to seriously missalign intermedi-

ate isophotes (only one shown) that happen to be at R23.5 where the inclination is

measured. This is a common issue for standard J87 fitting and can be circumvented

with star masking or the regularization technique applied in AUTOPROF. The second

column shows UGC07524, which has a bar-like feature and a faint, irregular, light

distribution. In this case PHOTUTILS is unable to model the light distribution beyond

the bar feature and prematurely ends the light profile. AUTOPROF fails to capture the
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bar feature as well, but adequately finds the global light distribution. This galaxy

also presented a challenge for XVISTA, which could only recover the bar feature, though

this solution was extended to the optical edge of the galaxy. The third column shows

ESO353-G6, a strongly barred system with a quick transition to two spiral arms and

a wide opening angle. Here, both PHOTUTILS and GALFIT could only recover the bar

feature, while AUTOPROF fully represented the light distribution including the sharp

transition from bar to spiral arms.

The fourth column shows UGC1457, which has a bar-like feature at the centre

and broad asymmetrical spiral arms. AUTOPROF cannot adequately fit this galaxy,

and this case was not identified by the fit checks. XVISTA, however, succeeded in

modelling the galaxy at all radii. PHOTUTILS failed to find a solution for this galaxy

and returned no result, while GALFIT recovered the global light distribution. The fifth

column shows UGC06983, which has a central bar and faint spiral arms. In this case,

both AUTOPROF and PHOTUTILS obtained accurate models for the light distribution.

XVISTA fitted only the bar feature, though the solution is extended to the optical

edge of the galaxy. GALFIT (roughly) recovered the bar and accurately modelled the

global light distribution using a two-component fit. The sixth column shows ESO541-

G001, which has a bar, asymmetrical spiral arms and a faint extended disc. Here

AUTOPROF adequately recovered all features, including the faint extended dist. XVISTA

faithfully matched the main spiral structure of the galaxy, but failed to capture the

faint extended disc. PHOTUTILS accurately matched the features of this galaxy, but

could not extend its solution as far as AUTOPROF; GALFIT fitted the bright central

structures well, but missed the faint extended disc.
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The seventh column shows ESO121-G10, which has a bright central bar and promi-

nent spiral arms. All methods were able to recover the central bar feature, however

the GALFIT solution fails to fit the disc, causing the large discrepancy in inclination

with AUTOPROF. The eighth column shows ESO364-G35, which has a small central

bar and faint, distinct spiral features at all scales of the disc. AUTOPROF recovered

the small central bar and the global structure of the galaxy while GALFIT’s solution

was dominated by the bright central spiral arms causing it to miss the larger disc

structure. The ninth column shows ESO413-G11, which has a strong bar and spiral

arms with a wide opening angle. Both AUTOPROF and PHOTUTILS accurately modelled

the full galaxy light distribution, however GALFIT fitted only the large bar feature.

These cases of discrepancy between AUTOPROF and the other methods highlight

a number of common problems encountered in elliptical isophote fitting. With the

exception of UGC1457, AUTOPROF can handle these challenging cases in a fully auto-

mated fashion. Overall, all four methods performed satisfactorily on most galaxies.

They are differentiated by their treatment of challenging cases, their spatial extent

(before reaching a nominal S/N level) in the galaxy’s outskirts, their execution time,

and other secondary considerations.

3.9 Appendix: Example Flagged AUTOPROF Fits

We now present a random assortment of failed isophotal fits flagged by the checkfit

step of the AUTOPROF pipeline (see Section 3.3.7). Figure 3.20 presents a grid of failed

fits demonstrating typical challenges that can be encountered. The most common

type of failed fits are shown in Figure 3.20 panels b, c, h, i, m, and n where the
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Figure 3.19: Comparison of most significant cases of discrepancy in inclination be-
tween AUTOPROF and the three other methods (PHOTUTILS, XVISTA, and
GALFIT). The top row shows an image of a challenging galaxy with its
name overhead. The second row shows AUTOPROF with its fitted ellipses
overlayed. The third, fourth, and fifth rows show the fitted ellipse models
for PHOTUTILS, XVISTA, and GALFIT, respectively. The first three columns
are galaxies selected for greatest discrepancy with PHOTUTILS, the middle
three columns are discrepancies with XVISTA, and the last the columns
are discrepancies with GALFIT. The text inset gives the inclination (in
degrees) from each method, with the cases of discrepancy highlighted in
yellow. Figures were left empty if the given isophotal fitter could not
find a solution for the galaxy.

isophotal analysis is (inappropriately) applied to edge-on galaxies. Because edge-

on galaxies do not present any aspect of their disc, surface photometry cannot and

should not be attempted on those systems. AUTOPROF identifies failed fits as described

in Section 3.3.7. Since the fit checking step is not specifically designed for edge-on

galaxies, the user should implement their own edge-on rejection method (e.g, via

radial samples or an ellipticity cut).
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Figure 3.20 panel d is a case where the centre finding algorithm has failed. No

clear galaxy centre could be found; this is rather common for irregular galaxies and

is reliably detected as a failed fit. Cases in Figure 3.20 panels b, d, f, and o all have

a bright interloper along (or close to) the major axis. In some cases, AUTOPROF can

recover an adequate fit even though these are still flagged as potentially problematic.

AUTOPROF cannot separate overlapping sources, and these cases require further atten-

tion and/or alternate analysis routines. Figure 3.20 panels a, j, o, and k are examples

of asymmetric galaxies. While the AUTOPROF isophotal solution follows the large scale

features of these objects, elliptical isophotes should not be applied to strongly asym-

metrical objects. Finally, Figure 3.20 panel g is a case of the AUTOPROF optimization

algorithm being trapped in a local minimum and unable to find even an approxi-

mately correct solution. The large block of missing data immediately adjacent to the

galaxy is likely the culprit.
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Figure 3.20: Cases of flagged AUTOPROF isophotal solutions as identified by the fit
checks in Section 3.3.7. While the AUTOPROF algorithm may have con-
verged to an optimal solution, some of these objects may simply not be
adequately described by elliptical isophotes.
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Chapter 4

PROBES-I: A Compendium of Deep Rotation

Curves and Matched Multi-band Photometry

Preamble

This chapter contains a version of the paper titled “PROBES-I: A Compendium of

Deep Rotation Curves and Matched Multi-band Photometry,” submitted to The As-

trophysical Journal Supplement Series. Some comments from the first referee report

have already been addressed. Section numbers were altered to match the thesis for-

mat; small modifications to the text were also made in response to comments from

the PhD examination committee. Although this manuscript was written after the

material in Chapter 5, the data described within were compiled beforehand. For the

purpose of clarity, we opt to present this chapter before Chapter 5 as it was a critical

underpinning to the analysis therein.
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4.1 Abstract

We present the Photometry and Rotation Curve Observations from Extragalactic

Surveys (PROBES) compendium of extended rotation curves for 3163 late-type spi-

rals, with matching homogeneous multi-band photometry for 1677 of them. PROBES

rotation curves originally extracted from Hα long-slit spectra and aperture synthesis

HI (21cm) velocity maps typically extend out to a median 2.0Re (or 0.95R23.5,r). Our

uniform photometry takes advantage of GALEX, DESI, and WISE images and the

software AutoProf to yield multi-band azimuthally-averaged surface brightness pro-

files that achieve depths greater than 25 mag arcsec−2 (FUV, NUV), 27 mag arcsec−2

(g, r), and 26 mag arcsec−2 (z, W1, W2). With its library of spatially-resolved profiles

and an extensive table of structural parameters, the versatile PROBES data set will

benefit studies of galaxy structure and formation.

4.2 Introduction

Galaxies are some of the best laboratories for studying fundamental questions about

cosmology, dark matter, black holes, and more. They are also complex objects with

detailed physics occurring on scales spanning many orders of magnitude, and evolv-

ing in diverse environments, making the exercise of identifying the drivers of galaxy

structure and evolution especially challenging. Teasing out and modelling evolution-

ary and transformative processes such as star formation (Salpeter, 1955; Tojeiro et al.,

2009; Conroy, 2013), merging (Toomre and Toomre, 1972; Naab et al., 2014), dust at-

tenuation (Holmberg, 1946; Burstein and Heiles, 1984; Tully et al., 1998; Stone et al.,

2021a), and angular momentum transport (Lin and Pringle, 1987; Obreschkow and

Glazebrook, 2014) has deepened our understanding of the development of structure
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in the universe, while opening many new questions.

Chief among those, the elusive dark matter cannot be directly observed and must

be inferred (Faber and Gallagher, 1979; Bertone and Tait, 2018; Wechsler and Tin-

ker, 2018), despite its considerable effect on the evolution of galaxies. The mismatch

between the mass distribution through spatially-resolved kinematic and photomet-

ric profiles is certainly one of the the strongest evidence of dark matter in galaxies.

(Bosma, 1978; Faber and Gallagher, 1979; van Albada and Sancisi, 1986; Courteau

et al., 2014). While galaxy photometry is relatively easily acquired, with large deep

multi-wavelength imaging programs covering most of the sky (York et al., 2000; Skrut-

skie et al., 2006; Lawrence et al., 2007; Lang, 2014; Bianchi et al., 2017; Dey et al.,

2019; Ivezić et al., 2019), kinematics are more challenging given the targeted ap-

proach and time-consuming integrations with most studies limited to a few hundred

targets (Rubin et al., 1980; Mathewson et al., 1992; Courteau, 1997; Sofue and Ru-

bin, 2001). Some recent programs have yielded large samples of galaxy kinematics

with spatially-resolved integral-field spectroscopy, though rarely reaching depths be-

yond ∼Re (SAMI, Croom et al., 2021), ∼1.5Re (MaNGA, Bundy et al., 2015; Croom

et al., 2021), or ∼ R23.5 (CALIFA, Sánchez et al., 2016). These efforts are nonethe-

less commendable and the future mapping of gravitational potentials in galaxies will

require deep spatially-resolved kinematics for tens of thousands of galaxies to achieve

statistical power.

In this study, we take a step in this direction by providing one of the largest

catalogues of galaxy light profiles and major-axis rotation curves (hereafter RCs) in

the form of the “Photometry and Rotation Curves Observations from Extragalactic

Surveys (PROBES)” compendium. PROBES combines some of the largest existing
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surveys of spatially-resolved major-axis rotation curves (hereafter RCs) into a single

homogenized compilation of 3163 spiral galaxies. We have taken advantage of the

GALEX Survey (Bianchi et al., 2017), DESI Legacy Survey (Dey et al., 2019), and

the unWISE survey (Lang, 2014) to complement the kinematic information with

homogeneous multi-band data from the UV to the NIR in the FUV, NUV, g, r, z,

W1, andW2 bands. With this publication, we make the PROBES compilation readily

available to the community.

The PROBES combination of deep photometry and kinematic information for a

large number of spiral galaxies is ideally suited for studying the interplay between

baryons and dark matter. The PROBES sample has already been included in various

studies during its development. Stone and Courteau (2019) examined the Radial

Acceleration Relation of PROBES galaxies, favouring a ΛCDM interpretation over

Modified Newtonian Dynamics (Lelli et al., 2017). PROBES galaxies also allowed

Stone et al. (2021a) to find that scatter had been systematically underestimated in

previous analyses of galaxy structural scaling relations. PROBES scaling relations

have been used as a benchmark for the analysis of MaNGA data (Arora et al., 2021)

and to characterize the diversity of spiral galaxies (Frosst et al., 2022).

This paper is divided as follows. Section 4.3 introduces the surveys amalgamated

into the PROBES compendium, emphasizing the respective selection criteria. A va-

riety of structural parameters extracted from the light profiles and RCs for these

galaxies are then presented in Section 4.4. The data tables and readme files provided

with the PROBES compendium are described in Section 4.5. We conclude in Sec-

tion 4.6 by reiterating the usefulness of these data for studies of galaxy structure and

formation, stellar populations, galaxies as cosmological tracers, and more.
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4.3 PROBES Data Sources

4.3.1 Sample Selection

The PROBES compendium is a combination of seven previously published RC sur-

veys with new FUV, NUV, g, r, z, W1, and W2 matched photometry, combined and

homogenized for easier usability. Here we give brief descriptions of the seven sur-

veys, with an emphasis on sample selection1. Most of the original surveys provided

their own photometry in addition to the RCs; however, for homogeneity, we have

extracted and standardized our own photometry from the DESI-LIS (Section 4.3.5),

unWISE (Section 4.3.6), and GALEX (Section 4.3.7) surveys instead. Of the 1677

PROBES galaxies with r-band photometry, > 99% have g, z, W1, and W2 bands

while 80% have FUV, NUV bands. While DESI-LIS and unWISE images enable de-

tailed studies of their respective spatially-resolved light profiles, the noisier GALEX

images will only be used to compute global quantities such total luminosities and to

complement spectral energy distributions (SEDs).

Mathewson 1992

Mathewson et al. (1992) published Hα RCs for 827 spiral galaxies found largely in the

southern hemisphere. Galaxies were selected primarily from the ESO-Uppsala cata-

log (Lauberts, 1982, 1998) with morphological types shown in Figure 4.1, diameters

greater than 1.7 arcsec, heliocentric recessional velocities (v = cz) below 7, 000 km s−1,

moderate inclinations, and latitude |b| > 11 deg. Some galaxies were taken from other

surveys (Mathewson et al., 1992). The velocity uncertainties for these RCs were not

1Replicating some information from Stone and Courteau (2019) for completeness.
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reported, instead we use the residuals from our model fits (see Section 4.4.2) to esti-

mate reasonable upper bound uncertainties.

Mathewson 1996

Mathewson and Ford (1996) expanded the Mathewson et al. (1992) sample to 2017

spiral galaxies with Hα RCs primarily located in the southern hemisphere. The mor-

phological distribution is shown in Figure 4.1. However, not all objects in Mathewson

et al. (1992) were included in Mathewson and Ford (1996). As in Mathewson et al.

(1992), velocity uncertainties for RCs were not provided and a model fit was used

to determine upper bound uncertainties (see Section 4.4.2). The sampling criteria

were similar to those of Mathewson et al. (1992), though with higher heliocentric

recessional velocities in the range 4, 000–14, 000 km s−1 and apparent diameters be-

tween 1.0−1.6 arcmin. Once again, a small number of galaxies were taken from other

surveys, such as the Catalogue of Galaxies and Clusters of Galaxies (Zwicky et al.,

1961; Zwicky and et al., 1995).

Courteau 1997

The Courteau (1997, hereafter C97) sample is a survey of 353 late-type galaxies with

Hα RCs and morphological types shown in Figure 4.1. These were collected largely

for cosmic flow studies for which systematic and random velocity uncertainties were

of great interest (Courteau et al., 1993). Thus, many galaxies have multiple measure-

ments, with some having as many as four repeat RCs. For the PROBES compendium,

all multiple RC measurements, were stacked as described in Section 4.3.4. The sam-

ple was selected from the Uppsala Catalog of Galaxies (Nilson, 1973; Lauberts, 1998)
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and the catalog of cluster galaxies from (Bothun et al., 1985). C97 galaxies were

selected to have Hubble types Sb–Sc, Zwicky magnitude mB ≤ 15.5 (see Giovanelli

and Haynes, 1984), blue galactic extinction less than 0.5mag (based on Burstein and

Heiles 1984), inclinations between 55− 75 deg, blue major axes less than 4 arcmin, no

interactions or mergers, and no bright foreground stars (Courteau, 1996).

SCII 1999

The all-sky survey of Dale et al. (1999, hereafter SCII) offers Hα RCs for 602 galaxies

in 52 Abell clusters up to heliocentric recessional velocities of 25, 000 km s−1. Galaxies

were selected from the Abell Rich Cluster Catalog (Abell et al., 1989), favoring those

with redshift information available at the time. Morphologies for the SCII galaxies

are shown in Figure 4.1. These galaxies add a significant number of late-type cluster

member galaxies to the PROBES compendium, allowing for environmental studies

among others.

Shellflow 2000

The Shellflow survey (Courteau et al., 2000) of 186 spiral galaxies was designed

to study an all-sky shell in redshift space to measure a cosmological bulk flow of

galaxies with high precision. The Shellflow sample geometry meant that a large

fraction of the galaxies could be observed from both northern and southern hemi-

sphere observatories, namely the Kitt Peak National Observatory and Cerro Tololo

Inter-American Observatory, thus mitigating calibration errors from using different

instrumentation. The Shellflow sample was selected from the Optical Redshift Sur-

vey of Santiago et al. (1995). Galaxies were chosen to be non-interacting and of
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morphological types indicated in Figure 4.1, with heliocentric recessional velocities

between 4, 500− 7, 000 km s−1, inclinations between 45− 78 deg, AB extinctions less

than 0.3mag (as determined by Burstein and Heiles 1982), and no bright overlapping

foreground stars or tidal disturbances.

SPARC 2016

The Spitzer Photometry and Accurate Rotation Curves (SPARC) sample compiled by

Lelli et al. (2016) is an amalgamation of over 50 smaller samples totaling 163 galaxies2

with a mix of Hα and HI RCs. Approximately one-third of the SPARC galaxies have

hybrid HI and Hα RCs to combine the higher spatial resolution provided by Hα with

the extensive radial extent of synthesis HI radio maps, where available. The distance

estimates for SPARC galaxies rely on a number of methods, including Hubble flow,

tip of the red-giant branch, Cepheids, Ursa Major cluster distance, and supernovae.

All distances and their uncertainties are reported in the SPARC survey, and we use

them directly in the PROBES compendium. The sample was carefully chosen to

have a range of morphology, luminosity, and surface brightness (SB) from the limited

selection of galaxies with HI measurements (Lelli et al., 2016).

SHIVir 2017

The Spectroscopy and H-band Imaging of Virgo Cluster Galaxies (SHIVir) survey

presented in Ouellette et al. (2017) and Ouellette et al. (2022) is a dedicated survey

of galaxies of all morphological types in the Virgo Cluster as shown in Figure 4.1.

SHIVIr’s original purpose was to examine the impact of a cluster environment on

galaxy properties using the nearest cluster in the sky: the Virgo Cluster. We focus

2An additional twelve “low-quality” galaxies are not included.
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on the subset of 44 SHIVir spiral galaxies with Hα RCs from long-slit spectra taken

at various observatories (Ouellette et al., 2017). Distances to the SHIVir galaxies

were estimated from SB fluctuations where available (Jerjen et al., 2004; Blakeslee

et al., 2009); otherwise, a standard cluster distance of 16.5Mpc is assumed (Mei et al.,

2007). Uncertainties are reported where distance measurements are available; for the

cluster distances, a conservative value of 3Mpc was used.

The SHIVir galaxies are a subset of the full Virgo Cluster Catalog (VCC), which is

volume complete in a spatial subset of the Virgo Cluster to an absolute magnitude of

MB ≤ −13, along with several fainter galaxies to ensure a broad morphology coverage

(Binggeli et al., 1985; McDonald et al., 2011).

4.3.2 NED Information and Quality Criteria

The cross-referencing of all galaxies from the seven surveys above with NED3 yielded

4208 galaxies with names, coordinates, and redshift. Most galaxies had morphological

information, as presented in Figure 4.1 where T-Type 12 indicates no available data

(3.3% of the PROBES sample). Objects were matched by name and confirmed using

redshift information in NED and velocity information from the observed RC. In some

instances, only RA and DEC coordinates were usable; naming conventions for some

older surveys are no longer recognized. Again these were confirmed using redshift

information (which is available for all PROBES galaxies). If neither a name nor

coordinates could be confidently confirmed, the galaxy was discarded from the survey;

this yielded a total sample of 3293 galaxies.

Furthermore, many galaxies were duplicated between surveys. In such instances,

3The NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database (NED) is operated by the Jet Propulsion Labora-
tory, California Institute of Technology, under contract with the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration.
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we stacked their RCs as described in Section 4.3.4. A label, called “RC survey”,

in the main table indicates that multiple surveys contributed to the final RC. The

exception is the Mathewson et al. (1992) and Mathewson and Ford (1996) samples for

which the Mathewson and Ford (1996) RCs supersede the other; most of the repeated

galaxies between the two surveys are indeed from the same observations. Thus we

are left with a PROBES sample of 3163 unique galaxies with RCs and matched NED

meta-data.

4.3.3 Distances

The PROBES compendium distances come from a number of sources including Hub-

ble flow, surface brightness fluctuations, and tip of the red giant branch. For Hub-

ble flow distances, we have used the CosmicFlows-3 calculator from Kourkchi et al.

(2020a)4. Beyond 200Mpc we assumed a Hubble-Lemâıtre constant of H0 = 73 km

s−1 Mpc−1 (Riess et al., 2021). Heliocentric redshifts were taken from NED and

corrected to CMB redshifts using a standard Fixsen et al. (1996) apex velocity.

4.3.4 Rotation Curves

The PROBES compendium RCs come primarily from Hα long slit (major axis) spec-

tra, though a few HI RCs were also available. Figure 4.2 shows the spatial extent

distribution of RCs that have corresponding photometry. The brown distribution

normalizes Rlast in kpc; normalizations by effective radius, Re, and isophotal radius,

R23.5, are also presented. The median extent of the PROBES galaxies is 2.0Re or

0.95R23.5. This contrasts with previous IFU surveys such as CALIFA (Sánchez et al.,

2016) and MaNGA (Bundy et al., 2015) which extend to R23.5 and 1.5Re, respectively.

4see the following link: https://edd.ifa.hawaii.edu/CF3calculator/

https://edd.ifa.hawaii.edu/CF3calculator/
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Figure 4.1: Distribution of morphological T-Types for the PROBES photometric
sample. The bar charts are stacked to enable each sub-sample to be
seen. The distribution is peaked for Sb and Sc types, with significant
contributions from Mathewson and SCII samples. A small number of
galaxies have no known morphology in NED.

With such deep measurements, the extended PROBES RCs can efficiently probe the

flatter region of a galaxy disk beyond the transition from baryon- to DM-dominated

systems.

Our RCs were all fitted with a tanh model and the multi-parameter model of C97.

The tanh model matches the simple rise and flattening idealization of each RC. The

second, C97 multi-parameter model, here referred to as the “C97 model”, provides
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Figure 4.2: Distribution of RC extent in the PROBES data set. RC extent is the

radial value of the last data point in each RC. The distribution is given
(top axis) in physical size (kpc), or normalized (lower axis) by a fiducial
radius (Re and R23.5). Most RC profiles extend beyond 2Re, or beyond
R23.5. The nominal extents of MaNGA and CALIFA galaxies are shown
for reference.

a more complete model of the rich variety of RC shapes (Oman et al., 2015; Frosst

et al., 2022). Further details about these fits are given in Section 4.4.2.

Figure 4.3 shows median RC shapes in the PROBES compilation in bins of lu-

minosity (columns) or concentration (rows). Each RC is linearly interpolated to a

standard set of radii, and the median is taken for all galaxies which have measurements

at those radii. For this figure, stacked RCs were truncated if less than 3 measured
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profiles contributed to the median profile. The profile radii and velocities were nor-

malized by R23.5 and V23.5, respectively (see Section 4.4). This enables comparisons

on the basis of changing shapes alone. Each panel corresponds to a range of concen-

tration and luminosity values (see Section 4.4) and a clear trend in RC shape can

be seen. For higher luminosity (concentration) at a given concentration (luminosity),

the RC rises faster near the center (Madore and Woods, 1987; Persic et al., 1996). In

all but the lowest luminosity bin, the RCs flatten at or before approximately R23.5;

indeed, Figure 4.2 shows that the majority of PROBES RCs extend to the flattened

region.

Figure 4.4 gives example PROBES RCs for galaxies with a range of luminosities.

As in Figure 4.3, a range of RC shapes can be seen from fast rising to very gradual

when normalized by R23.5. The highest luminosity example, NGC7753, shows a ve-

locity peak at about 0.2R23.5. The PROBES RCs are densely sampled in most cases

allowing for more advanced kinematic analysis. In all cases the C97 model fits and

the tanh fits agree well within the bounds of the data, though each yield slightly

different extrapolations at large radii. Velocity “bumps” and “wiggles,” indicative

of non-circular motions and other complex kinematic structure, especially near the

galaxy center, are not modelled by the C97 or tanh models.

4.3.5 DESI Legacy Imaging Survey Photometry

The DESI Legacy Imaging Survey provides g, r, z photometry for a large 14, 000 deg2

area of the sky (Dey et al., 2019). With some of the PROBES galaxies lying outside

the DESI-LIS footprint, we have constructed a “PROBES photometry” sample of
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Figure 4.3: Median RCs in the PROBES compendium in luminosity and concentra-
tion bins specified by the top and right labels. The radii and velocities
were normalized (before stacking) by the r-band isophotal radius R23.5 and
velocities measured at R23.5, V23.5, respectively. The number of galaxies
included in each bin and mean V23.5 of the median stack are shown as text
inset in the upper left and right sides of each panel. The radial scale is
limited to 2.5R/R23.5 to emphasize the range of shapes in the inner RCs,
though many RCs extend beyond this point.

1677 galaxies for which matching DESI-LIS photometry can be extracted. The au-

tomated non-parametric surface photometry package AutoProf (Stone et al., 2021b)

was then applied to all available DESI-LIS r-band images, achieving SB thresholds

of ∼28 r-mag arcsec−2 (see Figure 4.5, all photometry is in the AB magnitude sys-

tem). AutoProf performs non-parametric isophotal ellipse fitting by minimizing the

power in the second Fourier mode along each ellipse as a function of PA and ellipticity.

Azimuthally-averaged profiles as well as cardinal wedges (along the four major/minor
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Figure 4.4: Example RCs from PROBES with C97 and tanh model fits. Data points
are taken directly from PROBES profiles and the errors are scaled by a
factor of 2 for visibility. A great diversity of shapes and RC sampling
densities in the PROBES RCs show great diversity(see also Frosst et al.,
2022).
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axes from the center of the galaxy) were extracted for all PROBES photometric galax-

ies. These wedges offer rich information about the symmetry of galaxies and detailed

non-axisymmetric structure, where present. A unique PSF is determined for each

observation, however DESI images typically have a FWHM resolution of ∼1 arcsec.

The fitted isophotal solution for the r-band image of a galaxy serves as a reference

for the matching g and z band images for the same galaxy. The “forced photometry”

procedure with AutoProf ensures that all the flux values are calculated along the same

isophotes for a given galaxy, a requirement for meaningful colour (and therefore stellar

mass) measurements. The AutoProf isophotal fitting is entirely automated though it

can fail under certain conditions (e.g., overlapping systems, see Stone et al., 2021b).

These conditions are flagged by AutoProf (also automatically); all flags are reported

in the main PROBES table (see Section 4.5).

To characterize the depth of the DESI-LIS/AutoProf photometry, we present in

Figure 4.5 SB errors versus the corresponding SB depth of every isophote in the

sample. A clear rise in errors is detected beyond ∼27mag arcsec−2 (g-, r-band) or

26mag arcsec−2 (z-band). Still, some isophotes reach 30mag arcsec−2 with small er-

rors. These data are thus deep enough for a broad suite of structural analyses. Note

that the feature seen in the z-band subplot of Figure 4.5 with high brightness and high

error is caused by bright galaxies which saturate the detectors. Saturated pixels regis-

ter in AutoProf as high errors at the transition from saturation to real measurements.

This feature is also seen, though to a lesser degree, in the g and r bands.
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of SB errors for the multi-band GALEX, DESI-LIS, and
unWISE photometry as a function of SB depth. Scatter points were
taken from every profile in the PROBES photometry sample, while
contours were used in high density regions. Most SB profiles reach
at least 26mag arcsec−2 before errors start rising; some profiles reach
30mag arcsec−2 with small errors. This deep multi-band photometry
critically maximizes the scientific potential of the PROBES photomet-
ric dataset.

4.3.6 unWISE Photometry

The unWISE survey provides all-sky W1 and W2 band photometry at a resolution

of ∼6 arcsec; they are converted to the AB magnitude system for homogeneity. The

mid-infrared photometry available through the unWISE survey is sensitive to older,

mass dominant, stellar populations resulting in robust stellar mass measurements

(Conroy, 2013; Courteau et al., 2014). Most PROBES galaxies are close enough

that they can be resolved by unWISE photometry. We have thus performed forced

photometry (again using the r-band isophotal solutions as reference) to obtain SB

profiles for the entire PROBES photometry sample. Given the low resolution of the

unWISE data, this addition mostly benefits total luminosity measurements, allowing
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for more robust modelling of the SED (the same will be true for GALEX data; see

Section 4.3.7). Other structural parameters computed at large radii are also minimally

affected by the low resolution.

As for our DESI-LIS data, Figure 4.5 shows the depth of all extracted unWISE

SB profiles. The unWISE SB profiles are shallower than the matching DESI-LIS

profiles, however they exhibit the same general trend with somewhat higher errors

before rising quickly at a limiting SB level of ∼27 r-mag arcsec−2. The W1 and W2

bands extend deep enough for robust measurements of total light, however the low

spatial resolution limits the use of structural metrics at low radii.

We forgo the addition of near-infrared (JHK) bands as currently available surveys

lack the desired depth (Skrutskie et al., 2006) or sky coverage (Lawrence et al., 2007).

4.3.7 GALEX Photometry

The GALEX survey provides nearly all-sky far- and near-UV (FUV and NUV, re-

spectively) broadband photometry at a resolution of approximately 4.3 and 5.3 arcsec,

respectively; this photometry is also converted to the AB magnitude system for ho-

mogeneity. Most PROBES galaxies are close and bright enough for GALEX forced

photometry using AutoProf. As with the g, z, W1, and W2 bands, the r-band isopho-

tal solutions were applied via forced photometry to the GALEX FUV and NUV images

for uniform colours. Figure 4.5 shows the GALEX SB measurement quality. Similar

to the unWISE data, the low GALEX resolution thwarts meaningful measurements of

structural parameters in the UV; especially near the center of each galaxy. However,

GALEX data provide useful SED constraints through bands especially sensitive to

dust and recent star formation.
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4.4 Structural Parameters

In addition to the suite of RCs and SB profiles, the PROBES compendium offers a

comprehensive array of galaxy structural parameters. These include multiple defini-

tions of size, luminosity, velocity, surface density, stellar mass, concentration, and so

on.

This section presents a description of the PROBES parameters, how they are cal-

culated and corrected. Our tables include standard parameters evaluated at common

radii (Re, R23.5, R1, etc.). Separate tables with parameters that use g-, r-, and

z-band fiducial radii are also provided.

4.4.1 Corrections

Before we proceed, a discussion of the corrections to photometric and kinematic

measurements is warranted. These corrections are applied to the RCs and SB profiles

before computing any parameters. Note that the PROBES database of RCs and SB

profiles is presented raw, i.e. uncorrected. The following discussion simply details

how our structural parameters were computed.

Velocity Corrections

Observed radial velocities, Vo(R), are deprojected and corrected for redshift broad-

ening according to:

Vc(R) =
Vo(R)−Vsys

sin(ilast)(1 + zhelio)
(4.1)

where Vc(R) is the corrected line-of-sight velocity, Vsys is the fitted central velocity
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from the C97 model (see Section 4.4.2), zhelio is the heliocentric redshift of the galaxy,

and ilast is the nominal inclination of the galaxy disk (the inclination of the outermost

isophote). The Vsys values come from the fitted RC model, not the heliocentric

recessional velocity reported for a galaxy; thus there may be a small incompatibility

in these values. Once again, the PROBES RCs are uncorrected; these corrections

only apply to structural parameters.

Surface Brightness Profile Truncation

To avoid aberrant isophotes from contaminating parameter estimations, SB profiles

are truncated if the galaxy is no longer the dominant light source. Isophotes with an

uncertainty exceeding 0.3mag arcsec−2 for g, r, z, W1, W2 bands, or 0.5mag arcsec−2

for FUV, NUV bands, are first removed from the profile. As seen in Figure 4.5, errors

rise quickly beyond ∼0.2 mag arcsec−2. We adopt a conservative 0.3mag arcsec−2

threshold for our truncation level. The SB errors are statistical in nature and do

not account for spurious factors such as nearby objects, bright stars, and galactic

cirri which can cause systematic fluctuations that are unrepresentative of the galaxy

disk. To handle these cases, we fit an exponential disk + floor model to the SB

profile outskirts5. Once fit, we truncate at the intersection between the exponential

disk model and the floor value. Figure 4.6 shows an example of a truncation which

prevents spurious background data from entering further calculations.

Figure 4.7 shows the truncation results for each band, as well as the relative

flux characteristics between different bands. FUV and NUV have by far the lowest

signal-to-noise, and low flux near the galaxy center which can be caused by heavy

5The outskirts are initially defined as the point beyond which the SB profile is a factor of 100
(5mag arcsec−2) dimmer than the central region. This is intended to avoid bright extended bulges
and other non-exponential central features.
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Figure 4.6: Example r-band profile truncated at the noise floor for ESO143-G028.
The purple dashed lines give the exponential disk fit to the outer profile
(blue points) and the SB floor (grey points). The data beyond the inter-
section of the exponential disk and the SB floor are ignored for further
analysis. Error-bars are multiplied by 5 for visibility.

dust extinction and/or reduced star formation in the galaxy center. DESI-LIS g, r, z

bands have the largest dynamic range and resolution. The r-band isophotal solution

is also our reference point for the imaging of all the other bands. The W1, W2 bands

have the lowest resolution, as can be seen by the absence of structure in the central

regions of ESO 143-G028 (compared to g, r, z bands), though the signal-to-noise for

these observations is high enough for reliable global measurements at large radii.
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Figure 4.7: Truncated SB profiles of all seven photometric bands for ESO143-G028.
Thanks to the forced photometry, each profile is evaluated using exactly
the same isophotes, though each profile achieves different depths. Error-
bars are multiplied by 2 for visibility.

Photometric Corrections

Before computing structural parameters, the truncated PROBES photometry (see

Section 4.4.1) was corrected for Galactic extinction, K-correction, and cosmological

dimming. The form of the global photometric correction is given as:

Ac = Ao − Ag − AK − Az, (4.2)
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where Ac is the corrected brightness value, Ao is the observed value, Ag is the

Galactic extinction, AK is the K-correction, and Az is a cosmological dimming factor.

We do not add any uncertainty to our model from these corrections, though there is

certainly a systematic uncertainty introduced with them. We take Galactic extinc-

tions for the DESI-LIS g, r, and z bands from Schlafly and Finkbeiner (2011); for the

GALEX FUV andNUV bands, we useE(B−V ) values from Burstein and Heiles (1982)

and transformations from Peek and Schiminovich (2013); for unWISE W1 and W2

fluxes, we assume no extinction and therefore apply no correction. K-corrections

were applied to FUV, NUV, g, r, and z bands using the calculator of Chilingarian

and Zolotukhin (2012)6; for W1, W2 bands we use the corrections from Jarrett et al.

(2017). K-corrections for the PROBES sample are small given the low redshift of

the sample, typically less than 0.1mag for FUV, NUV, g, r, z bands and less than

0.5mag for W1, W2 bands. Our cosmological dimming correction takes the form:

Az = 2.5 log10((1 + zhelio)
3) (4.3)

where zhelio is the heliocentric redshift. Note that the SB scales as (1 + zhelio)
3

for the measurement of specific intensities (flux per Hz per steradian; e.g. in the AB

magnitude system), in contrast with (1+ zhelio)
4 for bolometric fluxes (Tolman, 1930;

Stabenau et al., 2008; Whitney et al., 2020). This correction is small for the relatively

nearby PROBES galaxies, typically ranging from 0.005− 0.05mag over the range of

our data.

6see: http://kcor.sai.msu.ru/

http://kcor.sai.msu.ru/
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Photometry Inclination Correction

Our inclination correction follows a similar procedure to Stone et al. (2021a) which

corrects parameters to face-on equivalent, however with a slight variation. In Stone

et al. (2021a), the procedure to correct structural parameters was applied after they

were extracted; here, we first correct SB profiles (individual isophotes) at all radii

before computing structural parameters. Therefore, all derived quantities are as-

sumed inclination-corrected as a consequence. The functional form of the inclination

correction to surface brightnesses is:

µc
λ(R) = µλ(R) + γλ log10(cos(ilast)), (4.4)

where µc
λ is the corrected surface brightness, λ is the band being corrected, µλ is

the observed surface brightness, ilast is the disk inclination taken at the last isophote

in the r-band profile, and γλ is the correction coefficient. We use the last isophote to

determine inclination as this most directly samples the disk, which gives the best rep-

resentation of inclination and avoids other features such as bars and bulges. AutoProf

only fits ellipticity and PA above a S/N threshold (S/N > 3 per pixel on average),

beyond that point it fixes these values and so our inclinations are effectively measured

at ∼ 25.5± 1.0 mag arcsec−2 in the r-band. Since we use forced photometry from the

r-band to all others, the inclination is the same regardless of band.

To determine the correction coefficients, we have performed least squares fits be-

tween − log10(cos(i)) and the λ −W1 colour for all SB profile measurements in the
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PROBES dataset. We use the W1-band as our reference point since it will be mini-

mally affected by dust and has higher S/N than the W2-band. Since W1 is assumed

stable with inclination, we can use any dependence on λ−W1 colour to correct λ. SBs

fainter than 26mag arcsec−2, and inclinations greater than 80 deg, were not included

in the calculation of corrections. Note that we only directly correct the SB profiles,

curves of growth are re-computed by integrating the corrected SB profile.

Figure 4.8 shows the fitted inclination correction schemes against the raw PROBES

surface brightnesses. As expected, the redder bands are found to require less correc-

tion. As a check, the same procedure applied to W1 −W2 colours gives essentially

no correction (just like the z-band). This straightforward correction scheme is ade-

quate for the general data release of the PROBES compendium; more sophisticated

prescriptions are beyond the scope of this paper.

4.4.2 Available Parameters

We provide a vast array of structural parameters for the PROBES photometric sam-

ple, covering a wide range of radii for all galaxies. A selection of parameters, evaluated

at R23.5, are presented in Figure 4.9 showing the scope of scaling relations available

with the data at almost any desired radius.

Radii

It is useful to evaluate a number of fiducial apparent radii for the measurement of

other structural parameters. We have adopted the r-band SB profiles to calculate

our fiducial radii, as these profiles have high signal-to-noise, good spatial resolution,
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Figure 4.8: Linear least-squares fits for the inclination correction schemes applied to
the PROBES magnitudes. Every point in the corresponding PROBES
photometry sample SB profiles is represented in the scatter plot. Fits
only include data points beyond Re. The least squares fitted slopes give
the correction factor γλ, and the dashed line shows the corrected trend.
The bottom-right figure shows that the W2 − W1 colour is essentially
independent of inclination.

and low dust extinction. It is also for these reasons that our photometry uses r-

band profiles for forced photometry at other bands. For isophotal radii, values from

R22 to R26 in increments of 0.5mag arcsec−2 are obtained as shown on Figure 4.10.

Sampling brighter than 22 mag arcsec−2 would eliminate many galaxies, and reaching

fainter than 26 mag arcsec−2 might expose interlopers. Light percentage radii are also

computed from 20% up to 80% in increments of 10%, the most common of these being

the effective radius R50 = Re. We also compute stellar mass percentage radii, though

they are not shown in Figure 4.10 since they are similar to light percentage radii;

stellar mass percentage radii are better matched for comparisons with simulations.

Stellar surface density radii at 500, 100, 50, 10, 5, 1M⊙pc
−2 also provide useful physical
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Figure 4.9: Triangle plot giving the distribution of a selection of structural parameters
for the PROBES photometry sample. (Lower triangle) The intersection
of each row and column is a scatter plot of the relation between the two
corresponding parameters; all parameters are shown in log scale. The
diagonal gives a histogram for each parameter. (Upper triangle) The
density plots show the distribution where scatter points overlap in the
lower triangle. Velocities are determined with the C97 model.
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Figure 4.10: Example r-band SB profile for ESO143-G028 with various radial metrics
indicated with arrows. For instance, isophotal radii correspond to SB
levels ranging from 22 to 26mag arcsec−2 in steps of 0.5mag arcsec−2; see
text for details. These radii are evaluated for all galaxies in the PROBES
photometry sample, most other structural parameters are evaluated at
all of these radii. Errors on the SB profiles are not shown as they are
too small.

reference points in each galaxy. Rlast, the radius of the last point in a galaxy’s RC

is also provided. Ignoring integration times and instrument sensitivities, Rlast can

roughly be viewed as a tracer of the Hα endpoint in a galaxy. Whenever possible,

parameters such as luminosity and stellar mass are also computed to infinity by

extrapolating the outer SB profile as an exponential disk (see Section 4.4.2).
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Velocity

Velocities are a critical and integral part of the PROBES compendium and we have

extracted representative velocities at all fiducial radii discussed in Section 4.4.2 using

the tanh and C97 RC models (Section 4.3.4).

The C97 model captures the RC shapes well enough that reliable extrapolations

can be performed for most of the PROBES sample. As such, velocities are provided

for all fiducial radii (Section 4.4.2) even if this involves an extrapolation of the RC.

It is straightforward for users to select interpolation measurements only, as desired.

The two RC parameterizations have the form:

Vtanh(r) = Vsys + Vmax tanh((r − r0)/rt) (4.5)

VC97(r) = Vsys + Vmax
(1+rt/(r−r0))β

(1+(rt/(r−r0))γ)1/γ
(4.6)

where r is the radial location in the RC, Vsys is the systemic velocity of the galaxy,

Vmax is the maximum velocity7, r0 is the center point offset, rt is the turnover radius

from the rising to the flat regime, β controls rising/falling strength of the RC outskirts,

and γ determines the shape of the RC turnover to “flat.”

Figure 4.11 shows the C97 model residuals for all of the PROBES photometry

sample. The radii are normalized by R23.5 to ensure that like regions between galaxies

are being compared. A number of interesting trends stand out in this figure. The top

figure shows that typical velocity residuals are within 15 km s−1. The bottom figure

makes clear that this offset cannot be explained solely by statistical errors since the

7This is not strictly true for the C97 model, though it is a good proxy.
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typical errors exceed 1σ. One must invoke non-circular motions, PSF smoothing, and

other complex behaviours that are captured in the PROBES RCs. A notable drop

in residuals beyond ∼ R23.5 is in part due to a precipitous drop in the number of

galaxies with RCs extended this far. The majority of RCs with samples beyond R23.5

come from the SPARC survey (see Section 4.3.1) which uses HI as a velocity tracer,

these are typically smoother than Hα as well.

The absolute velocity residuals (Figure 4.11 upper panel) are more or less constant

within R23.5, though the contours show that most velocity measurements occur prior

to R23.5. The relative velocity residuals (Figure 4.11 lower panel) increase considerably

towards the center, in the central regions (within R23.5) ∆V/σv ≈ 2.5 when in principle

it should be 1. This is expected with the central regions being more dominated by non-

circular motions or other complex behaviours which are not modelled or accounted for

in the error values. The large relative central errors may also be caused by PSF blur.

The outer regions (beyond R23.5) do have ∆V/σv ≈ 1 as expected for well behaved

large disks. For individual cases, it is likely that non-circular motions exist at large

radii as well (Spekkens and Sellwood, 2007; Widrow et al., 2014; Nandakumar et al.,

2022); however, they are not apparent in aggregate.

We also performed the same residual analysis using tanh model fits instead of

the C97 model. The resulting distributions were nearly identical, though the average

normalized residual in the central regions was ≈ 3.7 (instead of 2.5) owing to the

lower expressive power of tanh models to fit more complex features present in the

PROBES RCs (e.g., rising/falling outer profiles or bulge feature).
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Figure 4.11: Distribution of velocity residuals (top), normalized by the error of the
velocity measurement (bottom), for the C97 model fit to each RC in the
PROBES photometry sample. Radii are normalized by the isophotal
radius, R23.5. The purple dashed lines give the 68% band of data.
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Luminosity

The apparent magnitude, absolute magnitude, and luminosity corresponding to each

radius specified in Section 4.4.2 are computed in all FUV, NUV, g, r, z, W1, W2

bands. These are computed directly from the AutoProf curve of growth. For the case

of GALEX FUV and NUV bands, we use a direct pixel summation to measure the

curves of growth given the few visible foreground sources in these bands and that the

measurement of SB contours is less stable.

Using a linear interpolation of the curve of growth, the apparent magnitude is

computed and then transformed into the absolute magnitude and luminosity accord-

ing to:

Mλ = mλ − 5 log10(D/10) (4.7)

Lλ = 10(M⊙,λ−Mλ)/2.5, (4.8)

where Mλ is the absolute magnitude in the λ band, mλ is the apparent magnitude,

D is the distance in parsecs, Lλ is the luminosity, and M⊙,λ is the corresponding

magnitude of the Sun. We take our M⊙ values from Willmer (2018) for the FUV,

NUV, g, r, z, W1, W2 bands, giving 17.30, 10.16, 5.05, 4.61, 4.50, 5.92, and 6.58

respectively.

The extrapolation to infinity involves fitting an exponential disk through all SB

points beyond R60, the radius which encloses 60% of all the detected light. The

contribution of the exponential disk beyond the last point in the SB profile is added to

the total magnitude and further calculations are performed accordingly. The choice of
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R60 as the reference point comes from manual experimentation, though other choices

do not alter the resulting total magnitudes appreciably (see Section 4.3 of Courteau

1996).

Colours

Colours are a useful tracer of stellar populations in a given galaxy (Conroy, 2013;

Courteau et al., 2014). These may be evaluated at or within a given radius, and

both modes are included in our tables. Colours within a given radius are determined

by taking a difference in apparent magnitudes interpolated from a curve of growth,

whereas colours at a given radius are determined by taking the difference in SB values.

Concentration

Concentration is a useful morphological metric for the quantitative comparison of the

structure of light profiles (Conselice, 2014). Various definitions of concentration exist,

for a non-parametric concentration we use the following definition:

C28 = 5 log10(R80/R20) (4.9)

which measures the ratio of the radii enclosing 80 and 20 percent of the total

light of a galaxy. As a non-parametric measure, C28 is universally applicable since it

applies to any light profile.

The PROBES compendium tables also provide a parametric concentration pa-

rameter, the Sérsic index (Sérsic, 1968). The form of the Sérsic function for fitting

galaxy light profiles is given below,
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I(R) = Ieexp

(
−bn

[(
R
Re

)1/n
− 1

])
, (4.10)

where I(R) is the intensity as a function of projected radius, R, Ie is the intensity

at the effective radius, bn is a normalization constant, Re is the effective projected

radius, and n is the Sérsic index. Because of the straightforward interpretation of its

model parameters, the Sérsic function has been widely used. However, the reliable re-

production of Sérsic parameters between studies can be especially challenging (Arora

et al., 2021; Sonnenfeld, 2022).

Surface Brightness

Surface brightness (SB), in units of mag arcsec−2 in any given photometric band, is

a distance-independent quantity (for non-cosmological applications) that informs us

about the density of galactic systems. A common measure of galaxy brightness is

the central SB, which simply takes the SB at R = 0 from a SB profile. The latter is

however especially sensitive to seeing variations between observatory sites, between

observations at the same site, and dust extinction for bluer bands. The mean SB,

Σin(< R), measured within various characteristic radii, which can extend beyond a

few seeing lengths, is more robust to seeing fluctuations. It is defined as:

Σin(< R) = m(R) + 2.5 log10(πqR
2), (4.11)

where m(R) is the apparent magnitude within a galactocentric radius R and q is

the axis ratio.
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One may also calculate the SB at a given radius. The local SB at each radius is

computed via interpolation of the SB profile. Note that we still report these values for

isophotal radii despite their definition being connected to SB values. Our isophotal

radii are determined in the r-band and will typically have different SB values in other

photometric bands; i.e., the r-band R25 will not have an SB of 25mag arcsec−2 in the

g-band.

Stellar Mass

The inferred stellar mass within a given radius, or M∗(R), is one of the most funda-

mental galaxy structural parameters as it enables a direct comparison with theoretical

predictions. Unfortunately, stellar masses also carry a large uncertainty in light of

the many assumptions that their computation entails (Courteau et al., 2014). Most

photometric-based assessments of stellar mass rely on broadband colour transforma-

tions, which themselves make assumptions about the stellar populations makeup of

a galaxy. The PROBES photometry sample relies on five broadband fluxes in order

to constrain the distribution of stellar populations by mass in galaxies8. We have

used the Colour-Mass-to-Light transformations of Cluver et al. (2014) and Roediger

and Courteau (2015) to infer stellar mass estimates. For each stellar mass estimate,

a colour and a luminosity are needed from a given band. Our final value of M∗(R)

is the average of the four resulting stellar mass estimates from the following colour

combinations: (g-z, g); (g-r, r); (r-z, z); and (W1-W2, W1). The standard deviation

of this estimate gives the reported error.

8GALEX measurements are left out since they do not enter the Colour-Mass-to-Light transfor-
mations of Cluver et al. (2014) and Roediger and Courteau (2015) used in this paper.
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In general, systematic errors on stellar mass estimates exceed the random er-

rors (Roediger and Courteau, 2015); by reporting the scatter in the M∗ estimates

from four band combinations, we present a hybrid of random and systematic errors.

Stellar Surface Density

The combination of the Surface Brightness and Stellar Mass sections enables us to

compute a stellar surface density, Σ∗, in units of M⊙/pc
2.

Σ∗ =
M∗

L
10−(M⊙−Σin)/2.5. (4.12)

As stellar mass should be band independent, we averaged multiple bands for

the computation of Σ∗ following the same procedure as Section 4.4.2. Stellar surface

density profiles allow one to evaluate radii at which certain densities are reached (e.g.,

Trujillo et al., 2020a). We include such radii in our table of structural parameters for

reference (Section 4.5).

Dynamical Mass

Required for studies of the dark matter distribution and gravitation potentials in

galaxies, the dynamical mass gives an estimate of the total enclosed mass (baryons+dark

matter) of a galaxy (Courteau et al., 2014). A significant product of the PROBES

sample is indeed the deep long slit RCs available for every galaxy. These give reliable

estimates, within ∼10% (Binney and Tremaine, 2008, Section 2.6, The potentials of

disks), of the total enclosed mass within a galactocentric radius R. Here we opt for

a straightforward mass calculation using a spherical mass distribution:
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Mdyn(R) =
V 2(R)R

G
, (4.13)

where Mdyn(R) is the estimate of dynamical mass enclosed within radius R, V (R)

is the circular velocity at radius R, and G is the gravitational constant. This mass

estimate differs slightly for non-spherical mass distributions (Binney and Tremaine,

2008), however it is suitable for most applications and does not require specifying an

arbitrary or ill-defined mass distribution.

4.4.3 Parameter Uncertainties

All structural parameters have an associated standard error. This is computed

by propagating uncertainty from measurement errors using the standard first-order

method unless otherwise specified:

σ2
f =

∑
p

(
σp

df

dp

)2

, (4.14)

where σf is the error on some parameter with functional form f , and p is a pa-

rameter which is used in the calculation of f . These errors do not include covariances

between other parameters, as such they are not suitable for certain Bayesian error

propagations.

4.5 Data Tables

The raw PROBES data are composed primarily of RCs and SB profiles. The RCs are

formatted as shown in Table 4.1 in a csv file. These data are presented mostly as in

the original survey, except with some concessions for homogenization. Velocities are
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left uncorrected for inclination and redshift. In all cases the systematic velocity of the

galaxy has been removed and the RCs have been re-centered (see Section 4.4.2). All

profiles have been flipped such that the approaching side has positive radius values

and the receding side has negative radius values. In cases where multiple observations

exist, all available RCs were stacked after centering. No averaging was performed,

the final combined profile for a given galaxy simply includes all data points from all

available profiles for that galaxy. In some cases, RC uncertainties were not provided

and we used as a proxy the standard deviation of the residuals to a C97 model fit;

these errors per point typically range from 5−15 km s−1. Using the standard deviation

of the residuals typically gives conservatives errors by assuming all deviations from

the model are due to measurement error when in fact some may be due to other

perturbations.

The SB profiles are formatted as shown in Table 4.2 following the format in Stone

et al. (2021b). These profiles are outputted by AutoProf; fitting is performed on the

r-band profiles and forced photometry, which ensures that colours can be evaluated

on the same pixels, is applied for the other bands. For the fitting procedure, we ran

the standard AutoProf pipeline and also extracted (wedge) radial profiles. AutoProf

performed a number of checks to ensure that most fits converged to reasonable solu-

tions. In some cases, we used fixed centers and/or masks to improve the fits. Still,

a fraction of galaxies, 15.7%, failed at least one check. These failures may result

from slight asymmetries, oversaturated pixels, or nearby bright sources. Typically, if

only a single flag is raised then the photometry is still adequate for most purposes.

Only 2.5% of galaxies have two or more AutoProf flags; for most analyses, these

galaxies should be discarded. They are however kept in the sample as users may wish
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specifically to look at these systems for their complexity. However, in such cases the

users should manually examine the photometry and consider using the (wedge) radial

profiles along the major/minor axes instead of the full ellipse solution.

Table 4.1: Rotation curve columns

Column Units Description
(1) (2) (3)
R arcsec Semi-major axis location
V km s−1 Circular velocity minus Vsys (Section 4.4.2)
V e km s−1 Circular velocity measurement error
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Table 4.2: Surface brightness profile columns

Column Units Description
(1) (2) (3)
R arcsec Isophote semi-major axis length (= a)
SB mag arcsec−2 Median SB along isophote
SB e mag arcsec−2 Uncertainty on SB estimate

totmag mag Total magnitude enclosed within isophote, computed by integrating SB profile
totmag e mag Uncertainty in totmag estimate propagated through integral

ellip . . . Ellipticity of isophote (= 1− b/a, where b = isophote semi-minor axis length)
ellip e . . . Uncertainty in ellipticity estimate determined by local variability
pa deg Position angle of isophote relative to positive y-axis (increasing counter-clockwise) on the image
pa e deg Uncertainty in PA estimate determined by local variability
pixels count Number of unmasked pixels sampled along isophote or within band

maskedpixels count Number of masked pixels rejected along isophote or within band
totmag direct mag Total magnitude enclosed in current isophote by direct pixel flux summation
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Along with the raw PROBES data (RCs and SB profiles), three tables are provided

with information about the PROBES galaxies. The “main table.csv” file includes

basic data about all PROBES compendium galaxies: position (RA,DEC), redshift,

distance, and photometry information. The latter indicates whether galaxies have

photometry and if they were flagged by AutoProf processing.

The “structural parameters.csv” file includes the bulk of the structural param-

eters information for the PROBES photometry sample. The number of available

parameters is very large and cannot easily be recounted here. A consistent format-

ting scheme is meant to offer an unambiguous interpretation of each column. A given

parameter is divided into two parts by a “|” symbol with the left side indicating the

parameter being computed and the right side indicating the radial location of that

measurement (or any other necessary information about computing that parameter).

For example, the column “Col in:g:r|Ri23.5:r” represents the integrated g − r colour

within the isophotal radius R23.5 measured in the r-band. Figure 4.12 shows a typical

spectral energy distribution constructed from the structural parameters table. Ab-

solute magnitudes were taken from columns “absMag:λ|Ri26:r” where λ is the filter;

these were converted to flux units for the figure.

Further, “Mstar|Rp80:r” represents the stellar mass enclosed within the 80% total

light radius as determined from the r band profile. This formatting convention is held

for all parameters. When stellar mass is used instead of a wavelength band, the “*”

character takes its place. Finally, the “model fits.csv” file gives the parameters for

standard fitted models. The fitting parameters for the tanh and C97 models applied

to the rotation curves are reported here, along with Sérsic fits to each band-specific

SB profile.
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Figure 4.12: Typical spectral energy distributions taken from the PROBES structural
parameters table for a representative range of galaxy morphologies.

4.6 Conclusion

We have presented the PROBES compilation of deep RCs for 3163 galaxies and match-

ing multi-band photometry for 1677 of them. An overview of the data characteristics

and the convenient formatting for general use was also discussed. The raw data, as

well as a large number of homogeneously determined structural parameters, are avail-

able at: https://www.physics.queensu.ca/Astro/people/Stephane_Courteau/

PROBES/index.html.

By linking deep kinematics and photometry for a statistically significant sample,

https://www.physics.queensu.ca/Astro/people/Stephane_Courteau/PROBES/index.html
https://www.physics.queensu.ca/Astro/people/Stephane_Courteau/PROBES/index.html
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PROBES offers a most complete picture of late-type galaxy structure. Updates to

the PROBES data base are anticipated as new data become available. For instance,

Frosst et al (PROBES-II, in prep.) will emphasize low mass dwarf systems with the

addition of 716 nearby galaxies with high-quality rotation curves and 578 matching

surface photometry profiles derived from DESI photometry.
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Chapter 5

The Intrinsic Scatter of Galaxy Scaling Relations

Preamble

This chapter contains a version of the paper titled “The Intrinsic Scatter of Galaxy

Scaling Relations” published in The Astrophysical Journal (Stone et al., 2021a). Sec-

tion numbers were altered to match the thesis format; small modifications to the

text were also made in response to comments from the PhD examination commit-

tee1. While a great deal of insight on the analysis of galaxies was obtained in the

manuscripts from Chapters 2 — 4, this chapter presents the main results of the thesis.

Namely, a detailed analysis of galaxy scaling relations featuring careful measurements

of their intrinsic scatter which had been mostly underestimated in previous works.

Inherent in this analysis is a demonstration of the power in examining multiple scal-

ing relations simultaneously; through this approach, a more coherent picture can be

achieved. A clear example is the determination of an inclination-correction model, for

which analysis of any individual scaling relation could significantly bias the results.

1Notably, the analytical foundations of the Bayesian intrinsic scatter procedure in Section 5.3.3
have been updated to more accurately communicate the method as performed in the analysis.
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5.1 Abstract

We present a compendium of disk galaxy scaling relations and a detailed characteriza-

tion of their intrinsic scatter. Observed scaling relations are typically characterized by

their slope, intercept, and scatter; however, these parameters are a mixture of observa-

tional errors and astrophysical processes. We introduce a novel Bayesian framework

for computing the intrinsic scatter of scaling relations that accounts for nonlinear

error propagation and covariant uncertainties. Bayesian intrinsic scatters are ∼ 25

percent more accurate than those obtained with a first-order classical method, which

systematically underestimates the true intrinsic scatter. Structural galaxy scaling

relations based on velocity (V23.5), size (R23.5), luminosity (L23.5), colour (g− z), cen-

tral stellar surface density (Σ1), stellar mass (M∗), dynamical mass (Mdyn), stellar

angular momentum (j∗), and dynamical angular momentum (jdyn), are examined to

demonstrate the power and importance of the Bayesian formalism. Our analysis is

based on a diverse selection of over 1000 late-type galaxies from the Photometry and

Rotation Curve Observations from Extragalactic Surveys compilation with deep op-

tical photometry and extended rotation curves. We determine the tightest relation

for each parameter by intrinsic orthogonal scatter, finding M∗ − V23.5, R23.5 − j∗, and

L23.5 − jdyn to be especially tight. The scatter of the R23.5 − L23.5, V23.5 − (g − z),

and R23.5 − jdyn relations is mostly intrinsic, making them ideal for galaxy forma-

tion and evolutionary studies. Our code to compute the Bayesian intrinsic scatter

of any scaling relation is also presented. We quantify the correlated nature of many

uncertainties in galaxy scaling relations and scrutinize the uncertain nature of disk

inclination corrections and their effect on scatter estimates.
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5.2 Introduction

Scaling relations are a critical component of any characterization and understanding

of galaxy formation and evolutionary scenarios. For instance, a necessary benchmark

for the success and fine-tuning of hydrodynamics or semi-analytic models of galaxies

is the degree to which they reproduce the slope and scatter of known scaling relations

for observed galaxies (Steinmetz and Navarro, 1999; Brook et al., 2012b; Scannapieco

et al., 2012; Knebe et al., 2018; Lagos et al., 2018). In addition, one can describe

the evolution of galaxies with time (redshift) in terms of scaling relations (Mo et al.,

1998; Hopkins et al., 2009; Peng et al., 2010b; van der Wel et al., 2014; Mowla et al.,

2019). Scaling relations of observed galaxies and their residuals are also valuable

for estimating galaxy distances (Tully and Fisher, 1977; Jacoby et al., 1992; Willick,

1999; Sakai et al., 2000; Kourkchi et al., 2020b) and fine-tuning structural parameter

corrections (Tully and Fouqué, 1985; Giovanelli et al., 1994; Willick et al., 1997;

Courteau et al., 2007; Giovanelli, 2013). They can also drive the discovery of new

physical relationships (Bender et al., 1993; Woo et al., 2008; Beifiori et al., 2012;

Ellison et al., 2020).

Galaxy scaling relations are typically linear in log scale and are therefore charac-

terized by three quantities: slope, intercept, and scatter. Cold Dark Matter (ΛCDM)

galaxy formation models that match both the abundance and size distribution of

galaxies can reproduce some galaxy scaling relations such as velocity-luminosity, also

known as the Tully-Fisher relation (TFR; Tully and Fisher, 1977), with reasonable

accuracy (Dutton et al., 2011b; Brook et al., 2012b; Ferrero et al., 2017). Simulta-

neously matching multiple scaling relations is, however, a challenging task (Dutton

et al., 2011b; Trujillo-Gomez et al., 2011). Small changes to a numerical model can
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indeed result in significant changes to slope, intercept, and/or scatter for one or more

scaling relations simultaneously (Dutton et al., 2010; Brook et al., 2012a; Kim et al.,

2014; Schaller et al., 2015).

Scaling relation slopes and scatters reported in the literature can vary greatly as

a result of the many different selection functions, systematic errors from heteroge-

neous reduction and analysis methods, observational errors, bandpass sensitivities,

and other effects (see Section 5.6). Short of being able to correct for all biases and

systematic differences, attempts to compare empirical scaling relations with theoret-

ical models of galaxy structure require at least that most (tractable) observational

errors be removed (Strauss and Willick, 1995; Pizagno et al., 2005, 2007; Saintonge

and Spekkens, 2011; Lelli et al., 2017). In this work, we present a detailed framework

for the simultaneous derivation of the intrinsic scatter estimates for numerous galaxy

scaling relations.

The intrinsic slope, intercept and total scatter of a scaling relation can be found

to arbitrary precision (limit of random error goes to zero) by fitting a model to a

large unbiased galaxy sample. However, the intrinsic scatter must also be inferred

by modeling uncertainties. Due to the complex and heteroscedastic nature of obser-

vational uncertainties in astronomy, accounting for their impact in empirical studies

can be challenging (Isobe et al., 1990; Andreon and Hurn, 2013). Two broad paths

are typically explored to connect galaxy observations and models. One path consists

of generating mock observations of a model by introducing uncertainties tuned to

a specific observational campaign (Jonsson et al., 2010; Snyder et al., 2015; Torrey

et al., 2015; Bottrell et al., 2017; Yung et al., 2019). This technique has the ad-

vantage of being flexible; once the mock observations are complete, one can apply
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standard analysis pipelines and produce any desired quantity for a large sample size.

The results are however nontransferable between different models and observations,

and so must be redone for each model-observation pair. The second path accounts

directly for uncertainties and effectively subtracts their effects from an analysis of

observational data in order to arrive at intrinsic quantities. This second method is in

principle preferable since physically meaningful results are directly extracted and can

instantly be compared with any model. The main drawback of this approach is the

complexity in accounting for sample completeness, bias, and uncertainty in the data.

The TFR is a case where the intrinsic scatter has been inferred from observa-

tions (Bernstein et al., 1994; Gnedin et al., 2007; Pizagno et al., 2007; Reyes et al.,

2011; Saintonge and Spekkens, 2011), and likewise for the radial acceleration rela-

tion (McGaugh, 2004; McGaugh et al., 2016; Lelli et al., 2017) where intrinsic scatters

can differentiate physical models (McGaugh et al., 2016; Rong et al., 2018; Stone and

Courteau, 2019). However, intrinsic scatter estimates in some of these examples are

determined to first order by subtracting the average uncertainty in quadrature. This

“classical” analysis (detailed in Section 5.3.2) has notable drawbacks, including the

absence of correlated uncertainties and an assumption of linearity in all transforma-

tions, not to mention the possibility of returning nonphysical negative scatters. In

contrast, some weak lensing scaling relations are now benefiting from Bayesian esti-

mates of intrinsic scatter that more robustly account for sources of error (Sereno and

Ettori, 2015).

In this work, we present a Bayesian framework for analyzing intrinsic scatter and

apply it to a suite of well-known structural and dynamical galaxy scaling relations.

This framework is easily implemented numerically and provides robust measures of
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intrinsic scatter, even when confronted with certain biases that the classical analysis

cannot take into consideration (Appendix 5.9).

This paper is organized as follows. We begin by modeling the scatter of a general

scaling relation in Section 5.3 and explicitly define the classical and Bayesian pro-

cedures for evaluating intrinsic scatters. Section 5.4 then describes the Photometry

and Rotation Curve Observations from Extragalactic Surveys (PROBES) compila-

tion that is used in our analysis; it represents the largest collection of deep long

slit spectroscopic rotation curves coupled with deep multiband photometry to date.

Section 5.5 presents the fit results and intrinsic scatter measurements following the

outlined analysis techniques. Section 5.6 performs a detailed literature comparison

with our results and many others, including a comparison of intrinsic scatters where

available. We expound in Section 5.7 on robust measures of intrinsic scatter as a

powerful metric for validating and improving galaxy evolutionary models. For more

information on the numerical technique, see Appendix 5.9 where we present the nu-

merical method to compute Bayesian intrinsic scatters and tests of the technique’s

stability. Appendix 5.10 provides a minimalist python implementation of the Bayesian

intrinsic scatter code for ease of use by other authors. In Section 5.4.4 we explore

the uncertain nature of inclination corrections and the importance of a multi-scaling

relation analysis to determine their true form.

5.3 Intrinsic Scatter Model

We have noted that any (linear) scaling relation can be represented by a slope, inter-

cept, and scatter. This section pertains specifically to the characterization of a scaling

relation’s intrinsic scatter. Modeling the scatter of a scaling relation involves clearly
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defining the source of each perturbation on a data point and tracking their effect on

the position of this point in a given mathematical transformation. We express the

mathematical model used to define intrinsic scatter and its relation to observational

uncertainties. In a classical framework, the intrinsic scatter is calculated by averag-

ing the observational uncertainties to first order and subtracting them in quadrature

from the total observed scatter. In a Bayesian framework, a posterior is constructed

for the intrinsic scatter by marginalizing over all observational uncertainties. Both

frameworks are reviewed below.

5.3.1 Scatter Model for Scaling Relations

We first assume a vector of variables θ that describes the measurements taken of an

object (e.g. a galaxy). A scaling relation is constructed using the functions X(θ)

and Y (θ) for each axis. Some values in θ may not be used in the X or Y functions

and some may be used by both (likely leading to covariance); θ simply represents all

necessary inputs to compute the relation. The scaling relation is a function f such that

f(X(θ)) = Y (θ) for a “perfect” relation. Nature does not produce perfect (scatter-

free) relations though; instead, every object (galaxy) will suffer a perturbation from

the relation drawn from an intrinsic scatter distribution. Since the exact nature of

the intrinsic scatter cannot be recovered exactly, its form is assumed to be a normal

distribution, which scatters about the y-axis. There is some loss of generality in the

assumption of normal distribution; however there is no compelling reason to suspect

otherwise. Thus our scaling relation can be written f(X(θ)) = Y (θ) + ϵ where ϵ is

the perturbation drawn from P (ϵ|σi) = N (ϵ|0, σ2
i ) where N is a normal distribution

probability density function (pdf) and σi is the intrinsic scatter.
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The quantities θ cannot be measured perfectly, and we measure instead ϕ = θ+ θ̃

where θ̃ is some perturbation drawn from P (θ̃|ϕ, σϕ) where σϕ are the uncertainties for

each variable. For each measured quantity, we have access to the measurement (ϕ) and

the uncertainty (σϕ); the specific intermediate θ̃ is unknown though its distribution

is known.

The residuals from a scaling relation can then be decomposed into their measure-

ment uncertainty and intrinsic scatter components. Forward residuals are represented

as R(ϕ) = Y (θ + θ̃) − f(X(θ + θ̃)) + ϵ. Thus the residual R can be measured, but

θ, θ̃, and ϵ are unknown. Recovering σi, which generates the ϵ distribution, can be

achieved in various ways as we address below. Section 5.3.2 presents the classical

first-order method and Section 5.3.3 presents our more careful Bayesian technique.

5.3.2 Classical Intrinsic Scatter

In the classical framework, the observed scatter (σo) and uncertainty scatter (σu)

of a scaling relation are computed to first order and subtracted in quadrature to

produce the intrinsic scatter. Assuming a normal distribution, the observed scatter is

computed with a standard deviation of the forward residuals; estimating the scatter

due to uncertainty is more complex. For an individual data point, the uncertainty

scatter is computed as:

σ2
y =

∑
i

(
df

dθi
σθi

)2

, (5.1)

where σy is the y-axis scatter, θi is a variable used in computing the relation, df
dθi

is

the derivative of the relation with respect to variable θi, and σθi is the uncertainty

on variable θi. In the specific context of galaxy scaling relations, data are highly
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heteroscedastic, and a procedure for averaging the uncertainties is required. The

average of the variances σ2
y (not the standard deviation σy) gives an unbiased estimator

of the scatter due to observational uncertainties:

σ2
u =

1

N

∑
y

σ2
y, (5.2)

where N is the total number of observations. The intrinsic scatter is then computed

as σ2
i = σ2

o−σ2
u. Note that while this formula may produce negative intrinsic scatters,

these values must be reported despite the unrealistic value for the estimator to be

unbiased on average. The value of interest is σi, not σ
2
i , and so a square root must

be taken. In the event that σ2
i is negative, we report a negative σi; the estimator for

σi is therefore sign(σ2
i )
√

|σ2
i |. A confidence interval for σi can be determined using

bootstrap sampling (Efron, 1992).

5.3.3 Bayesian Intrinsic Scatter

The Bayesian framework involves marginalizing over all observational uncertainties,

leaving a pdf for possible intrinsic scatter values. If θ̃ were known, we could write

ϵ = R(ϕ − θ̃) for each galaxy and construct a pdf for σi directly. θ̃ is unknown, but

the uncertainty distribution from which it is drawn (P (θ̃|ϕ, σϕ)) is known, thus we

can propagate the uncertainty on θ̃ to the residuals (ϵ). This is done by integrating

over θ̃ in the following way:

P (ϵ|ϕ, σϕ) =

∫
δ(ϵ−R(ϕ− θ̃))P (θ̃|ϕ, σϕ)dθ̃, (5.3)

where δ is the Dirac delta function. A notable aspect of the algorithm presented

in Equation 5.3 is the generality of all functions involved in computing ϵ, such that
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our Bayesian intrinsic scatters may be computed for any scaling relation for which

residuals are measured. By construction, we know the probability of observing a

given ϵ conditioned on a σi value, this is a normal distribution. We convert this to

a probability of σi conditioned on ϵ using Bayes theorem. With this probability and

the distribution from Equation 5.3 we can marginalize over the ϵ residuals to get a

PDF for σi in terms of the observables ϕ and σϕ. This is the PDF for intrinsic scatter

that we desire:

P (σi|ϵ) =
P (ϵ|σi)P (σi)

P (ϵ)

P (σi|ϕ, σϕ) =

∫
P (σi|ϵ)P (ϵ|ϕ, σϕ)dϵ (5.4)

where P (σi) is the prior for the intrinsic scatter (we use a flat prior from zero to

the total scaling relation scatter) and P (ϵ) is the normalization. The product of

all posteriors is used to combine the results for many objects (galaxies) assuming

independence for each observation. While simple, this procedure is challenging to

compute analytically; instead, numerical techniques are used to perform the integral

in Equation 5.4. Section 5.3.4 presents such a procedure for computing the integral.

Tests demonstrating the robustness of the Bayesian method relative to the classical

method with a toy model are also presented in Appendix 5.9. In our idealized toy

model, the estimates of the Bayesian intrinsic scatter have at minimum a 25% relative

accuracy improvement over classical estimates; however many factors influence the

true error for a real scaling relation. A code to compute a Bayesian intrinsic scatter

is also presented in Appendix 5.10.
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5.3.4 Numerical Bayesian Intrinsic Scatters

The procedure for marginalizing over observational uncertainties to get the intrin-

sic scatter of a scaling relation described in Section 5.3.3 is challenging to complete

analytically; however, numerical techniques can achieve arbitrary precision. The in-

tegration in Equation 5.4 can numerically be performed with relative ease. Depicted

in Figure 5.1 are the critical steps of the numerical procedure as performed with a

toy model.

The toy model data in Figure 5.1-a are constructed as follows. Five-hundred mock

“galaxies” are sampled from a two-dimensional Gaussian distribution (only 50 shown

for clarity) forming the true distribution of the galaxies (θ) with intrinsic scatter σi

as the forward residual standard deviation. Each data point is assigned a unique

observational uncertainty (σϕ) in the x-axis and y-axis separately by drawing an un-

certainty from a uniform distribution over the range [0.03, 0.3], thus making the data

heteroscedastic. The data points are then perturbed by sampling normal distributions

with variance determined by their assigned observational uncertainty; this simulates

the θ̃ perturbations giving ϕ = θ + θ̃. The Bayesian algorithm knows only the final

position of the data points (ϕ) and the assigned observational uncertainty for each

data point (σϕ). The data are fit with a BCES bisector algorithm (see Section 5.5.1)

and all residuals are computed relative to this.

In Figure 5.1-b the observational uncertainties (P (θ̃|ϕ, σϕ)) are numerically inte-

grated over by sampling their distribution 500 times (only 100 shown for clarity). In

Figure 5.1-c the residuals of the samples form a pdf for the perturbation ϵ given the

observed data point and observational uncertainties. Figure 5.1-d shows the likeli-

hood for ϵ as a function of possible σi values. This is essentially an inverted gaussian
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Figure 5.1: Visualization of the Bayesian intrinsic scatter calculation. a) Mock scal-
ing relation shown with hypothetical heteroscedastic data. b) Sampling
P (θ̃|σϕ) for two example points; red is far from the relation, blue is near
the relation. c) Residual pdf of ϵ for the two sample points, the small
black tick on the x-axis represents zero. d) Examples of the likelihood for
ϕ. e) Bayesian posterior for σi for the two sample points; the blue point
favours low σi, while the red point favours large σi. f) Product of all
Bayesian posteriors. This is the final pdf for σi given the scaling relation
data in part a). The black vertical line in panels e) and f) represents the
true intrinsic scatter.
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distribution, the probability density is plotted by varying σ for a fixed x (not the

other way around) where x is a single residual value after sampling in Figure 5.1-b.

In Figure 5.1-e, the “integral” is performed by summing each ϕ likelihood at a given

σi value, and Bayes theorem is used to turn this into a pdf for σi. Only two exam-

ples are shown for clarity, one that favours low σi values and one that favours large

σi values. Finally, in Figure 5.1-f, the product of all posteriors is taken to give the

posterior for the full dataset in Figure 5.1-a.

5.4 PROBES Sample

We have described a new and powerful method for computing intrinsic scatters for

arbitrary scaling relations. To demonstrate the general usefulness of this algorithm,

we will apply it to a compendium of galaxy scaling relations. We begin by describing

the data used in our analysis.

The PROBES compilation combines several rotation curve surveys and homoge-

neous photometry from the Dark Energy Spectroscopic Instrument Legacy Imaging

Survey (DESI-LIS; Dey et al., 2019). Here we describe the parameter extraction

techniques used in this analysis as well as the choices for corrections, uncertainty

propagation, and data quality cuts.

5.4.1 Light Profile Extraction Using AutoProf

Photometry for our analysis comes from the DESI-LIS, which provides images in

the g−, r−, and z−bands for a large (≈ 14, 000 deg2) section of the sky (Dey et al.,

2019). The intersection of DESI-LIS and PROBES (Section 5.4.2) totals 1396 galaxies

to be used for our analysis, with some removed due to selection cuts described in
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Section 5.4.6. Images are processed using our surface photometry package, AutoProf,

which is briefly described below.

AutoProf is our Python-based galaxy image isophotal solution pipeline, with func-

tions for center finding, background subtraction, star masking, isophote fitting, and

surface brightness profile extraction. Center finding uses centering methods from

the photutils Python package (Bradley et al., 2020) or with a user-defined center

(in pixel coordinates). Background subtraction and star masking are also completed

using standard tools from the photutils package. Star masking is generally turned

off by default, but wrappers are included for IRAF star finding (Tody, 1986) and the

DAO star finder (Stetson, 1987). The isophote optimization algorithm minimizes the

amplitude of low-order fast Fourier transform coefficients (Cooley and Tukey, 1965)

for flux values evaluated around an isophote, plus a regularization term (Shai Shalev-

Shwartz, 2014). The regularization term penalizes large differences in ellipticity and

position angle between adjacent isophotes using the l2 norm2 (the sum of squared

differences; also see Shai Shalev-Shwartz 2014). This effectively smooths out the

isophotal solution while not setting any explicit boundaries on the difference between

adjacent isophotes. In some cases, typically for non-axisymmetric features such as

bars or strong spiral arms, it is desirable to allow for large variations in ellipticity

and/or position angle. Multiple isophotes are fit simultaneously; these are selected

with geometrically growing radii out to a signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of ∼ 10 (typi-

cally 23.5 z-mag arcsec−2), beyond which the ellipticity and position angle are taken

as constant. To sample a surface brightness profile, the isophotal solution ellipticity

and position angle are linearly interpolated allowing for any desired sampling of the

image. Surface brightnesses are taken as the median flux from many sample points

2This was later updated to the l1 norm in Stone et al. (2021b).
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around an isophote, and so most foreground stars need not be masked from an image

as they will be ignored by the median. A curve of growth is computed as the integral

of the surface brightness profile; the summed flux of all pixels within each isophote is

reported as well. The fluxes are converted to the AB magnitude system3.

Isophotal solutions are visually inspected to identify possible failures such as those

involving non-axisymmetric features. Most PROBES galaxies already have archival

photometry available, though for a limited range of photometric bands. These (het-

erogeneous) light profiles were used to validate the accuracy of the automated DESI-

LIS photometry. Galaxies deemed to have failed the visual isophote inspection or

deviate in some pathological way from the older PROBES photometry were dis-

carded. The surface brightness profiles are evaluated out to a typical photometric

depth in the z band of roughly 26mag arcsec−2 before reaching a cutoff uncertainty

of 0.2mag arcsec−2. AutoProf will be released in a future publication.

5.4.2 Input Parameters

PROBES is composed of a large set of galactic observations. These observations take

the form of rotation curves, photometry, distances, and morphological types. Below

we describe the nature of the PROBES observations and uncertainty modeling. These

uncertainties will be propagated through all extracted parameters (Section 5.4.3),

necessary for the computation of intrinsic scatters.

3See Dey et al. (2019) and https://www.legacysurvey.org/dr8/description/ for specifics of
the DESI-LIS photometry

https://www.legacysurvey.org/dr8/description/
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Rotation Curves

PROBES draws rotation curves from seven different surveys, each with different se-

lection criteria. See Stone and Courteau (2019) for a brief description of the PROBES

compilation or consult the original survey papers for more detail (Mathewson et al.,

1992; Mathewson and Ford, 1996; Courteau, 1997; Courteau et al., 2000; Lelli et al.,

2016; Ouellette et al., 2017).

The survey by Dale et al. (1999) is not described in Stone and Courteau (2019)

and was added subsequently to PROBES. This sky spanning sample, also referred

to as “SCII”, provides 522 Hα rotation curves for galaxies from 52 Abell clusters up

to redshifts of ∼25, 000 km s−1. Distances to these galaxies come from a combination

of Hubble-Lemâıtre flow and cluster distances. Galaxies are selected from the Abell

Rich Cluster Catalog (Abell et al., 1989), favouring those with redshift information

available at the time.

Observed velocities are measured through long slit Hα spectroscopy for all galax-

ies except those assembled in the Lelli et al. (2016) “SPARC” compilation, which has

HI or hybrid HI/ Hα profiles. A rotation curve must include a minimum of 10 inde-

pendent radial points in order to be included in our analysis. The global recessional

velocity is subtracted from each rotation curve by fitting the Courteau (1997) multipa-

rameter model using a regularized, error weighted, least-squares fit (Tibshirani, 1996;

Zou and Hastie, 2005; Friedman et al., 2010). Some surveys already have subtracted

recessional velocities; however, we readjust the velocity centers with our multiparam-

eter model for consistency (with one exception). Lelli et al. (2016) presented folded

rotation curves (all measurements at positive radii), so no further recessional velocity

subtraction is performed. For those that do require a global velocity subtraction, we
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compare the Courteau (1997) multiparameter model fits with a simple arctan model

(also used in Courteau 1997) and find a good agreement with 3 km s−1 scatter. This

average scatter is included in our uncertainty model as a random global shift in the

rotation curve for the Bayesian analysis. For the classical analysis, it is added in

quadrature to the velocity measurement uncertainties. Most surveys report both ve-

locity measurements and uncertainties for each data point; if uncertainties are not

provided, we use the standard deviation of the residuals from the Courteau (1997)

multiparameter model fit as the uncertainty (this is an upper bound for the average

uncertainty).

Photometry

The photometry extraction procedure described in Section 5.4.1 also generates an

uncertainty for all measurements. For surface brightness values, the uncertainty is

determined by taking the half 16− 84 interquartile range and dividing by the square

root of the number of samples. The half 16− 84 interquartile range is used instead of

the standard deviation as it is more robust to outliers (pixels affected by foreground

stars), but limits to the same value for normally distributed data. These uncertain-

ties are calculated in linear flux space and converted to mag arcsec−2 with
∣∣∣2.5 σf

f ·ln(10)

∣∣∣
where f is the flux and σf is the uncertainty. We also include a global photomet-

ric uncertainty of 0.02mag arcsec−2 for all surface brightness values to account for

uncertainty in background subtraction, flux calibration, and global model differences

such as center selection. The curve of growth is computed by integrating the surface

brightness profile. The uncertainty for the curve of growth at each point is determined

by Monte Carlo sampling many surface brightness profiles (using the uncertainty for
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each point) and re-integrating. We then use the half 16 − 84 interquartile range of

the many samples to determine an uncertainty for each point in the curve of growth.

An ellipticity and position angle profile for each galaxy are also extracted using

AutoProf. The ellipticity values are used to compute a representative inclination for

the outer disk of each galaxy according to Equation 5.5. Comparison of our ellipticity

values with those reported in the original PROBES surveys yields an average elliptic-

ity error, σe, of 0.05, which is used as the uncertainty for all ellipticity values. Given

non-axisymmetric features in galaxies, we do not estimate ellipticity errors uniquely

for each galaxy. The outer disk ellipticity at approximately 23.5 z-mag arcsec−2 from

each profile is used to compute the global inclination of a disk galaxy via:

cos2(i) =
q2 − q20
1− q20

(5.5)

where q is the axis ratio (b/a); q0 is the galaxy intrinsic thickness (c/a); a, b, c, are

the principal (semi-)axes of the galaxy; and i is the galaxy inclination (Hubble, 1926).

Since q0 cannot be directly measured for each galaxy, a fixed value is assumed for our

sample of q0 = 0.13 (Hall et al., 2012). There is an uncertainty associated with q0 for

which many values have been proposed (Haynes and Giovanelli, 1984; Lambas et al.,

1992; Mosenkov et al., 2015); we associate an error of 0.05 with q0. This somewhat

arbitrary uncertainty value spans the range of proposed q0 values. The sampling

range is restricted to 0.1 < q0 < 0.23 so as not to reach unphysical values. It also

corresponds to the range proposed in Haynes and Giovanelli (1984). Inclination plays

a critical role in the analysis of galaxy structure as it is used to correct most of the

extracted structural parameters described in Section 5.4.3. As such, the choice of q0

can influence the resulting fitted slope and scatter by over 10%, though more typically
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of the order of 2%. We consider our q0 = 0.13± 0.05 value close enough to the true

thickness for our purposes, though further study is severely needed.

Our photometry is also corrected for galactic extinction using the Schlegel et al.

(1998) dust map for each of the grz bands extracted using NED4. An uncertainty of

0.02mag is assumed for all extinction values. We do not apply any K-correction as

all PROBES galaxies are local (z ≈ 0).

Distance

Distance is measured through a variety of methods in PROBES, the most common

being Hubble-Lemâıtre flow distances, but it also includes, in a few cases, surface

brightness fluctuations, the tip of the red giant branch, variable stars, cluster dis-

tances, and supernovae light-curve distance measurements. Redshift-independent

distances are mostly used in the SPARC and Ouellette et al. (2017, hereafter SHIVir)

compilations. Secondary distance indicators based on galaxy scaling relations, such

as the TFR, are left out as they form the basis of the present analysis.

Distance uncertainties are conservatively assumed to be 15% for Hubble-Lemâıtre

flow distances; if more accurate distance estimates are available in the original sur-

vey, those values are used instead. A subset of the galaxies in Dale et al. (1999)

are missing distance measurements; these and their associated uncertainty values are

supplemented using NED distance measurements and are required for several pa-

rameters in Section 5.4.3, meaning that the distance uncertainties are correlated for

scaling relations involving these parameters. The ability to effortlessly account for

these correlated uncertainties is a major strength of the Bayesian intrinsic scatter

4The NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database (NED) is operated by the Jet Propulsion Labora-
tory, California Institute of Technology, under contract with the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration.
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method.

Morphological Type

Morphological, or Hubble, types are provided for most original surveys in PROBES.

Any missing Hubble types were supplemented using NED. No uncertainty is asso-

ciated with Hubble types as they were mostly used for diagnostic purposes while

developing our analysis, though they do enter into Model 1 of Section 5.4.4. Hubble

types are coded from 0 to 10 as: S0, Sa, Sab, Sb, Sbc, Sc, Scd, Sd, Sdm, Sm, and Im.

5.4.3 Extracted Parameters

Once the data have been extracted from the raw observations, they can be processed

into useful parameters. Here, we present the nine core parameters used in our anal-

ysis. In most descriptions, we include the largest sources of uncertainty, though

these are not handled identically in the classical and Bayesian regimes. The classical

method described in Section 5.3.2 only works to first order and does not include co-

variances. The equations for classical uncertainty can be found in Appendix 5.8. The

Bayesian method from Section 5.3.3 propagates uncertainties while fully accounting

for nonlinear functions and covariances between variables. Figure 5.2 shows the final

results from this data extraction for all combinations of the studied parameters. The

layout of this figure will be used throughout the paper to present our analysis for all

combinations of parameters in our multidimensional study.
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Figure 5.2: PROBES data with parameters in log space computed and corrected as
described in this section (Section 5.4). Every subplot is at the inter-
section of two variables. In the lower triangle, scatter plots show each
distribution. Along the diagonal, histograms are shown for the given
variable. The upper triangle shows a density plot with four contours
drawn evenly in log density. The error bars in the bottom right corner
of every non-diagonal subplot represent the median classical uncertainty
(see Appendix 5.8).
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R23.5 [kpc]

The galaxy size metric used in this analysis corresponds to the isophotal 23.5mag arcsec−2

radius, converted to a physical radius using the distance for each galaxy. All sizes in

this paper are measured in the z band as described in Section 5.4.1. This size metric

yields minimal scatter in various scaling relations (Hall et al., 2012; Trujillo et al.,

2020a). Incidentally, the radius R23.5 measured at the z band corresponds to a me-

dian stellar density of 6M⊙/pc
2 with a 16− 84 quartile range of 4− 10M⊙/pc

2. The

1M⊙/pc
2 radius advocated by Trujillo et al. (2020a) thus samples radii larger than

R23.5. Both size metrics produce an equally tight size - stellar mass relation (Trujillo

et al., 2020b). The range of stellar surface densities for R23.5 also matches closely the

predicted critical gas surface density for star formation in Schaye (2004).

R23.5 is used as the metric at which all other parameters are measured, except Σ1

which is measured at 1 kpc. It is thus essential that the Bayesian intrinsic scatter

model can account for correlated uncertainties, as many variables share R23.5 at some

point in their calculation. R23.5 is calculated as:

log10(R23.5) = log10(RobsD) + 3 + CR23.5 , (5.6)

where Robs is the 23.5mag arcsec−2 isophotal radius in radians, taken directly from

the surface brightness profile. D is the distance in parsecs, and CR23.5 is the inclination

correction factor (see Section 5.4.4).

L23.5 [L⊙]

The total luminosity in the z band, L23.5 integrated to R23.5, is used as a standard

metric for the total brightness of a galaxy. The luminosity is computed from a curve
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of growth, which is itself the integral of a surface brightness profile. Thus, all un-

certainties related to zero-point calibrations and isophote uncertainties are carried

forward. L23.5 is calculated as described in Equation 5.7 below:

log10(L23.5) =
(M⊙ −mz)

2.5
+ 2 log10

(
D

10

)
+ CL23.5 , (5.7)

where M⊙ is the solar absolute magnitude calibration, mz is the apparent magnitude

in the z band at R23.5, and CL23.5 is the inclination correction factor (see Section 5.4.4).

We adopt L23.5 as our preferred luminosity over other metrics, such as the last point

in the light profile or extrapolating to infinity, both because it is evaluated at a

consistent location in the galaxy profile and it encompasses most of the total light.

For comparison, the total light evaluated at the last point of the profile is on average

(median) only 0.03 dex greater than L23.5.

V23.5 [km s−1]

The rotation velocity of each galaxy is computed at the R23.5 radius and corrected

for inclination with the 1/ sin(i) factor and for redshift broadening with the 1/(1+ z)

factor, where z is the heliocentric velocity of the galaxy divided by the speed of light.

Our measurement of V23.5 uses a fit of the Courteau (1997) multiparameter model

to the observed rotation curve. For rotation curves that do not extend to R23.5, the

fit is extrapolated out to the required radius. A substantial 62% of the PROBES

rotation curves require extrapolated estimates for V23.5, although over half of these

extrapolations are less than 25% beyond the last point in the rotation curve. Once

extracted, the velocity is corrected for inclination and redshift broadening as indicated

in Equation 5.8.
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log10(V23.5) = log10

(
Vobs − Vsys

sin(i)(1 + z)

)
, (5.8)

where Vobs is the observed velocity computed from the Courteau (1997) model, Vsys is

the systematic velocity which is one of the model fit parameters, i is the inclination in

radians, and z is the heliocentric redshift. All PROBES galaxies are relatively nearby,

and the respective redshift corrections (and their uncertainties) are quite small.

g − z [mag]

Colours for PROBES galaxies are computed as the difference of the g− and z− band

magnitudes measured at R23.5 in the DESI-LIS photometry processed as described in

Section 5.4.1. We choose g − z colour over g − r (which can also be measured from

the DESI-LIS) for its longer baseline and low measurement error. Colours are useful

as inputs to colour mass-to-light transformations (Taylor et al., 2011; Conroy, 2013;

Roediger and Courteau, 2015; Zhang et al., 2017; Garćıa-Benito et al., 2019) and can

be used to construct scaling relations on their own. The g − z colours are calculated

as:

g − z = mg −mz + Cg−z, (5.9)

where mg is the apparent magnitude in the g band, mz is the apparent magnitude in

the z band, and Cg−z is the inclination correction factor. While the g− and z−band

magnitudes may be corrected independently first and then have both corrections

added to the colour, we have found that the two corrections were highly correlated.

It is therefore more accurate in the classical framework to use a single correction

factor.
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M∗ [M⊙]

Stellar masses are calculated using the z band luminosity (L23.5) and g − z colour

(g − z) input to the Roediger and Courteau (2015) colour to mass-to-light trans-

formations (based on the Bruzual and Charlot (2003) stellar population model). A

random error of 0.05 dex is assumed for mass-to-light transformations (see Sec. 4.1 of

Roediger and Courteau, 2015). Errors on colour/luminosity measurements are prop-

agated separately. For the mass range of most galaxies in PROBES, the Roediger

and Courteau (2015) mass-to-light transformations are consistent with other trans-

formations such as Zhang et al. (2017). Numerous uncertainty factors affect stellar

mass estimates and are described in the luminosity and colour sections (see above)

Equation 5.10 expresses the stellar mass calculation.

log10(M∗) = log10(L23.5Υ(g − z)), (5.10)

where Υ(g − z) is the mass-to-light ratio as a function of the colour g − z. The lu-

minosity and colour are taken as the corrected values in this formula, and no further

inclination correction is needed. The stellar mass is, by construction, highly corre-

lated with the luminosity and colour; this is challenging to adequately represent in a

classical framework.

Σ1 [M⊙ kpc−2]

The quantity Σ1 refers to the stellar-mass surface density within a radius of 1 kpc (Che-

ung et al., 2012; Fang et al., 2013; Zolotov et al., 2015; Teimoorinia et al., 2016; Chen

et al., 2020b). Our Σ1 values are computed using z band luminosity (out to 1 kpc),
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g− z colour (out to 1 kpc), and the Roediger and Courteau (2015) colour to mass-to-

light transformations as detailed in M∗. Equation 5.11 details our stellar-mass surface

density calculation.

log10(Σ1) =
(M⊙ −m1,z)

2.5
+ 2 log10

(
D

10

)
+ log10

(
Υ((g − z)1)

π

)
+ CΣ1 ,

(5.11)

where CΣ1 is the inclination correction for Σ1, m1,z is the magnitude within 1 kpc, and

(g− z)1 is the colour within 1 kpc. The determination of the physical radius at 1 kpc

requires a distance measurement. Distance and mass-to-light transformation are the

most significant sources of uncertainty in Σ1. Because of their common dependence

on distance, Σ1 and R23.5 are strongly correlated even though they are measured at

two different fiducial radii. Obtaining measurements within 1 kpc requires galaxies to

be well resolved; nearly 95% of the PROBES galaxies have seeing lengths less than

1 kpc, and are therefore sufficiently resolved for the calculation of Σ1. We calculate

Σ1 for all galaxies even if 1 kpc is not in principle resolved; the unresolved 5% of the

PROBES galaxies shows a small bias of the order of 0.1 dex in their residuals for some

scaling relations.

Mdyn [M⊙]

We compute the total mass out to R23.5 using the observed rotation curves corrected

for inclination. Equation 5.12 expresses the total mass calculation, which is simply

a combination of results from Equation 5.8 and Equation 5.6 using the virial theo-

rem (Binney and Tremaine, 2008).
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log10(Mdyn) = log10

(
V 2
23.5R23.5

G

)
, (5.12)

where G is the gravitational constant (all other quantities are as defined above).

As would be expected, the total mass is highly correlated with velocity and radius;

however, it is also correlated with other variables such as luminosity (and stellar mass)

since they share distance as a large source of uncertainty. The Bayesian uncertainty

method (Section 5.3.3) is especially well suited to handle strong correlations of this

kind, such as those that arise in the context of the stellar mass-halo mass relation

(Section 5.6.6).

jdyn [kpc km s−1]

The dynamical angular momentum of a galaxy is a conserved quantity (in isolation),

making it an effective lens into the history of galaxy formation. The specific angular

momentum jdyn = Jdyn/Mdyn removes the trivial correlation between mass and an-

gular momentum, allowing the physical relationship between these parameters to be

studied more directly.

The specific angular momentum, jdyn, is computed out to R23.5 by integrating the

velocity profile found by fitting the Courteau (1997) multiparameter model. The use

of a model, instead of interpolating between galaxy velocity measurements, is more

robust to noise, though some angular momentum information may be lost. Note that

the largest deviations from the Courteau (1997) model occur near the center of the

galaxy where contributions to angular momentum are suppressed by a factor of R,

so ultimately the model’s favourable behaviour against noise produces more accurate

angular momentum measures.
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The expression for specific angular momentum is shown in Equation 5.13:

log10(jdyn) = log10

(∫ R23.5

0

V (r)3r

G
dr

)
− log10(Mdyn), (5.13)

where V (r) is the rotational velocity as a function of radius, corrected for inclination

and redshift as in V23.5. R23.5 and Mdyn are as described in R23.5 and Mdyn, respec-

tively. Note that we only use deprojected quantities in this formula and no further

inclination correction is required. Because the angular momentum profiles do not

level off at R23.5, our profiles are sensitive to the choice of cutoff radius. Therefore,

our results describe the angular momentum within R23.5 and not the total angular

momentum.

j∗ [kpc km s−1]

The stellar specific angular momentum is computed by integrating the stellar surface

density and velocity out to R23.5. As in jdyn, the Courteau (1997) multiparameter

model is used to infer the velocity component. Thanks to the fine sampling and high

signal-to-noise of our photometry, we can forgo any model fitting and use the inter-

polated stellar surface density profile (I(r)Υ(r)) directly from our isophotal fitting

solution. The stellar angular momentum in our analysis is calculated as in Equa-

tion 5.14 as follows:

log10(j∗) = log10

(
2π

M∗

∫ R23.5

0

I(r)Υ(r)V (r)r2dr

)
+ CJ∗ , (5.14)

where I(r) is the intensity as a function of radius, and Υ(r) is the mass-to-light

ratio as a function of radius (we use the same transformations as in M∗). CJ∗ is the

inclination correction factor. The R23.5 term in the integral is the corrected quantity
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from R23.5 and the correction factor CJ∗ is assumed to only correct for the inclination

dependence of the intensity profile I(r) and the mass-to-light profile Υ(r). As with

jdyn, the stellar angular momentum profiles do not converge within R23.5 and thus do

not represent the total stellar angular momentum.

5.4.4 Inclination Corrections

Most galaxy structural parameters, detailed in Section 5.4.3, show some degree of

correlation with inclination. Any parameter correlation with inclination is undesirable

as fundamental galaxy properties should not depend on their apparent orientation and

projection on the sky. In the case of V23.5, this dependence can be counteracted by

dividing by sin(i); for other parameters, the transformation is not so trivial.

There are three primary sources of inclination dependence: (i) projection (geo-

metric effect) on the sky; (ii) radiative transfer through the distribution of dust and

gas in a galaxy, and (iii) stellar population distributions (or really any other spatially

varying quantity). Projection effects can often be handled analytically, for example,

in the case of surface brightness (Byun et al., 1994). The brightness (or intensity

per unit area) of an ideal galaxy taken as a transparent infinite slab will increase

with inclination relative to face-on orientation since it is being projected through a

larger length of the slab. The increased brightness could be corrected by multiplying

the linear flux by cos(i) in order to recover the face-on value from any inclination

(Holmberg, 1958; Giovanelli et al., 1994). However, galaxies are not ideal transparent

slabs; instead, they have complex dust, gas, and stellar structures whose nature and

distribution may vary from galaxy to galaxy. We have attempted to correct surface

brightnesses (and thus all subsequent extracted parameters) with a pure geometric
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correction of −2.5 log10(cos(i)). However, this yielded larger scatter estimates for

many of our scaling relations. Clearly, more than simple geometric corrections are at

play. A more generalized transformation is required to model these effects.
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Index Model Inspiration
(1) (2) (3)
0 C(i) = α0 + γ0 log10(cos(i)) Giovanelli et al. (1994)
1 C(i, T ) = α[T ] + γ[T ] log10(cos(i)) Han (1992)
2 C(i, V23.5) = α1 + (γ1 + γ2 log10(V23.5)) log10(cos(i)) + α2 log10(V23.5) Tully et al. (1998)
3 C(i, V23.5, C28) = α3 + (γ3 + γ4 log10(V23.5) + γ5C28) log10(cos(i)) + α3 log10(V23.5) + α4C28 Maller et al. (2009)

Table 5.1: Column (1) indexes the inclination correction models. Column (2) gives the model. Column (3) lists
the literature source that inspired the correction model. Note that our model may differ from the
quoted source, but is conceptually related (see the text for more details). A subscript T means that the
parameter changes with morphological type.
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The ideal form of a generalized inclination correction model is unknown, though

many variations have been tried since at least Holmberg (1958) who used a cosec

function. The most common approach takes the form detailed in Giovanelli et al.

(1994) and included as Model 0 in Table 5.1 (Burstein et al., 1991; Han, 1992; Willick

et al., 1995; Tully et al., 1998; Shao et al., 2007; Graham and Worley, 2008; Unterborn

and Ryden, 2008; Cho and Park, 2009; Maller et al., 2009; Masters et al., 2010; De-

vour and Bell, 2016, 2017, 2019). Other forms have been explored as well (Möllenhoff

et al., 2006; Driver et al., 2007, 2008; Shao et al., 2007; Tempel et al., 2010; Yip et al.,

2010; Xiao et al., 2012; Kourkchi et al., 2019). The two common parameterizations

of inclination dependence rely on a function of either the axial ratio, b/a, or the

inclination i (from Equation 5.5). The latter accounts for the thickness of the disk

via a (poorly constrained) flattening parameter q0 = c/a, while the former does not.

Dust-free images of edge-on galaxies show that the values q0 are clearly nonzero and

so our modest assumed value (q0 = 0.13, Hall et al. 2012) should provide a closer

approximation to the truth. The factors αi, γi in Table 5.1 encapsulate our ignorance

about the exact nature of the obscuration in a galaxy as a function of inclination.

The nature of obscuration may vary with disk thickness, dust distribution, disk fea-

tures, and other unknown factors in a galaxy. As such, the coefficients may change

for different galaxy types. Han (1992) divided their sample into Hubble type bins

before computing their correction factor; however, later studies have used other tech-

niques. Tully et al. (1998) divided galaxies into magnitude bins then used the TFR

to reformat the correction factor γ as a function of velocity (see also Willick et al.

(1997)). Driver et al. (2007, 2008) and Masters et al. (2010) separated galaxies into

“bulgy” and “disky” groups in order to compute their γ. Maller et al. (2009) tried two
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subdivision techniques, one based on magnitude and the other based on Sérsic index,

while Cho and Park (2009)’s corrections used concentration index as a representation

of morphology. In their related series of papers, Devour and Bell (2016, 2017, 2019)

exploited a two-dimensional space of magnitude and colour in infrared bands. The

above works establish a consensus that inclination corrections depend on some notion

of galaxy “families” with similar properties. However, the range of techniques speaks

to the difficulty of finding parameters that are not themselves inclination dependent.

To generalize the concept of inclination correction, we consider a general model C

that expresses an extracted parameters dependence on inclination. The model may

depend on any galactic parameter, in principle, though we restrict our consideration to

inclination, velocity, morphological type, and concentration as these are (mostly) in-

dependent of inclination themselves. We can then determine an inclination correction

by fitting X = C(i, V23.5, T, C28) where X is the extracted parameter (Section 5.4.3),

i is inclination, V23.5 is the rotation velocity, T is morphological type, and C28 is the

light concentration index. The fit is performed with a least-squares regression, then

the inclination correction is taken to be: C(0, V23.5, T, C28)− C(i, V23.5, T, C28) which

corrects to a face-on value5. Any term in the model that does not depend on incli-

nation will ultimately be absent from the correction and is only used for the sake of

fitting. For clarity, the coefficients for these “absent” terms are labeled with α.

We considered several models to describe inclination correlations; four such models

are listed in Table 5.1 for comparison. Model 0 is a base case where all galaxies are

considered, without regard to subdivision by “family.” Model 1 divides galaxies

into bins by morphological type and fits the coefficients αT , γT for each bin. This

5Internal extinction is still present in face-on systems. Its correction would require a wavelength-
dependent radiative transfer code. Such a treatment is beyond the scope of the present study.
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Model Coefficient L23.5 g − z R23.5 Σ1 j∗
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
0 α0 10.40 0.91 1.08 8.87 2.91
0 γ0 0.33 -0.49 -0.15 0.06 -0.72
1 α[0−3] 10.46 0.97 1.09 9.06 2.91
1 γ[0−3] -0.10 -0.58 -0.31 -0.30 -0.96
1 α[4] 10.61 0.92 1.17 9.05 3.04
1 γ[4] 0.48 -0.51 -0.07 0.13 -0.63
1 α[5] 10.39 0.89 1.09 8.72 2.93
1 γ[5] 0.59 -0.51 -0.02 0.10 -0.51
1 α[6] 10.45 0.88 1.16 8.67 3.06
1 γ[6] 0.89 -0.26 0.16 0.35 -0.25
1 α[7−10] 9.91 0.79 0.84 8.48 2.56
1 γ[7−10] 0.08 -0.27 -0.41 0.44 -1.12
2 α1 4.29 -0.65 -1.34 2.63 -1.59
2 γ1 1.48 1.54 -0.02 3.24 -1.86
2 γ2 -0.58 -0.95 -0.08 -1.51 0.49
3 α2 4.29 -0.65 -1.34 2.63 -1.59
3 α3 1.58 -0.43 0.69 -0.04 0.40
3 α4 1.18 1.13 0.40 2.84 1.63
3 γ3 1.48 1.54 -0.02 3.24 -1.86
3 γ4 -0.89 -0.44 -0.39 0.55 0.61
3 γ5 0.31 -0.50 0.31 -2.06 -0.12

Table 5.2: Fitted coefficients for all models in Table 5.1. Column (1) is the model
index. Column (2) lists the coefficient from Table 5.1 being fit. Columns
(3) - (7) give the coefficient values for each corrected parameter.

represents the simplest notion of inclination correction family. Model 2 allows the

coefficient on log10(cos(i)) to be a function of velocity (now expressed as γ1, γ2). Note

that Tully et al. (1998) fit coefficients to the residuals of a colour-magnitude fit, while

we fit the coefficients directly to the extracted parameter. Tully et al. (1998) used the

color B −K ′ and the dependence of K ′ on inclination was assumed to be negligible.

Model 4 is inspired by Maller et al. (2009), who used infrared wavelength photometry

and Sérsic indices. However, the TFR indicates that magnitude in any band (and
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especially infrared bands) is a tight function of velocity, and so we use it in its stead.

Similarly, instead of the Sérsic index, we prefer using the model-independent light

concentration index C28. Maller et al. (2009) fitted their data with their Equation 6

for nearly face-on galaxies, and then fitted the residuals with their α coefficients from

Equation 9 using a χ2 minimization. Our Model 4 encodes this two-step residual

fitting into a single operation, though it gives no explicit preference to near face-on

galaxies at any point. Table 5.2 lists the coefficients fitted to the models in Table 5.1.

After fitting the various models, we examined their effects on our suite of galaxy

scaling relations. Figure 5.3 shows the variation of the scatter and slope with each

correction model. Only relations involving parameters that were directly inclination-

corrected, and velocity, are included for clarity. Relations not included in the figure

showed similar variability with the inclination correction model. Applied to our data,

these techniques had mixed effects on our scaling relations, alternately increasing and

decreasing the slope/scatter of many scaling relations. Ideally, an accurate model

should yield a broad scatter reduction for an ensemble of scaling relations. The only

model that fits this description is Model 0, which has no notion of galaxy “families”

despite the broad range of PROBES galactic properties. Thus our analysis will use

Model 0 for projection correction throughout, even though the true correction likely

depends on some notion of galaxy family. Our data are likely not sensitive enough to

reveal the nature of (putative) galaxy families.

Figure 5.3 also reveals the challenging nature of inclination corrections and the

power of examining many scaling relations simultaneously. This figure shows that any

inclination correction model does confer a reduced scatter in some cases and an in-

creased scatter in others. An inclination correction scheme based on the examination
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of scatters and slopes for inclination correction models from
Table 5.1. The scatter (top) and slope (bottom) on the y-axis correspond
to the scaling relations on the x-axis. For clarity, only scaling relations
including inclination-corrected quantities are shown, as well as velocity.
Most scatters are in dex, though any relations with g−z as the y-variable
is in units of magnitude. Model 3 is not shown for relations where the
scatter/slope is too large.
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of a single scaling relation could easily map to non-intrinsic quantities.

5.4.5 Bayesian Error Budget

In the Bayesian formalism, all measurements with uncertainties are randomly sampled

and refit with the above analysis methods. As a result, a simplistic uncertainty

propagation as shown in Appendix 5.8 is not possible; instead, the movement of a

point can only be traced when a given variable is perturbed. Figure 5.4 shows the

effect of every source of uncertainty in our analysis for a single galaxy. A similar figure

could be produced for every galaxy and there would be some variability in the figures

as sources of error change in relative significance; however, UGC 12521 exhibits many

typical features.

Since the Bayesian method works by resampling all measurements and then re-

computing all variables, some variables did not neatly map into Figure 5.4. Veloc-

ity is determined by fitting a rotation curve comprising many measurements that

are typically all individually resampled. To produce a clear signal, we instead in-

creased/decreased all of the velocities by 2σ. This is unlikely to occur in a true

random sampling scenario; the velocity uncertainty in the figure is thus a worst-case

scenario. The surface brightness profile data were also adjusted in the same direction

by 2σ causing the whole profile to shift (in proportion to the surface brightness, SB,

uncertainty), again making this a worst-case scenario for the amount of shift in Fig-

ure 5.4. To account for the systematic velocity uncertainty, the profiles were adjusted

after fitting the Courteau (1997) multiparameter model. A systemic velocity shift

prior to fitting the model would be canceled by the fitting routine.

Figure 5.4 shows that all scaling relations have some correlated uncertainties, as
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Figure 5.4: Representation of major sources of uncertainty in galaxy scaling relations.
This demonstration applies to the typical galaxy, UGC 12521 (Courteau,
1997). Formatted similarly to Figure 5.2, the intersection of any two
variables gives the corresponding scaling relation. The black solid line is
the scaling relation fit as presented in Table 5.4, while the black dashed
lines give the 1σ forward scatter from Table 5.5. The legend indicates
different sources of uncertainty, namely the distance, D; axial ratio, q =
b/a; stellar mass-to-light ratio, Υ = M∗/L; observed rotational velocity,
Vobs; projection correction, Cx (all corrections considered simultaneously);
photometric zero-point, m0; recessional velocity, Vsys; surface brightness,
µ; and disk flattening parameter, q0 = c/a. Coloured bars represent
2σ perturbations for every variable shown in the legend. Each variable
is adjusted one at a time to show its effect in isolation. All subplots
represent a window 0.6 dex across; the g − z parameter is converted to
dex for comparison with other parameters. Note that the specific features
in each relation are expected to change for every galaxy.
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well as the relative scatter dependencies for each relation. Distance is typically the

dominant source of error. Photometric zero-point, mass-to-light ratio, velocity, and

axial ratio are also significant contributors. Curvature can also be seen in some scaling

relations (i.e. the j∗ versus g− z relation); the proper error propagation for those can

only be captured in the Bayesian analysis.

Anticorrelated errors, such as those in most relations involving j∗ and the axis

ratio q, contribute to a scatter increase in a manner that cannot be ascertained by

classical analysis. The fits in each panel also show that correlated distance errors (and

other correlated sources of error) are often closely, but not entirely, aligned with a

scaling relation. Because correlated error vectors would not perfectly slide along the

relation, a classical analysis would under(over)estimate intrinsic scatter if distance

errors are included (excluded).

5.4.6 Data Quality Cuts

Various data cuts were applied for quality control. Tests in Appendix 5.9 suggest

that quality cuts based on parameter uncertainty do not bias intrinsic scatter mea-

surements, while cuts based on deviations from a relation (often referred to as “sigma

clipping”) drastically bias scatter measurements. Our fitting method (described in

Section 5.5.1) is also robust to quality cuts; note that sigma clipping is never used

in our analysis, even as part of our fitting procedure. Further tests on our fitting

routine and intrinsic scatter estimators were performed for a variety of data modifi-

cations. The fitting algorithm is robust to realistic sampling biases (e.g. magnitude

limited data), covariant observational uncertainties, and slightly incorrect estimates

of observational uncertainty. See Appendix 5.9 for more details.
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Variable Units X ≥ X ≤ σ ≤ N-removed
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
D dex - - 0.1 65
i deg 30 80 10 118

R23.5 dex -1 2 0.15 23
L23.5 dex 6.5 12 0.3 28
V23.5 dex 0.8 3 0.1 53
g − z mag -0.5 2 0.2 37
M∗ dex 7 12 0.4 34
Σ1 dex 6 10.5 0.4 22

Mdyn dex 6 13 0.2 76
j∗ dex 0 4.5 0.4 61
jdyn dex 1 4 0.3 82

Table 5.3: Variables in Column (1) are described in Sections 5.4.3 and 5.4.2. Column
(2) indicates the units of the (log/linear) limits. Columns (3) and (4) give
a lower and upper bound for each variable. Column (5) gives an upper
bound on uncertainty. Column (6) reports the number of galaxies cut from
PROBES by limits on that variable, though some galaxies may be removed
on account of multiple constraints. No value/limit is set for the distance
measurements.

Table 5.3 lists the cuts for the removal of a galaxy from our analysis. Multiple

cuts may remove the same galaxy so the totals given for each cut cannot be simply

added together. Note as well that some cuts may not remove galaxies from the

analysis; however, they may be used for the Bayesian intrinsic scatter calculations if

the random sampling generates a pathological galaxy sample.

Starting with 1396 galaxies, we apply our data quality cuts to give 1152 high-

quality galaxy samples. Note that we apply our Bayesian analysis to the full original

sample, and simulate the effect of our data quality cuts. This means that some

galaxies may enter into our Bayesian intrinsic scatter calculation if they are close to

the edge of a data quality cut.
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5.5 Results

5.5.1 Scaling Relation Fits

Before evaluating the scatter around a scaling relation, we must first fit linear re-

lations to all parameter combinations. However, the choice of regression model can

significantly impact the resulting fitted parameters. For the study of galaxy scaling re-

lations, both axes have heteroscedastic uncertainty (often covariant uncertainty) and

neither can be considered an independent variable. Furthermore, a nonzero intrinsic

scatter is expected to be present in each scaling relation.
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Y \X V23.5 R23.5 L23.5 Σ1 g − z M∗ Mdyn j∗ jdyn

V23.5
m • 0.7550.0190.040 0.3130.0040.012 0.2510.0040.002 0.6400.0040.015 0.2500.0020.009 0.3140.0010.004 0.4720.0040.019 0.3860.0030.008

b 1.3850.0500.016 -1.0590.1280.041 -0.0250.0210.036 1.6280.0210.009 -0.3410.0910.024 -1.2030.0430.002 0.8500.0720.007 1.0880.0310.017

R23.5
m 1.3250.0740.034 • 0.4170.0080.004 0.3430.0210.013 0.8620.0360.013 0.3340.0090.004 0.4180.0200.013 0.6260.0200.002 0.5130.0260.012

b -1.8350.0740.168 -3.2520.0270.098 -1.9610.1110.197 0.3090.0010.046 -2.3130.0280.101 -3.4580.1350.223 -0.7110.0130.078 -0.3980.0410.075

L23.5
m 3.1910.1300.042 2.4010.0210.046 • 0.7970.0350.020 1.8620.0540.012 0.7990.0080.001 1.0030.0320.016 1.5030.0270.020 1.2320.0460.012

b 3.3790.0860.298 7.8070.0990.023 3.3440.1480.328 8.7380.0430.081 2.2860.0020.081 -0.4860.1670.360 6.0980.1490.162 6.8520.0080.174

Σ1
m 3.9800.0270.058 2.9120.1070.169 1.2550.0300.053 • 2.4530.0100.064 1.0040.0210.035 1.2570.0020.023 1.8330.0300.084 1.5410.0030.036

b 0.0980.1380.083 5.7110.2240.076 -4.1960.5650.290 6.6620.1030.035 -1.3420.3840.188 -4.7820.2570.003 3.6090.3210.008 4.4190.1420.055

g − z
m 1.5640.0380.009 1.1600.0170.046 0.5370.0030.015 0.4080.0110.002 • 0.4110.0020.010 0.5380.0100.006 0.8010.0070.017 0.6540.0120.006

b -2.5450.0250.088 -0.3580.0630.007 -4.6930.1630.040 -2.7160.0050.108 -3.2850.1100.019 -4.9450.0720.107 -1.4000.0860.052 -0.9910.0320.047

M∗
m 3.9970.1440.039 2.9940.0340.078 1.2520.0010.012 0.9960.0360.021 2.4310.0620.009 • 1.2560.0340.014 1.8780.0220.036 1.5420.0490.007

b 1.3630.0810.330 6.9240.1350.013 -2.8610.1280.001 1.3370.1610.349 7.9850.0360.090 -3.4670.1440.373 4.7820.2160.173 5.7170.0280.192

Mdyn
m 3.1880.0400.003 2.3910.0700.111 0.9970.0160.031 0.7960.0150.001 1.8580.0220.035 0.7960.0090.021 • 1.4970.0100.052 1.2280.0150.016

b 3.8340.0030.092 8.2660.1320.066 0.4840.3320.156 3.8040.0060.142 9.1900.0450.038 2.7610.2240.079 6.5620.2010.023 7.3130.0580.057

j∗
m 2.1210.0880.017 1.5980.0040.049 0.6660.0090.012 0.5460.0260.009 1.2490.0280.011 0.5330.0110.006 0.6680.0240.004 • 0.8200.0230.010

b -1.8020.0100.228 1.1360.0930.030 -4.0580.1670.141 -1.9690.0400.274 1.7480.0610.081 -2.5470.1170.156 -4.3820.0250.287 0.5020.0100.113

jdyn
m 2.5900.0540.020 1.9480.0460.096 0.8110.0080.029 0.6490.0160.001 1.5280.0150.027 0.6480.0030.020 0.8140.0110.010 1.2190.0150.034 •
b -2.8190.0630.139 0.7740.1010.059 -5.5600.3330.051 -2.8670.0400.160 1.5140.0480.040 -3.7070.2290.003 -5.9540.1160.126 -0.6120.1510.004

Table 5.4: This table is formatted like Figure 5.2 with results for each relation at the intersection of two variables.
The first column gives the y-axis parameter for each scaling relation. The second column gives the linear
fit parameters where the fit is of the form: Y = mX + b. Reading across a row gives every parameter
option as the x-variable. The diagonal cells are left blank. Parameter uncertainties are determined by
Monte Carlo sampling.
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Fits are performed using the BCES bisector algorithm of Akritas and Bershady

(1996). These are presented in Table 5.4 which is organized like Figure 5.2. The

BCES bisector algorithm can model covariant heteroscedastic uncertainties, which

we extract from our Bayesian error analysis. All scaling relations appear in the table

twice to account for forward and inverse relations, though the fits are performed with

a BCES bisector and so the forward and inverse fits are equivalent. The first column

and first row are analogous to axes of a plot, and so for any value in the table, one

can look at the column header to get the x-axis and the row variable to get the y-

axis. The uncertainties presented here include only random errors computed from the

Bayesian method and so correspond to the posterior. They do not account for the

systematic errors that result from galaxy sample selection or the choice of model. As

will be seen in Section 5.6, systematic errors are the dominant source of discrepancies

when scaling relation fits from independent studies are inter-compared.

The resulting fits include a large number of known scaling relations. These include

relations such as stellar mass - luminosity that are too strongly correlated to be used

for testing galaxy formation models. While our values agree well with the literature

(see Section 5.6), there is a great variety in intercepts due to parameter choices making

their comparison more challenging.

5.5.2 Intrinsic Scatter of Scaling Relations
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Y \X V23.5 R23.5 L23.5 Σ1 g − z M∗ Mdyn j∗ jdyn
σo 0.0960.0030.003 0.0730.0020.002 0.0770.0020.002 0.1190.0040.003 0.0620.0020.002 0.0390.0010.001 0.0800.0020.003 0.0650.0020.002

V23.5 σb • 0.0860.0030.002 0.0560.0020.002 0.0730.0020.002 0.1160.0020.002 0.0480.0020.002 0.0350.0010.001 0.0720.0020.002 0.0570.0020.001

σc 0.0690.0040.004 0.0410.0040.004 0.0400.0040.004 0.1050.0050.004 -0.0240.0060.004 -0.0340.0020.001 -0.1090.0020.002 -0.0240.0070.006

σo 0.1280.0040.004 0.0630.0030.002 0.1530.0040.004 0.2200.0050.006 0.0990.0020.003 0.0780.0020.002 0.0710.0020.002 0.0640.0020.002

R23.5 σb 0.1180.0030.003 • 0.0630.0010.001 0.1530.0010.003 0.2100.0050.005 0.0940.0020.002 0.0730.0020.002 0.0570.0020.002 0.0610.0020.001

σc 0.0920.0050.005 -0.0690.0030.001 0.1150.0060.005 0.2010.0060.007 -0.0180.0300.014 -0.0330.0060.005 -0.1720.0010.001 -0.0820.0010.002

σo 0.2330.0080.007 0.1520.0070.004 0.2340.0100.005 0.4170.0120.015 0.1150.0020.005 0.1310.0040.004 0.1960.0040.007 0.1100.0030.003

L23.5 σb 0.1860.0060.006 0.1520.0010.002 • 0.2310.0030.004 0.3920.0090.010 0.1000.0030.003 0.1070.0030.004 0.1590.0050.005 0.0880.0030.003

σc 0.1310.0130.012 -0.1650.0070.003 0.0790.0250.015 0.3740.0130.016 -0.1920.0010.003 -0.1230.0040.005 -0.3910.0020.004 -0.2030.0020.002

σo 0.3060.0100.008 0.4470.0120.011 0.2940.0120.006 0.3920.0120.012 0.2310.0050.006 0.3390.0100.011 0.4780.0100.022 0.3360.0070.014

Σ1 σb 0.2920.0070.007 0.4230.0100.009 0.2830.0060.007 • 0.3630.0080.009 0.2140.0050.005 0.3240.0070.007 0.4360.0100.010 0.3160.0070.007

σc 0.1580.0170.016 0.3360.0170.015 0.0990.0320.019 0.2960.0160.015 -0.1900.0070.007 0.2300.0150.017 -0.2610.0190.037 0.1360.0180.041

σo 0.1850.0070.005 0.2550.0060.008 0.2240.0060.008 0.1600.0050.005 0.1640.0070.004 0.2120.0080.006 0.2610.0080.010 0.2250.0060.007

g − z σb 0.1830.0030.003 0.2400.0060.005 0.2100.0050.005 0.1500.0040.004 • 0.1540.0040.003 0.2090.0030.004 0.2430.0060.006 0.2110.0050.005

σc 0.1640.0080.006 0.2330.0070.008 0.2010.0070.009 0.1210.0060.006 0.1250.0090.005 0.1940.0080.006 0.1260.0170.021 0.1950.0070.008

σo 0.2480.0090.007 0.2970.0070.010 0.1440.0030.006 0.2300.0050.006 0.3990.0170.009 0.1920.0060.007 0.3060.0090.009 0.1850.0060.007

M∗ σb 0.1990.0060.007 0.2750.0070.006 0.1260.0040.003 0.2200.0050.005 0.3800.0090.009 • 0.1700.0040.005 0.2610.0070.008 0.1630.0050.004

σc -0.0950.0260.016 -0.0530.0920.041 -0.2400.0020.003 -0.1900.0070.007 0.3040.0210.012 -0.1630.0070.008 -0.4660.0060.006 -0.2480.0050.005

σo 0.1250.0040.003 0.1850.0060.005 0.1310.0040.004 0.2690.0080.009 0.3940.0140.011 0.1530.0050.006 0.1620.0060.006 0.1020.0020.004

Mdyn σb 0.1130.0030.003 0.1680.0040.005 0.1050.0030.003 0.2600.0050.006 0.3860.0070.007 0.1330.0040.004 • 0.1390.0040.004 0.0920.0020.002

σc -0.1090.0050.004 -0.0790.0140.012 -0.1230.0040.005 0.1830.0120.013 0.3610.0160.011 -0.1300.0060.007 -0.3920.0020.003 -0.1820.0020.003

σo 0.1690.0040.007 0.1140.0040.004 0.1300.0030.005 0.2610.0050.012 0.3260.0110.012 0.1630.0050.005 0.1090.0040.004 0.1060.0030.005

j∗ σb 0.1560.0040.004 0.0900.0030.003 0.1050.0040.003 0.2460.0050.006 0.3050.0080.007 0.1390.0040.004 0.0930.0030.003 • 0.0920.0020.003

σc -0.2320.0030.005 -0.2740.0020.002 -0.2600.0020.002 -0.1420.0110.020 0.1580.0210.027 -0.2480.0030.003 -0.2620.0020.002 -0.2800.0010.002

σo 0.1670.0050.006 0.1240.0030.005 0.0900.0030.002 0.2180.0050.009 0.3440.0090.010 0.1200.0040.004 0.0830.0020.003 0.1300.0040.006

jdyn σb 0.1480.0040.004 0.1150.0030.003 0.0700.0020.002 0.2070.0050.005 0.3220.0070.008 0.1050.0030.003 0.0750.0020.002 0.1100.0030.003 •
σc -0.0630.0170.015 -0.1590.0030.004 -0.1640.0020.002 0.0880.0120.025 0.2970.0100.011 -0.1610.0030.003 -0.1480.0020.002 -0.3410.0020.002

Table 5.5: This table is formatted like Figure 5.2 with results for each relation at the intersection of two variables.
Each row gives every possible x-axis combination for a given y-axis. σo is the observed forward scatter,
σb is the Bayesian intrinsic scatter (see Section 5.3.3), and σc is the classical intrinsic scatter (see
Section 5.3.2). Uncertainty estimates for σo and σc are determined by bootstrap sampling; for σb, the
uncertainty is taken from the posterior as the 68.3% credible interval. The superscript number is the
positive 1σ value, and the subscript is the negative 1σ value. The diagonal cells are left empty.
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The intrinsic scatters for all scaling relations under consideration are given in

Table 5.5 in a format similar to Table 5.4. All scatters are reported as the forward

scatter for each parameter combination. Observed scatters (σo) are computed as half

the 15.9% to 84.1% quartile range of the residuals, which is similar to a standard de-

viation except more robust to outliers. Bayesian scatters (σb) are computed following

Sections 5.3.3 and 5.3.4 with uncertainty determined from the posterior. Classical

scatters (σc) are computed following Section 5.3.2 with uncertainty determined by

the bootstrap method and taking the 15.9% to 84.1% quartiles to get asymmetric

uncertainties.

Combining Tables 5.4 and 5.5 yields an orthogonal scatter via σorthogonal =

σforward/
√
1 +m2. The Bayesian intrinsic orthogonal scatter can be used to determine

the tightest relation for each variable; however, some tight relations can be considered

trivial if the variables depend on each other. The relations V23.5−Mdyn, R23.5−Mdyn,

(g−z)−M∗, (g−z)−Σ1, and L23.5−M∗ are deemed trivial in that sense. The tightest

relations for each parameter are then found to be: V23.5 −M∗; R23.5 − L23.5, j∗, jdyn;

L23.5 − V23.5, R23.5, jdyn; Σ1 − V23.5; (g− z)− V23.5; M∗ − V23.5; Mdyn − jdyn; j∗ −R23.5;

and jdyn−V23.5, R23.5, L23.5,Mdyn, with some parameters having multiple equally tight

relations. It is perhaps not surprising that the TFR and stellar TFR are on the list of

tightest relations. However, the other tight relations on this list also warrant a closer

examination.

Another interesting aspect of Table 5.5 is the fraction of total scatter, which is in-

trinsic. The intrinsic scatter fraction is computed in quadrature as f = σ2
intrinsic/σ

2
total

where our Bayesian results are used for the intrinsic scatter. Most relations have

intrinsic scatters ranging from 70 to 90 percent, with a few relations spanning greater
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extremes. The R23.5 − L23.5, R23.5 − jdyn, and V23.5 − g − z relations, also found in

our list of tightest scaling relations, have nearly 100 percent intrinsic scatter, making

them ideally suited for comparisons with galaxy formation models.

To facilitate intuitive comparisons between scaling relations, Figure 5.5 presents

the slope data from Table 5.4 and the scatter data from Table 5.5 graphically. The

scatters are represented by ellipticity, which is set to the orthogonal scatter; thus,

the forward and inverse versions of each relation are represented by an ellipse of the

same thickness. All axes are in dex except g − z which is expressed in magnitude;

the latter is converted into dex (dividing by 2.5) before plotting to allow for better

visual comparison. Σ1 generally produces the broadest relations, though it does have

a tight nontrivial relationship with g − z.

The orange dashed lines represent cases where the classical intrinsic scatter is

negative, as is seen in several cases. Most of these negative classical intrinsic scatter

relations display a large covariance caused by one axis being strongly dependent

on the other, the V23.5 − Mdyn, R23.5 − Mdyn, and L23.5 − M∗ relations being the

clearest examples. Other cases where the classical uncertainty is negative are due to

a shared variable that dominates the uncertainty in each axis, such as the R23.5−L23.5,

R23.5 −M∗, and L23.5 − jdyn relations. These are all cases where the shared distance

uncertainty dominates the covariance, rather than the dependence of one variable

on the other. While the possibility of a negative intrinsic scatter is a problematic

aspect of a classical analysis, this can sometimes be rectified by identifying the shared

uncertainty and simply omitting it from an uncertainty propagation. More sinister

are cases where the covariance is not strong enough to cause a negative intrinsic

scatter and may remain unnoticed. For example, all of the variables in this analysis
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Figure 5.5: This figure is formatted like Figure 5.2 to visualize the slope data from
Table 5.4 and the scatter data from Table 5.5. The gray, blue, and or-
ange ellipses represent, respectively, the total observed scatter (σo), the
Bayesian intrinsic scatter (σb), and the classical intrinsic scatter (σc). An
orange dashed line through the center implies a negative classical intrinsic
scatter. The thickness of each ellipse is proportional to the orthogonal
scatter. Scatters associated with the g− z colour are converted to dex to
facilitate the comparison with other variables.
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share a covariance with inclination due to the internal extinction corrections (see

Section 5.4.4; the rotational velocity correction also involves 1/ sin(i)).

Several qualitative results become apparent upon inspection of Table 5.5 and Fig-

ure 5.5. Foremost is that the Bayesian intrinsic scatters tend to be larger than the

classical estimates. This general result comes from the ability of the Bayesian method

to account for covariant uncertainties, which Figure 5.4 shows are very common. All

parameters, except V23.5 and g− z, depend on distance and gain much of their obser-

vational uncertainty from distance errors; any relation with two distance-dependent

parameters will thus have a large source of correlated error, which Appendix 5.9 shows

as a critical point of failure for the classical method. Without exception, inclination is

a covariant source of uncertainty in all scaling relations studied in this work; though

its effect is smaller than distance uncertainty, Appendix 5.9 indicates that even a

small covariance can impact classical error propagations. These covariant sources of

error contribute less scatter to a relation than the naive classical method assumes.

Therefore, the Bayesian method ultimately returns a higher intrinsic scatter value.

The effect is most pronounced for M∗,Mdyn, j∗, and jdyn where nearly all classical

intrinsic scatter measurements for their scaling relations return negative values. This

is not too surprising as these are composite quantities that depend on many factors

and so have many source of error to combine.

Another noticeable trend in Table 5.5 is that the 68.3% credible intervals for

the Bayesian intrinsic scatter values are smaller than the 68.3% confidence intervals

for the classical method. This effect is most significant when the classical intrinsic

scatter estimates approach (or cross) zero. In the region around zero scatter, clas-

sical estimates are more unstable resulting in the larger uncertainty on the intrinsic
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scatter. The behaviour of Bayesian intrinsic scatter estimates around zero is better

defined, thanks in part to priors that prevent estimates from crossing that threshold.

Therefore, the Bayesian intrinsic scatter estimates will be biased high on average.

However, they will also typically be closer to the true value than classical estimates

(this is generally true of Bayesian methods, also see Appendix 5.9). An inadequate

choice of model can also bias both Bayesian and classical intrinsic scatter estimates.

For instance, a poorly chosen inclination correction model will typically bias scatter

measurements (and therefore intrinsic scatter estimates) higher than their true value.

These systematic effects are not reflected in the uncertainty ranges in Table 5.5 which

only shows the random component.

Some specific cases in Figure 5.5 stand out. The R23.5 and L23.5 versus V23.5

relations and most relations involving colour have similar intrinsic scatter predictions

for the Bayesian and classical analyses. These are the cases where most sources of

uncertainty are not shared between each axis; it is no coincidence that V23.5 and

colour are in all such relations as they are distance independent (which is a major

source of correlated uncertainty). The relation for which the Bayesian and classical

methods disagree is g − z vs. j∗ which Figure 5.4 shows has inclination as a large

anti-correlated source of error. Anticorrelated errors have a stronger impact on the

Bayesian algorithm than the classical method. The Bayesian algorithm cannot in

fact assign a zero intrinsic scatter to a relation; one would instead have to perform

a Bayes factor analysis to compare the zero and nonzero intrinsic scatter models.

This analysis would operationally be similar to our intrinsic scatter calculation, but

a detailed description is beyond the scope of this paper.

Figure 5.5 shows a comparison of many scaling relations by orthogonal scatter.
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One can read across a row of the figure and see all cases with a single variable as

the y-axis. A discussion of the generalized applications of these relations, as standard

candles for instance, is beyond the scope of this paper, though the format of Figure 5.5

is conducive to exploring new relationships.

These broad trends indicate the necessity of using Bayesian intrinsic scatter mea-

surements instead of classical techniques. Differences between the two methods extend

beyond the trivial second-order effect, but involve systematic and significant depar-

tures. We examine specific scaling relations more closely in Section 5.6, and compare

our results to the literature.

5.6 Discussion

This section presents a comparison of some of our results with literature values. This

exercise demands special attention since structural parameters are rarely measured

in matching fashion from study to study. In Table 5.6 we present our literature

comparisons for a few well-studied scaling relations as a subset of those relations

presented in Tables 5.4 and 5.5. Whenever possible, we perform a unit conversion to

units used in our analysis (for example log10(L/[L⊙]) instead of magnitudes), detailing

our transformations in the relevant subsection when these are nontrivial. Bandpass

transformations were not applied; instead, we report the published values and indicate

the wavelengths in which the linear fit parameters were originally measured. Some

parameters, such as luminosity, size, and colour, will be greatly affected by the choice

of bandpass; others, such as stellar mass, central stellar surface density, and stellar

angular momentum, are in principle bandpass independent. However, systematic

errors due to the choice of mass-to-light transformations may exist. Comparing scaling
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relations based on bandpass-dependent quantities, such as the TFR, for different

studies thus requires additional care.

Coupled with our analysis technique to evaluate intrinsic scatters, we can achieve

higher precision in our estimates than previous (individual) analyses have allowed.

However, each relation deserves individual attention in order to fully realize its con-

nection with galaxy formation and evolutionary models. This section focuses on

empirical (observational) results; detailed comparisons with simulations are beyond

the scope of this paper. The scaling relations examined briefly below set the stage

for more detailed investigations elsewhere.
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Source m σo σi size velocity band fit method N

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

Tully-Fisher relation: log10(L/[L⊙]) = m log10(V/[kms−1]) + b

This work 3.1910.1300.042 0.2330.0080.007 0.1860.0060.006 . . . Hα V23.5 z AB96 bisector 1152

Tully and Fisher (1977) 2.5± 0.3 . . . . . . . . . HI W B visual 18

Pierce and Tully (1988) 3.14± 0.12 0.1 ≤ 0.09 . . . HI W I OLS 26

Courteau (1997) 2.6± 0.1 0.2 . . . . . . Hα V23 R OLS 304

Verheijen (2001) 4.16± 0.16 0.12 0.05± 0.05 . . . HI Vflat I IOLS 21

Pizagno et al. (2005) 2.603± 0.133 . . . 0.131± 0.015 . . . Hα V2.2 i OLS+σ 81

McGaugh (2005) 3.48± 0.17 0.24 . . . . . . HI Vflat B OLS 181

Courteau et al. (2007) 3.44± 0.05 0.197 0.13 . . . Hα V2.2 I ODR 1303

Pizagno et al. (2007) 2.6± 0.1 . . . 0.17± 0.02 . . . Hα V80 z OLS+σ 162

Avila-Reese et al. (2008) 3.83± 0.18 0.195 0.188 . . . HI W K ODR 76

Saintonge and Spekkens (2011) 3.63± 0.01 0.22 0.14 . . . HI W I ODR 3655

Reyes et al. (2011) 3.36± 0.14 0.22 0.16± 0.03 . . . Hα V80 z IOLS+σ 189

Hall et al. (2012) 3.66± 0.09 0.27 0.15 . . . HI W i ODR 668

Bradford et al. (2016) 3.40± 0.05 0.32± 0.01 . . . . . . HI W i Kelly (2007) 930

Ponomareva et al. (2017) 3.25± 0.24 0.13± 0.09 0.14± 0.03 . . . HI Vflat z ODR 32

Ouellette et al. (2017) 2.85± 0.11 0.20 ≤ 0.16 . . . Hα V23.5 i OLS bisector 46

Stellar Tully-Fisher relation: log10(M∗/[M⊙]) = m log10(V/[kms−1]) + b

This work 3.9970.1440.039 0.2480.0090.007 0.1990.0060.007 . . . Hα V23.5 z AB96 bisector 1152

Pizagno et al. (2005) 3.048± 0.121 . . . 0.158± 0.021 . . . Hα V2.2 i OLS+σ 81

Avila-Reese et al. (2008) 3.65± 0.16 0.21 0.16 . . . HI W K ODR 76

Dutton et al. (2010) 3.56± 0.04 . . . 0.18 . . . Hα V2.2 r OLS ∼160

Reyes et al. (2011) 3.60± 0.13 0.20 0.13± 0.02 . . . Hα V80 i OLS+σ 189

Hall et al. (2012) 3.79± 0.14 0.305 0.281 . . . HI W i ODR 668
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Bradford et al. (2016) 4.16± 0.06 0.32± 0.01 . . . . . . HI W SDSS Kelly (2007) 930

Ouellette et al. (2017) 3.99± 0.18 0.32 . . . . . . Hα V23.5 i OLS bisector 46

Lapi et al. (2018) 3.42 0.08 . . . . . . mixed V3.2 I OLS 546

Aquino-Ort́ız et al. (2020) 3.22± 0.10 0.20 . . . . . . mixed Vmax MaNGA AB96 200

Size-velocity relation: log10(R/[kpc]) = m log10(V/[kms−1]) + b

This work 1.3250.0740.034 0.1280.0040.004 0.1180.0030.003 R23.5 Hα V23.5 z AB96 bisector 1152

Courteau et al. (2007) 1.10± 0.12 0.17 0.15 R2.2 Hα V2.2 I ODR 1303

Avila-Reese et al. (2008) 1.87± 0.30 0.290 0.285 Rd HI W K ODR 76

Saintonge and Spekkens (2011) 1.357± 0.004 0.11 0.084± 0.001 R23.5 HI W I ODR 3655

Hall et al. (2012) 1.518± 0.065 0.152 0.146 R23.5 HI W i ODR 668

Ouellette et al. (2017) 1.1± 0.1 0.137 . . . R23.5 Hα V23.5 i OLS bisector 69

Lapi et al. (2018) 1.04 0.04 . . . Rd mixed V3.2 I OLS 546

Size-luminosity relation: log10(R/[kpc]) = m log10(L/[L⊙]) + b

This work 0.4170.0080.004 0.0630.0030.002 0.0630.0010.001 R23.5 . . . z AB96 bisector 1152

Courteau et al. (2007) 0.32± 0.01 0.14 0.13 R2.2 . . . I ODR 1303

Avila-Reese et al. (2008) 0.285± 0.033 0.201 0.194 Rd . . . K ODR 76

Saintonge and Spekkens (2011) 0.413± 0.003 0.05 0.034± 0.001 R23.5 . . . I ODR 3655

Hall et al. (2012) 0.401± 0.007 0.076 0.060 R23.5 . . . i ODR 668

Arora et al. (2021) 0.36± 0.01 0.11± 0.01 . . . R23.5 . . . z ODR 2500

Size-stellar mass relation: log10(R/[kpc]) = m log10(M∗/[M⊙]) + b

This work 0.3340.0090.004 0.0990.0020.003 0.0940.0020.002 R23.5 . . . z AB96 bisector 1152

Shen et al. (2003) 0.15/0.4 0.20/0.15 . . . Re . . . z OLS 99,786

Pizagno et al. (2005) 0.242± 0.030 . . . 0.142± 0.011 Rd . . . i OLS+σ 81

Fernández Lorenzo et al. (2013) 0.54/0.46/0.35 0.12/0.12/0.12 . . . Re . . . SDSS OLS < 452

Lange et al. (2015) 0.21± 0.02 . . . . . . Re . . . z OLS 6151

Ouellette et al. (2017) 0.34± 0.02 0.15 . . . R23.5 . . . i OLS bisector 69

Lapi et al. (2018) 0.23 0.05 . . . Re . . . I OLS 546
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Wu et al. (2020) 0.290.060.07 0.2 . . . Re . . . F814W . . . < 1550

Trujillo et al. (2020b) 0.318± 0.014 0.087± 0.005 0.070± 0.006 R23.5 . . . i . . . 464

Arora et al. (2021) 0.38± 0.01 0.11± 0.01 . . . R23.5 . . . z ODR 2433

Stellar-to-halo-mass relation: log10(M∗/[M⊙]) = m log10(Mdyn/[M⊙]) + b

This work 1.2560.0340.014 0.1920.0060.007 0.1700.0040.005 R23.5 Hα V23.5 z AB96 bisector 1152

Reyes et al. (2011) 1.28± 0.06 0.26 0.22± 0.02 R80 Hα V80 i OLS+σ 189

Ouellette et al. (2017) 1.27± 0.07 0.342 0.31 R23.5 Hα V23.5 i OLS bisector 69

Lapi et al. (2018) 1.08 0.08 . . . R3.2 mixed V3.2 I OLS 546

Σ1-Stellar mass relation: log10(Σ1/[M⊙ kpc−2]) = m log10(M∗/[M⊙]) + b

This work 1.0040.0210.035 0.2310.0050.006 0.2140.0050.005 . . . . . . z AB96 bisector 1152

Barro et al. (2017) 0.89± 0.03 0.25 . . . . . . . . . CANDELS . . . 1328

Woo and Ellison (2019) 0.86 0.24 . . . . . . . . . i OLS ∼41000

Chen et al. (2020a) 0.93 . . . . . . . . . . . . MaNGA OLS 3654

Arora et al. (2021) 0.96± 0.01 0.24± 0.01 . . . . . . . . . grz ODR 2433

Specific angular momentum-mass relation: log10(jdyn/[kpc kms−1]) = m log10(Mdyn/[M⊙]) + b

This work 0.8140.0110.010 0.0830.0020.003 0.0750.0020.002 R23.5 Hα V23.5 . . . AB96 bisector 1152

Takase and Kinoshita (1967) 0.79 . . . . . . R∞ V∞ . . . . . . 18

Zasov and Rubtsova (1989) 0.79± 0.08 . . . . . . R25 HI W, Vmax . . . . . . 34

Specific stellar angular momentum-stellar mass relation: log10(j∗/[kpc kms−1]) = m log10(M∗/[M⊙]) + b

This work 0.5330.0110.006 0.1630.0050.005 0.1390.0040.004 R23.5 . . . z AB96 bisector 1152

Romanowsky and Fall (2012) 0.53± 0.05 0.22 . . . R∞ . . . r OLS 64

Cortese et al. (2016) 0.80± 0.09 0.18 . . . Re . . . SAMI RO15 86

Posti et al. (2018) 0.55 . . . 0.19 Rmax . . . 3.6µm ODR 92

Lapi et al. (2018) 0.50 0.05 . . . R3.2 . . . I OLS 546

Sweet et al. (2018) 0.56± 0.06 . . . . . . > 3Re . . . mixed RO15 91

Mancera Piña et al. (2020) 0.53± 0.02 . . . 0.17± 0.01 Rlast . . . 3.6µm ODR 132
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Table 5.6: Column (1) gives the literature source of the scaling relation. Column (2) reports the slope and its
uncertainty. Columns (3) and (4) give the forward observed and intrinsic scatter, respectively. In some
cases for Columns (2)-(4), the values were transformed from their published value for consistency to
ensure uniform units/meaning. Column (5) gives the choice of size metric, if relevant for that relation.
Column (6) gives the velocity metric, if relevant, where “HI W” is the HI line width, and the velocity
subscripts V23.5, V2.2, V80, Vflat, Vmax, refer to the 23.5mag arcsec−2 isophotal radius, 2.2 disk scale lengths,
80% of total light, a flat average, and the maximum radius available, respectively. Column (7) gives
the bandpass for each measurement, when relevant. In some cases, the original survey from which
the photometry was taken is indicated instead of a single bandpass. Column (8) gives an indication
of the fitting method. This should be taken as a broad category; see the original article for more
information. Where ODR, OLS, IOLS, OLS+σ refer to orthogonal distance regression, ordinary least-
squares regression, inverse ordinary least-squares regression, and ordinary least-squares with nonzero
intrinsic scatter, respectively. Column (9) gives the number of galaxies in each fit. Dots [. . .] mean
that no data are available. If multiple relations were available from a given source, the most relevant
version was selected for comparison (z band, local universe, measurements at R23.5, bisector fit, late-type
galaxies, etc.). This table cannot properly capture the wealth of information found in the literature.
Our quoted slope for Lapi et al. (2018) uses the derivative at the pivot point of their fit, ultimately using
the value “y1” from their Table 1; see the original paper for details.
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5.6.1 Tully-Fisher Relation: log10(L/[L⊙]) = m log10(V/[kms−1]) + b

The TFR between the rotational velocity, Vrot, and total luminosity6, Lλ, of a spiral

galaxy has received considerable attention since its inception (Tully and Fisher, 1977;

Pierce and Tully, 1992; Strauss and Willick, 1995; Mo et al., 1998; Verheijen, 2001;

Courteau et al., 2007; Ferrero et al., 2020, to cite a few). The TFR itself is known

to exhibit a wide range of slopes, intercepts, and scatters, depending on the choice of

wavelength, sample, and analysis techniques. In their original paper, Tully and Fisher

(1977) used photographic photometry and HI line widths for a sample of 18 galaxies

to find a photographic (B band equivalent) slope of 2.5± 0.3. Courteau (1997) used

R band photometry of 304 Sc galaxies and examined many different measures of

velocity with two large samples, finding a variety of slopes from 2.14 ± 0.14 up to

2.86±0.08 and forward scatter measurements ranging from 0.14 to 0.26 dex depending

on the adopted parameters. Later work by Courteau et al. (2007) revealed only weak

correlations of the TFR residuals with colour, morphological type, surface brightness,

size, and concentration (see also Zwaan et al., 1995; Courteau and Rix, 1999). In their

Appendix, Courteau et al. (2007) provide theoretical derivations for the TFR slopes,

showing that it can range from three to four depending on various assumptions.

Verheijen (2001) performed a detailed analysis of the TFR parameters against

sample, velocity metric, and passband choice, ultimately suggesting that the intrinsic

scatter may be zero. Their use of a classical analysis, which systematically underes-

timates the true value, is likely responsible for their low intrinsic scatter estimate.

The study of 162 spiral galaxies by Pizagno et al. (2007) focused on the scatter

6The TFR is often expressed in terms of absolute magnitude; in this case a factor of −2.5
transforms between the slope measurements.
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of the TFR given combinations of SDSS g, r, i, and z photometric bands; three defi-

nitions of global velocity; and variations on extinction corrections, quality flags, and

weighting of data points. They again found that the choice of bandpass and analysis

method had profound effects on the slope and scatter.

In an attempt to settle one element of this variability, the study by Hall et al.

(2012) examined various reference radii for the measurement of luminosity and ve-

locity, consistently finding that the isophotal radius, R23.5, measured at the SB level

of 23.5 i band mag arcsec−2, yields some of the tightest VRL relations (based on a

forward scatter analysis).

An extensive examination of bandpass effects on the TFR by Ponomareva et al.

(2017) found that 3.6µm produces the tightest relation (by orthogonal scatter). Hav-

ing only 32 galaxies in their sample, random errors were a challenge for Ponomareva

et al. (2017) and they found all wavelengths at, or longer than, the i band had the

same orthogonal scatter to within 1σ of each other.

The TFR has been extensively studied, and the works presented in this section are

but a small representation of the total literature. Still, we have established general

consistency between our analysis and previous, mostly smaller, studies. Some of the

above studies have reported measurements for the intrinsic TFR scatter, highlighting

its importance for extragalactic studies. Rhee (2000) noted that the true intrinsic

scatter is likely larger than classical estimates. With our method, we can finally

quantify the effect of covariant uncertainties on the intrinsic scatter of the TFR.
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5.6.2 Stellar Tully-Fisher Relation: log10(M∗/[M⊙]) = m log10(V/[kms−1]) + b

Two variants of the TFR, the stellar and baryonic TFR (STFR and BTFR, respec-

tively), involve a correlation between the rotational velocity and the stellar or total

baryonic masses of a galaxy (McGaugh et al., 2000; Verheijen, 2001; McGaugh, 2005;

Hall et al., 2012; Bradford et al., 2016; Ouellette et al., 2017). Note that PROBES

has stellar masses, but gas masses are largely unavailable (at the time of writing);

therefore, the BTFR is beyond the scope of our research. For a comprehensive review

of the BTFR, see Bradford et al. (2016). Here we will only examine the STFR; all

STFR values are presented in Table 5.6.

An operational advantage of the STFR and BTFR over the basic TFR is the elim-

ination of bandpass dependencies. In principle, estimates of the STFR and BTFR

should not depend on the methods used to obtain stellar masses and velocities. There-

fore, it is surprising that the STFR should exhibit as much, if not more, internal vari-

ation in slope and scatter measures than the TFR. Systematic differences in choices

of mass-to-light transformations may be at play.

Three studies (Hall et al., 2012; Bradford et al., 2016; Ouellette et al., 2017)

have consistent slope measures to ours; however, their scatter values are considerably

larger. Differences between the STFR and BTFR are mostly seen at low masses, and

sample selection (e.g. yielding varying proportions of low-mass galaxies) may explain

these.

5.6.3 Size-Velocity Relation: log10(R/[kpc]) = m log10(V/[kms−1]) + b

The size-velocity relation (hereafter RV ) is another tight correlation that can be

used as a distance indicator or to constrain galaxy formation models. The slope of
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the RV relation is expected to be near one for dark-matter-dominated systems (Mo

et al., 1998; Courteau et al., 2007). The PROBES sample includes all of the galaxies

studied in Courteau et al. (2007). Despite this significant overlap, we find a larger

slope and smaller scatter. These differences in RV slope and scatter result mostly

from using disk scale lengths (Courteau et al., 2007) instead of isophotal radii (this

study) and the choice of inclination correction (see Section 5.4.4).

Saintonge and Spekkens (2011) studied the RV relation for a large collection of Sc

galaxies from the SFI++ sample (Springob et al., 2007). Despite the close agreement

in slopes, our scatter is considerably larger than theirs. The differences may stem

largely from sample selection, with the PROBES sample covering a broader range

of morphologies, as well as our velocity measures (V23.5 versus HI line width) and

photometric band passes (z versus I band).

Hall et al. (2012) also explored combinations of velocity, size, and luminosity for

3041 spiral galaxies with HI line widths and SDSS imaging. Their analysis considered

different radial definitions, wavelength bands, and sample selection criteria, finding

that structural parameters measured at R23.5 (in their case for the i band), yield

the tightest scaling relations. In Table 5.6, we report the results from their highest-

quality “sample D,” which has moderate inclinations and well-determined distances.

For their less restrictive “sample B,” they find an RV slope of 1.334 ± 0.046, which

matches our value more closely. Their use of integrated line widths instead of spa-

tially resolved rotation curves should not significantly impact the scatter of the TFR

(Courteau, 1997). However, resolved rotation curves inform us about the location of

the velocity measurement whereas that spatial information is lost with line widths.

Other potential sources of discrepancy include the choice of inclination corrections,
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and their distance calibration (see Hall et al. 2012 Figure 19). Addressing the choice

of distance calibration, Hall et al. (2012) found an RV relation with slope 1.33 and

scatter of 0.097 dex. An intrinsic RV scatter for their study can be inferred by taking

their reported average uncertainties in size (0.03 dex) and velocity (0.02 dex) and per-

forming a classical error analysis; this yields an intrinsic scatter of 0.09 dex, which is

somewhat lower than our intrinsic scatter estimate. Since this value agrees with our

classical intrinsic scatter value, the discrepancy is likely due to expected differences

between classical and Bayesian scatter analyses.

The Lapi et al. (2018) analysis reported forward and inverse fits to their RV

relation. Using the technique from Isobe et al. (1990), we compute a bisector fit from

the forward and inverse fits in Lapi et al. (2018, Table 1). Their resulting slope is the

shallowest among all reported in Table 5.6. This discrepancy may stem from their use

of a disk scale length as the size metric. Courteau et al. (2007) also got a shallower

slope and used disk scale lengths as their size metric. The remarkably small scatter

of Lapi et al. (2018) is likely connected to their use of stacked profiles.

5.6.4 Size-Luminosity Relation: log10(R/[kpc]) = m log10(L/[L⊙]) + b

The size-luminosity relation (hereafter RL) has the interesting property that both

axes are proportional to distance, and therefore distance errors will not significantly

contribute to scatter. Although useless as a distance indicator, the residuals of the

RL relation may offer useful comparisons with galaxy formation models without the

nuisance of distance uncertainty (Crain et al., 2015).

There is a clear bimodality in RL results, with Courteau et al. (2007) and Avila-

Reese et al. (2008) getting shallow slopes and larger scatters than the other studies.
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The use of disk scale lengths as the fiducial size metric in these two studies is the most

likely source of discrepancy. Sample size (e.g. Avila-Reese et al., 2008) can also be

a factor. Studies that use R23.5 as their size metric show relative agreement, though

classical treatments (Saintonge and Spekkens, 2011; Hall et al., 2012) underestimate

the intrinsic scatter.

While Hall et al. (2012) did not compute an RL intrinsic scatter directly, this can

be inferred from their reported observational uncertainties. Their reported measure-

ment errors for luminosity and size of 0.09 dex and 0.03 dex, respectively, imply an

intrinsic scatter of 0.06 dex based on a classical analysis. Since our data and param-

eter extraction techniques are similar, the scatter difference is likely due to adopting

a classical computation methodology. The classical analysis cannot account for co-

variances such as the shared effect of a photometric zero-point uncertainty (a positive

fluctuation would increase both the luminosity and the size), the shared effect from

distance uncertainties, and the shared effect of inclination uncertainties. With so

many shared variables, a classical analysis of the intrinsic scatter in the RL relation

is not possible without considering extra covariant terms.

The RL relation is an ideal testbed for the validation of intrinsic scatter analyses as

the variables are strongly correlated, yet the relation itself is nontrivial. The scatter

of this relation offers insight into the cosmic diversity of observed galaxies whilst

minimizing the influence of observational uncertainties. In fact, our Bayesian analysis

finds that essentially all of the RL scatter is intrinsic as uncertainty contributions are

small. It is also a highly reproducible relation, with our results and those of Saintonge

and Spekkens (2011) and Hall et al. (2012) being quite similar.
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5.6.5 Size-Stellar Mass Relation: log10(R/[kpc]) = m log10(M∗/[M⊙]) + b

The size-stellar mass (hereafter RM∗) relation probes several aspects of galactic mod-

els including star formation history, angular momentum distribution, and coupling

with the dark matter halo. Given the dependence of R and M∗ on distance, this scal-

ing relation cannot be used as a distance estimator. However, a distinct advantage of

the RM∗ relation over the related RL relation is the expected independence of M∗ on

bandpass, making it simpler to compare across observational and numerical studies.

As stated previously, the choice of size metric acutely impacts the shape and scatter

of the related scaling relations. Studies based on R23.5 produce tighter RM∗ relations

than other size metrics, and yield slopes consistent with ours (∼ 0.33), while those

using Rd or Re consistently get shallower slopes (∼ 0.25). Moreover, the intrinsic

scatter from Pizagno et al. (2005) is almost twice our value. While Trujillo et al.

(2020b) used R23.5, their intrinsic scatter is slightly smaller than ours, as expected

for a classical analysis. As previously stated, Lapi et al. (2018) reported a tight RM∗

relation, despite using Re, as a result of their stacking method. The explanation for

the larger scatter found by Ouellette et al. (2017) could include small sample size and

cluster environment (most other studies sample field environments).

Fernández Lorenzo et al. (2013) considered morphological segregation in their

analysis, including early-type galaxies. We have only extracted their slopes for mor-

phologies corresponding to Sb, Sbc, and Sc galaxies as these represent the best overlap

with our samples. Table 5.6 gives their RM∗ slopes and scatters separated by a “/”

character. Shen et al. (2003) also fitted two RM∗ relations, for low- and high-mass

systems (with a transition mass of ∼ 1010.5 M⊙). Their use of a circular (Petrosian)

half light radius for the relation however explains their extreme slopes and large
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scatter (Hall et al., 2012).

Overall, the small intrinsic scatter of the RM∗ relation offers an excellent bench-

mark for the comparison of observational and/or numerical studies. However, results

and their interpretation depend sensitively on the sample selection function and the

adopted size metric.

5.6.6 Stellar-to-Total-Mass Relation:

log10(M∗/[M⊙]) = m log10(Mdyn/[M⊙]) + b

The stellar-to-total-mass relation (hereafter STMR) plays an important role in under-

standing the interplay of baryons and dark matter; it is studied across a broad range

of scales (see, e.g., Behroozi et al., 2013, for a comparison of several studies). Note

that theoretical studies typically examine the Stellar-to-Halo Mass Relation, while ob-

servations are limited to STMRs within a finite galactocentric radius (Ouellette et al.,

2017). The slope of the STMR changes at a halo-mass scale of ∼ 1012M⊙ (Moster

et al., 2010), which represents the star formation efficiency in massive halos. The

PROBES sample does not reach the turnover mass range, and we may fit a single

power law to our data.

Reyes et al. (2011) and Ouellette et al. (2017) both report STMR slopes that

are fully consistent with ours; however, their scatter and intrinsic scatter values are

considerably larger. Both studies fit small samples, which increases the uncertainty

on their results as a small number of outliers could greatly increase the observed

scatter. In the case of Reyes et al. (2011), the increased scatter may also be due to

their use of R80 as the radius at which masses are measured, R80 is a variant of the

effective radius that is known to produce broader scaling relations. In the case of
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Ouellette et al. (2017) our analysis techniques are well aligned and so the only other

likely explanation is the environment. The Ouellette et al. (2017) sample is taken

from the Virgo cluster and our sample is a mix of environments with mostly field

galaxies.

Lapi et al. (2018) performed their analysis on stacked data and found an STMR

slope and scatter that are considerably lower than ours. Differences are likely ex-

plained by their use of stacked data and disk scale length as a size metric.

5.6.7 Σ1-Stellar Mass Relation:

log10(Σ1/[M⊙ kpc−2]) = m log10(M∗/[M⊙]) + b

The Σ1-stellar mass relation is of great interest to the galaxy formation community. Σ1

has been empirically shown to be connected with black hole mass, and the transition

to a quenched state (Chen et al., 2020b). Unlike other measures such as stellar surface

density within the effective radius (Σe), Σ1 is insensitive to mergers (Szomoru et al.,

2012; Barro et al., 2017). Stellar mass is of course sensitive to mergers, and so it is

surprising that Barro et al. (2017) find the slope of the Σ1-stellar mass relation to be

constant as a function of redshift with a slope of 0.89 ± 0.03 (though the zero-point

does evolve with time). Our scatter measurements are in close agreement with those

of Barro et al. (2017), who reported a scatter of roughly 0.25 dex for their star forming

galaxies sample, where our value is 0.2310.0050.006 for a broad range of late-type galaxies.

Woo and Ellison (2019) fit an Σ1 stellar mass and examine the position of galaxies

in the relation and how it is connected to stellar age, specific star formation rate, and

metallicity. Specific evolutionary modes are indicated by the apparent paths that

galaxies follow in this relation. Fitting only star forming galaxies, they find a slope
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of 0.86, which is somewhat smaller than our value, though the difference may be

attributed to the use of a least-squares fit on the relation. Their scatter measurement

of 0.24 dex is, however, in excellent agreement with our observed scatter.

Chen et al. (2020a) used a large sample of galaxies from the MaNGA (Bundy

et al., 2015) survey to find stellar mass to be one of the strongest predictors of radial

gradients in stellar population indicators. We find excellent agreement with the Chen

et al. (2020a) Σ1-stellar mass slope of 0.93 for low-mass galaxies (log10(M∗) < 10.95);

our reported slope is 1.0040.0210.035.

5.6.8 Specific Angular Momentum-Mass Relation:

log10(jdyn/[kpc kms−1]) = m log10(Mdyn/[M⊙]) + b

Dynamical angular momentum Jdyn, like dynamical mass, is of special interest to

galaxy formation studies since it is a conserved quantity (at least for isolated systems).

Angular momentum is also closely tied to dynamical mass through a simple theoretical

prediction. Assuming a galaxy is a solid rotating sphere, its moment of inertia will

be 2
5
MR2 and total mass is M = 4

3
πρR3. Computing the angular momentum gives

J ∝ M5/3; the specific angular momentum has j ∝ M2/3 (Crampin and Hoyle, 1964).

Galaxies are, of course, not solid rotating spheres, yet this assumption matches several

observational studies, which we discuss below.

The two sources in Table 5.6 that report the jdyn − Mdyn relation have slopes

that are consistent with ours; their scatter values are not available. The literature on

jdyn−Mdyn relation is perhaps not as rich as other relations discussed above, perhaps

because of the highly correlated nature of its two variables. Our Bayesian analysis

allows for a full accounting of correlations and their effect on intrinsic scatter estimates
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allowing us to confidently proceed with our analysis. We find a tight relation with a

robust slope considerably steeper the simple theoretical predictions above. A possible

interpretation is provided by considering the spin-parameter (λ) and energy (E) of

a collapsing halo. This results in a similar power-law relation j ∝ M3/2λ|E|−1/2,

though with extra terms (Peebles, 1969). If Peebles’s expression represents all relevant

parameters, then we must have λ|E|−1/2 ∝ M−0.7 to roughly reproduce the observed

relation.

5.6.9 Specific Stellar Angular Momentum-Stellar Mass Relation:

log10(j∗/[kpc kms−1]) = m log10(M∗/[M⊙]) + b

The stellar version of the jdyn −Mdyn relation involves the complexities of baryonic

physics. Nevertheless, the uniformity of empirical results is remarkable (see Table 5.6)

with values for the slope and scatter consistent with ours.

The relative consistency of slope and scatter estimates is quite remarkable given

the range of size measures, photometric band passes, and sample sizes used in these

various studies. Lapi et al. (2018) consistently report very small scatters due to their

stacking method. Our intrinsic scatter is also smaller than those of Posti et al. (2018)

and Mancera Piña et al. (2020) possibly due to anticorrelated errors through the axial

ratio (see Figure 5.4). Anticorrelated variables make the Bayesian intrinsic scatter

estimates smaller than the classical ones.

Some studies of the j∗ − M∗ relation include a third variable to account for the

presence of a bulge (Obreschkow and Glazebrook, 2014; Fall and Romanowsky, 2018;

Sweet et al., 2018). While our Bayesian intrinsic scatter algorithm is well suited for

an arbitrary number of dimensions, a multidimensional analysis of scaling relations
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is beyond the scope of this paper.

5.6.10 Future Directions

Our analysis has revealed several avenues for future work. The comparison of our

results with other studies makes clear that sample selection is a major hindrance,

as small samples do not produce reliable results; yet large samples may also exhibit

a range of morphologies, masses, environments, etc that can significantly alter final

results. Care is required to avoid sampling and selection bias.

We have also (re)visited inclination corrections and their substantial effect on

the slope and scatter of galaxy scaling relations. This is discussed in some detail

in Section 5.4.4 and will undoubtedly require additional attention on many fronts

(empirical, numerical, and theoretical).

Scaling relations also depend sensitively on the choice and definition of the param-

eters inherent to the relation itself. Most notably, the size metric at which quantities

are measured can substantially affect the slope and scatter of the resulting scaling

relations (Courteau, 1997; Courteau et al., 2007; Hall et al., 2012; Bradford et al.,

2016; Trujillo et al., 2020a).

Several scaling relations may have more complicated forms than a single power

law, such as the curved STMR, and/or depend on a third parameter such as mor-

phology, bulge/disk ratio, or stellar mass. The Bayesian framework presented in

Section 5.3.3 is uniquely suited to address multidimensional analyses. Being entirely

based on residuals, the Bayesian method is also well suited for the analysis of in-

trinsic scatter in nonlinear and multidimensional scaling relations. Exciting avenues

for future exploration that could benefit from our Bayesian intrinsic scatter analysis
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include the evolution of scaling relation scatter against a reference variable or with

redshift. The same framework could also account for the changing scatter across

a scaling relation, e.g., from the bright to the fainter end. Being entirely forward

modeling and residual based, our Bayesian intrinsic scatter analysis is powerful and

flexible.

5.7 Conclusions

We have presented a Bayesian technique for computing intrinsic scatters of arbitrary

scaling relations and demonstrated its robustness over the classical first-order method.

Because the Bayesian method relies exclusively on forward parameter calculations, no

derivatives or inverse functions are required to propagate measurement uncertainties.

We have explained the process of estimating Bayesian intrinsic scatters and compared

them with “classical” estimates; the former is typically larger than the latter.

We have also applied our method to a suite of observed galaxy scaling relations.

For these tests, we use the “PROBES” heterogeneous compilation of 1396 galaxies

with spatially resolved Hα rotation curves and homogeneous photometry extracted

by us from the DESI-LIS. Our scaling relations are constructed from all possible com-

binations of nine structural parameters for late-type galaxies. The resulting scaling

relations are homogeneously fit using a BCES bisector. Both Bayesian and classical

intrinsic scatter values are then computed for each relation. The agreement between

our slope and scatter values and the literature is generally good (Table 5.6).

Our analysis has yielded the following data products and main results:

• A robust set of homogeneously fit scaling relations from a large sample of late-

type galaxies covering a broad range of structural properties (Section 5.5). This
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includes tables of observed, classical, and Bayesian intrinsic scatters (Table 5.5),

and a detailed comparison with literature values (Section 5.6);

• A code to compute Bayesian intrinsic scatters (Appendix 5.10);

• An appreciation that Bayesian intrinsic scatters are typically larger than classi-

cal intrinsic scatters, as they account for parameter covariances and error prop-

agation through robust fitting techniques (Section 5.3). Most relations have

intrinsic scatters ranging from 60 to 90 percent of the total observed value,

with a few relations spanning greater extremes.

• An appreciation that Bayesian intrinsic scatters are more robust to biases in

the data than classical methods (Appendix 5.9);

• An identification that the scatter of R23.5−L23.5, V23.5− (g−z), and R23.5−jdyn

scaling relations is mostly intrinsic, largely because most observational errors

slide along the scaling relations, making some of these relations ideally suited

for comparisons with galaxy formation models;

• An identification of the tightest scaling relations by intrinsic orthogonal scatter

(Section 5.5.2). For each structural parameter, these relations are: V23.5 −M∗;

R23.5−L23.5, j∗, jdyn; L23.5−V23.5, R23.5, jdyn; Σ1−V23.5; (g−z)−V23.5; M∗−V23.5;

Mdyn− jdyn; j∗−R23.5; and jdyn−V23.5, R23.5, L23.5,Mdyn, with some parameters

having multiple equally tight relations.

• A revised discussion on the nature and impact of projection corrections for

galaxy structural parameters (Section 5.4.4)
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Genuine care is required in order to achieve meaningful analyses of galaxy scal-

ing relations. As discussed in Section 5.6, the parameters associated with any given

galaxy scaling relation depend greatly on sample selection and analysis methods. Ac-

curate and representative structural parameters of galaxies, the simultaneous study

of multiple scaling relations, and the derivation of robust measures of intrinsic scat-

ter will facilitate comparisons with galaxy formation and evolutionary models. The

proper characterization of intrinsic scaling relation scatters ought to help bridge the

gap between observations and simulations by removing one of the layers that stands

between them.

5.8 Appendix: Classical Uncertainty Functions

Here, we report the classical uncertainty functions for all of the extracted parameters

in Section 5.4.3. These expressions are determined via Equation 5.1 and include all

sources of uncertainty from Section 5.4 for which we could assign a value and calculate

derivatives. Table 5.7 includes expressions for uncertainty for all parameters as used

in our analysis.
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Table 5.7: Expressions for classical uncertainty propagation as described in Equation 5.1. These are computed for

all points in each scaling relation and used for the classical uncertainty propagation in Section 5.3.2.
The variables are described in the text and Section 5.4.3.
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Some variable names appear in Table 5.7 for the first time and so we describe

them here: σD is the uncertainty on the distance to a galaxy and appears in many

of the relations. σCR23.5
, σCL23.5

, σCg−z , σCg−z , σCΣ1
, and σCj∗ are the uncertainty on

inclination correction factors for the corresponding variables. σSB is the uncertainty

in the surface brightness at the selected radius (Robs) and ∆SB,R is the local slope

of the SB profile at Robs. σmz is the uncertainty on the apparent z band magnitude,

and ∆m,R is the slope of the curve of growth at the isophotal radius Robs. σi is

the inclination uncertainty (propagation through Equation 5.5 not shown for clarity),

and σz is the redshift uncertainty. σVobs
is the uncertainty on the individual velocity

measurement at R23.5, or the closest point to it. The uncertainty on the systematic

velocity σVsys was determined by fitting rotation curves with alternative methods (such

as an arctan model) and finding typical agreement to within 3 km s−1. This value is

used as the systematic velocity uncertainty for all galaxies. ∆mg ,R and ∆mz ,R are the

slopes of the g− and z−band growth curves, respectively. ∆Υ,g−z is the slope of the

mass-to-light ratio as a function of colour, and σΥ is the uncertainty on the mass-

to-light ratio within Robs set to 0.05 dex (Sec 4.1 of Roediger and Courteau, 2015).

Similarly, σΥ1 is the uncertainty on the mass-to-light ratio within 1 kpc. σm1,z is the

uncertainty on the magnitude within 1 kpc. σI is the uncertainty on the intensity at

R23.5.

5.9 Appendix: Testing Data Truncations

Various alterations of the toy model can be made to test the effects of realistic biases

in the data. Truncating the data on an axis can represent sampling biases. We

test the effect of truncating extreme values on the x-axis by setting a lower bound
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Bias 1 2 3 4
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
quality cuts 0.05 0.10 0.25 0.50
sampling bias 0.05 0.10 0.25 0.50
sigma clipping 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.05
scaled 0.02 0.05 0.10 0.25
covariance 0.01 0.02 0.05 0.10

Table 5.8: Table of data modifications from Figure 5.6 to test the Bayesian and classi-
cal intrinsic scatter methods. Column (1) indicates the type of bias applied
to the data. Columns (2) - (5) indicate the degree of bias. The numbers
in the table have a different meaning for each bias type. Quality cuts,
sampling bias, and sigma clipping values refer to the fraction of removed
data points. Scaled refers to the factor by which the mock observation
uncertainties are scaled relative to their true value. Covariance refers to
the degree of extra covariant scatter introduced to the mock observations
(note that the toy model intrinsic scatter is approximately 0.13 in the same
arbitrary units).

to the axis that removes a given percentage of the data points. Truncating based

on uncertainty can represent data quality cuts, and we test the effect of setting an

uncertainty threshold that removes some percentage of the data. Truncating based

on the residual after fitting a relation can represent sigma clipping, and we test the

effect of removing data points with large residuals as well. Shown in Figure 5.6 are

tests for the stability of each method against five types of bias in the data; each test is

performed using 1000 trials of the toy model. We compare the relative error between

the predicted intrinsic scatter value and the true value as a function of the degree of

data bias.

Figure 5.6 makes clear that scatter analyses are adversely impacted by sigma-

clipping methods, since their accuracy and uncertainty bounds are invalidated. This

effect becomes significant for the both classical and Bayesian algorithms once as little

as 1−2% of the data are removed. Indeed, sigma clipping eliminates some of the most
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Figure 5.6: Tests on intrinsic scatter estimates, showing the relative error between
each method and the true mock intrinsic scatter value averaged over 1000
trials. Shown are the relative errors for four levels of data manipulation
as given in Table 5.8; zero indicates no modification to the data. The
Bayesian method consistently performs better than the classical method
and is more robust to data manipulation.

informative data points from the sample; points close to the relation are consistent

with any intrinsic scatter, while those far from the relation that have small uncertainty

can only be explained with a nonzero intrinsic scatter. Figure 5.6 also shows that

truncations based on an axis or on uncertainty (as are used in Section 5.4.6) have

essentially no effect on either method. We tested truncating up to 50% of the data,

and the relative error only increased slightly as would be expected with less data to
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analyze. Finally, we see that the Bayesian method performs better than the classical

method in the ideal toy model (zero bias) by about 25%. The difference is even more

pronounced if there is some bias to the data such as correlated errors.

More sinister is the possibility that the observational uncertainties are themselves

incorrect. Perhaps a given uncertainty is overestimated as the observer wished to

present conservative values, or the uncertainty could be underestimated due to an

unknown factor influencing the data. Whatever the cause, biased uncertainties can

potentially present a significant barrier to measuring accurate intrinsic scatter values.

We test the effect of modifying the uncertainty quality. We also test the impact of

correlated uncertainties and verify the statement in Section 5.3 that the Bayesian

algorithm properly handles correlated uncertainties.

To test for incorrect observational uncertainties, we randomly selected 50% of

the data points and scaled their uncertainty by some factor, thus considering both

inconsistent data (only half the data is modified) and incorrect uncertainty values.

This scaling is done after each data point is perturbed by its uncertainty, so the

algorithms will only have access to the scaled (incorrect) values.

To test for correlated uncertainties, an extra uncertainty σz is added to simul-

taneously scatter the data in both axes. The classical method considers each axis

separately and so the σz error will be added in quadrature to both axes, while the

Bayesian technique includes the new uncertainty in its sampling algorithm as a co-

variant term.

Figure 5.6 also shows that both algorithms can handle a small-scale manipulation

to the uncertainty values; however the Bayesian algorithm estimate and its uncer-

tainty are consistently more robust. At 10% scaling, the classical algorithm produces
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an essentially meaningless uncertainty range. The test for covariance in Figure 5.6

demonstrates, as expected, that the classical method is negatively impacted by this

type of uncertainty while the Bayesian method handles it smoothly.

5.10 Appendix: Bayesian Intrinsic Scatter Code

Here we present the Bayesian intrinsic scatter code. The Python code below relies on

the public numpy (Harris et al., 2020) and scipy (Jones et al., 2001) packages. The

code defines the function BayesianIntrinsicScatter which has several arguments

described below.

The argument phi list is a list object where each element contains all of the

measurement information for a galaxy (rotation curve, surface brightness profile, dis-

tance, etc.) and the associated uncertainties. The galaxy object (elements of the

phi list list) may be formatted in any way that is easiest for the user as the code

does not directly interact with them, instead only passing them to other functions.

sigma max is the maximum possible intrinsic scatter value for the prior; typically the

total scatter of the scaling relation is used. The two X and Y arguments are functions

that take a phi list element and evaluate the x/y axes of the scaling relation in

question. These functions can return None to indicate that a point has exceeded a

data quality cut and should be ignored. Other than returning None, no other assump-

tions are made about the output of X and Y as they are only passed to user-defined

functions. sample phi params is a function that takes no arguments and returns

any parameters that are needed for the sample phi function. sample phi takes pa-

rameters from sample phi params and an element from phi list and returns the
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element resampled about its uncertainty values. For example, the distance measure-

ment would be resampled by a normal distribution about the original measurement

with the uncertainty as the standard deviation. relation f is the function for the

scaling relation; it takes as arguments a tuple of parameters, an x-axis value, and a

y-axis value, then returns the residual. relation f fit takes a list of x-axis values

and a list of y-axis values and returns the tuple of parameters needed for relation f.

N samples is the number of times to sample the sample phi function for each galaxy

and should be at least 500 for the posterior to converge. N sigma is the number of

points to evaluate the intrinsic scatter pdf. sigma min is the minimum value at which

to evaluate the intrinsic scatter pdf. nprocs is the number of processors used for the

calculations; this can accelerate the Bayesian intrinsic scatter measurement. If the

speed up is not needed, one can replace the instances of pool.map with map for the

same functionality. min pass is the minimum number of evaluations out of N samples

that do not return None required for a galaxy to be included in the intrinsic scatter

calculation.

While the Bayesian intrinsic scatter calculation is somewhat more complicated

than a classical intrinsic scatter analysis, there are some distinct advantages. From a

coding perspective, there are only a few functions that need to be defined. The X and

Y functions are effectively already needed to construct the scaling relation in the first

place. The sample phi function is relatively simple to construct as it typically only

involves sampling normal distributions. Again the relation f and relation f fit

functions must already be constructed in order to fit the scaling relation. Contrast

this with the classical error analysis where derivatives must be computed for each

axis as a function of each input value that has an uncertainty. Once implemented
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for the first time, the Bayesian intrinsic scatter calculation is actually easier than the

classical analysis, though it does take longer to compute.
import numpy as np

from scipy.integrate import trapz

from scipy.stats import norm

from functools import partial

from multiprocessing import Pool

def _pdf(r,s):

return np.sum(norm.pdf(r, loc = 0, scale = s))

def BayesianIntrinsicScatter(phi_list, sigma_max, X, Y,

sample_phi_params, sample_phi,

relation_f, relation_f_fit,

N_samples = 500, N_sigma = 100,

sigma_min = 0.01, nprocs = 4,

min_pass = 100):

pool = Pool(nprocs)

# array of values at which to evaluate the intrinsic scatter pdf

S = np.linspace(sigma_min, sigma_max, N_sigma)

residuals = [[] for n in range(len(phi_list))]

for r in range(N_samples):

params = sample_phi_params()

# Resample galaxy list

sample = pool.map(partial(sample_phi, params), phi_list)

# Evaluate scaling relation axes

XY = zip(pool.map(X,sample), pool.map(Y,sample),

range(len(phi_list)))

XY = list(filter(lambda xy: not None in xy, XY))

# Fit scaling relation

fit = relation_f_fit(list(xy[0] for xy in XY),

list(xy[1] for xy in XY))

for xy in XY:

# Store scaling relation residual

residuals[xy[2]].append(relation_f(fit, xy[0], xy[1]))
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posteriors = []

for r in filter(lambda r: len(r) > min_pass, residuals):

# evaluate the intrinsic scatter pdf for this galaxy

pdf = np.array(pool.map(partial(_pdf, r), S))

# normalize pdf to integral 1

posteriors.append(np.log10(pdf/trapz(pdf, S)))

# Take product of single galaxy posteriors and normalize

P_sigmai = np.sum(posteriors, axis = 0)

P_sigmai -= np.max(P_sigmai)

P_sigmai = (10**P_sigmai)/trapz(10**P_sigmai, S)

return S, P_sigmai
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Chapter 6

Summary and Conclusions

6.1 Summary and Conclusions

In this thesis we have presented four manuscripts which build toward a better un-

derstanding of galaxy complexity. The importance of a rigorous scatter treatment in

galaxy scaling relations, and its direct impact on dark matter models, was demon-

strated in Chapter 2. For the MOND framework to hold, the RAR must have zero

intrinsic scatter; however, we have shown that multiple extensive and independent

data sets have robust non-zero intrinsic scatter in agreement with ΛCDM predictions.

Given the importance of intrinsic scatter in understanding observations of galaxy pop-

ulations, we set out to make the most robust measurements possible. To this end, we

have created a new, versatile, and efficient software package, called AutoProf, for the

automatic reduction of large numbers of (multi-band) galaxy images into useful SB

profiles. AutoProf was introduced in Chapter 3 and is able to reliably reproduce the

results of similar (though less complete and typically slower) packages. Moreover, it

can also overcome perturbations from interloper objects and reach fainter isophotes.

AutoProf was then applied to the PROBES sample to produce a large sample of
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galaxies with multi-band photometry and matching deep rotation curves. This effort

was detailed in Chapter 4. The sample was characterized through various statistical

tests and is to be publicly released. Finally, in Chapter 5, we have developed a robust

Bayesian framework for the analysis of intrinsic scatter in galaxy scaling relations.

We have demonstrated the robustness of this technique against classical error treat-

ments and found dramatic differences between their predictions in some instances.

We have determined the intrinsic scatter for numerous galaxy scaling relations and

performed a detailed literature comparison. Among others, it was shown that pre-

vious attempts to measure intrinsic scatter of galaxy scaling relations systematically

underestimated the scatter (often by more than 10 percent). In some cases a classi-

cal treatment of scatter was entirely unrealistic and produced negative scatter values

while the Bayesian method remained valid. Uncertainties of this magnitude in the

assessment of intrinsic scatter in galaxy scaling relations are untenable under any rig-

orous scientific treatment. Our detailed and extensive data bases as well as accurate

modeling of scaling relations open the door for reliable tests of galaxy formation and

evolution in our quest to characterize and quantify the origins of fundamental galaxy

scaling relations. The basis for such an investigation is finally in place.

6.2 Future Work

The data, techniques, and tools are now in place to accurately evaluate galaxy scal-

ing relation parameters (slope, scatter, and intercept) for large samples of galaxies

based on photometric and spectroscopic observations. A most pressing question for

galaxy formation models is to determine the drivers of galaxy structure and constrain

the putative cross-talk between luminous and dark matter. A number of follow-up
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projects naturally emerge from this endeavour:

1. Trace the evolution of the intrinsic scatter in galaxy scaling relations over cosmic

time. In the spirit of van der Wel et al. (2014), scaling relations can be defined

in redshift bins. This project basically entails disentangling the observed scatter

in the measured physical properties of an object into two parts: the increasing

(photon) noise and sources of confusion with redshift/distance on the one hand,

and the possible variations of the intrinsic scatter of these properties with time

on the other. AutoProf is ideally suited for such a task. As the processes that

drive galaxy evolution occur on different timescales (Iyer et al., 2020), tracing

the evolution of intrinsic scatter with time can single out the main evolution

agents for different galaxy populations.

2. Identify any environmental dependence of the intrinsic scatter. By separating

galaxy samples into different environmental bins, one may determine if drivers

of scatter are related to environment1.

3. Search for any dependencies of intrinsic scatter on specific structural parame-

ters. This could include the dependence of intrinsic scatter on galaxy mass; for

instance, a related analysis by Oman et al. (2015) posited that dwarf galaxies

embody more diversity (see also Frosst et al., 2022). However, a more robust

analysis calls for a larger sample of galaxies; the latter is underway in the form

of “PROBES-II”, an expansion of PROBES to dwarf galaxies (Frosst et al., in

prep.).

1Similar previous investigations have found little environmental impact on Tully-Fisher relations
and more complex environmental dependencies for other properties (Vogt et al., 2004; Cappellari
et al., 2011; Cappellari, 2013; Ouellette et al., 2017)
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4. Compare intrinsic scatter from observations against simulations (e.g. for the

size-mass scaling relation in Bottrell et al. 2017). This may involve comparing

the slope, intercept, and scatter for many scaling relations simultaneously.

5. Extend the scatter analysis of Stone et al. (2021a) to produce a joint Bayesian

posterior for the intercept and slope in addition to the scatter of any scaling

relation. A fully general joint Bayesian posterior over an arbitrary number

of model parameters would also be desirable, rather than the current linear

analysis.

6. Improve upon the original AutoProf to handle more distant objects and for the

simultaneous modeling of multiple galaxies/objects in a given field. This work

is already underway as part of AutoProf-2 (see Chapter ??). In fact there are

several ways that AutoProf can be upgraded to make it even more useful.

These projects represent the most immediate options for the expansion of this

thesis study. These, and others based on our research and tools, ought to open new

lines of inquiry into the fundamental drivers of galaxy evolution.
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Appendix A

AutoProf-II

As mentioned in Section 6.2, the AutoProf analysis code was initially designed to

model one galaxy at a time. This is suitable for a number of studies, such as this

thesis, though many other applications could benefit from the simultaneous modelling

of multiple objects. In order to enable such capabilities, AutoProf would require major

modifications and a new vision to maintain the robustness and flexibility of AutoProf-

I. Here we describe the initial steps taken thus far to implement a multi-component

fitting update.

The updated AutoProf-II is built around the “model object”, which can represent

any structure or feature in an image. Model objects can represent stars (PSF-like

objects), sky (image scale features), and galaxies (diffuse objects), or anything else a

user wishes to encode in an image (perhaps a strong gravitational lens). A model for

the image can be built by adding the contributions of each individual model; the model

sum can be compared with the target image. Representing the modelling process this

way is similar in spirit to the approach taken in GALFIT (Peng et al., 2010a) and a

number of other parametric modelling codes (Tody, 1986; Vikram et al., 2010; Erwin,

2015, to name a few). The AutoProf-II design abstracts various elements of the
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Figure A.1: Sample AutoProf-II fit to Coma Cluster galaxies. Left: colour image in
log scale of a subsection of the Coma Cluster taken from the DESI-LIS
sky viewer. Middle: model image in log scale as fit by AutoProf-II using a
sky model and 29 Sérsic profiles with only sky area for each galaxy given
as initial conditions. Right: residual image in histogram equalization
scale between model image and observed r-band image. The middle and
right images were automatically generated by AutoProf-II.

optimization procedure, meaning that one can modify individual elements as needed

for a given science goal. Like AutoProf-I, the AutoProf-II software also includes a

number of initialization routines which greatly improve ease-of-use.

By modularizing the representation of a galaxy model, AutoProf-II will allow a

variety of representations. SB profile functions will be available as Sérsic, Gaussian,

Exponential, and Moffat, or in non-parametric fashion (as in AutoProf-I). Users may

also add their own profile fitting functions. Modelling with a fixed PA and axis ratio,

with arbitrary isophotes, super-ellipses, and Fourier modes will be available for all SB

profile models. These options were also available in AutoProf-I and will be extended

to AutoProf-II for multiple objects, and for alternate radial SB profiles.

AutoProf-II is in the development stage and is not yet ready for general use. This

appendix shows a few preliminary results as an example of some of the capabilities

of AutoProf-II. Figure A.1 shows a view of overlapping galaxies in the Coma Cluster.
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AutoProf-2 is able to simultaneously model these galaxies and produce reasonable

Sérsic fits to all of them in 290 sec on a single Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-4790K proces-

sor. Currently the starting (central) location of each galaxy is inputted by hand,

though the final implementation will be able to take a segmentation map as input

and model all identified objects. The residual image shows structure near the cen-

ter of each subtracted model indicating that a Sérsic alone fails to fully represent

these galaxies; however for demonstration purposes, this is sufficient. There are three

primary explanations for the given residuals: PSF blurring for the models; multiple

components if a single Sérsic is insufficient; and model mismatch if the Sérsic function

is not a good model for these galaxies. PSF effects are not included in this fit, though

this capability is available, as it is slow for AutoProf-II (and GALFIT) to evaluate

and was not necessary for demonstration purposes.

Figure A.2 shows a fit by GALFIT for the same image; we use the same AutoProf-

II initial conditions for consistency and since GALFIT cannot determine initial pa-

rameters. Two Sérsic models were left out of the GALFIT model since they caused

the program to crash. For this setup, GALFIT ran in 80min on the same processor

as before. The large difference in runtime can be attributed to two factors. First,

GALFIT samples every model for the entire fitting region while AutoProf-II uses indi-

vidualized windows for each model to focus analysis on the immediate region. Second,

GALFIT uses a Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm, which requires a numerically de-

termined derivative for each parameter at every pixel, thus using a large amount of

resources for this image with 27 Sérsic models at 7 parameters each (x, y, PA, q, n,

Ie, Re). AutoProf-II uses a random search algorithm for each model which applies

random perturbations to parameters and evaluates the mean squared error, keeping
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Figure A.2: Example GALFIT fit to Coma Cluster galaxies. Left: model image in
log scale by GALFIT using the same models as AutoProf-II (except for
2 Sérsic functions, see text). Right: residual image in histogram equal-
ization scale. The images were extracted using ds9 (Joye and Mandel,
2003) on the GALFIT output FITS files.

the best performing model parameters. Because of this, AutoProf-II can handle more

models simultaneously and uses approximately half the memory while running. In

this way, this comparison with many models favours AutoProf-II and exhibits its bet-

ter runtime scaling; for a single Sérsic model GALFIT will converge faster than the

current AutoProf-II implementation.

The resulting fits are similar though not identical. The residuals indicate that

AutoProf-II focused on the larger component for many of the galaxies leaving a large

residual near the center, while GALFIT focused more on the central regions. Neither

method was able to find a complete solution, suggesting that a Sérsic function alone is

not sufficient to model these galaxies. Clear features near the center are seen in both

fits which suggests that at least PSF blurring is needed. Not all objects in this image

are modelled, though the brightest objects were included. When the segmentation

map initialization is available, it will be possible to include the many small objects

as well.

Overall, the goal of AutoProf-II is to extend the flexibility and speed of AutoProf-I
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to multi-component fitting. Like AutoProf-I, AutoProf-II will operate fully automat-

ically, though will include extra tools for those who wish to scrutinize a single object

in detail. This opens new avenues for modelling complex objects and pushing the

photometric limits of a given telescope.
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